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to Chaptee 1. .9

Overview .

.%
. . , ,

During,a- period of three months-n*198a; 1662 licensed center and
. . .

: /
.

home providers' throughout tie state of Michigan Were enrolled fOr

twenty hours of professional training under fhe provisiona of Title XX

of the Social Security Act. This report,prisents an evaluation of this

important training pt gram. The Michigan Department of Social, Services

viewed this as the first in 'a series of -such irainpg.piograms.

.. Therefore, the major function of this report and- the project evaluation'

,discussed herein Is to present data and analysis 'Which hopefully will

help.in plannirl and ImDleMenting future day care providertraining.

9 With this -is mind, this first chaptir ,will discuss ithe

philopllny and goals of the Michigan Day Care Provider Training 7

Project: Year One. It wih_eneWith a description of Newremaining
,,*

e .

sections. of the report.. 4' .

: 'N

. 4pistOry
0'

A

..

' Training for- day, care providers 'has bong been a goal, of the

- Michigan Depnrfmentof Social Services (MDSS). This goal was shared by

many parents and proyiders aswell as ,t Wducstors and social Workers
..... 4

who deal with ctrildren and their families. .

.
Wien Title XX of the Serial- Secufffy Act went into effect October,

4
-

I) 1975; a broad interpretation were made bykome states to allow use of
4,

.41N
w ,

Title XX funds for training. These expenditures, though having to be

maiched,J25% local to 75% federal) were thOught to be beyond the state

limit hit- -Titles XX funding. Michigan did not make this liberal

interpretation of the Title XX expenditures,at that time. It Was not

until. June of 1979f)when proposed revisions in the Federal Interagency

Day Care :pirements(FIDCR) were punahld in the Fe ral Register
. 4e

and included ,a trainin6 requirement for .day care providers, that

Ifichigan moved to implement such a training. program. This move
1

resulted from the development of a support cadre within the state 4'

T...egislitture, which allocates Title XX funds. The move Coward day cars'
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.

.

provider tmainii, was eacourliged by two factors. .Tbe potential daddate
, e

.

in the regulations for training made Michigan's' efforts prudent and

gave it "state a headstart on the to-b -mandated.training. Secont, the

expenditure for training _would not st a penny of state revenues,c-
.

. ..

-mince 5% of the funds would come from the federal government and the

21.1e local' match would be provided by the local institutions doing the
,

training. e continued_ education and informational work with the
.

.
. .State Legis ture on the_ pert of the enlightened Day Care Services

,

Office of'the MDSS, promoted and undergirded by a committed Day Care

Advisory Committee to the MiOSS,, can be credited in a large part with

the'development of the training program.

In May of,1974, the .Day CareAdvisory Committee, to the Department
/

of Social ServiCes,' chaired by Pearl Axelrod, Special Assistant to the

Dean, 'University of Michigan School of Education, appointed a Task

Force to make recommendations for the training ofAey care providers,

The thiirperaqc of the Training ,Task Force was Evelyn Linden, Day Care

Consultant to the United aemmunity Services of Metropolitan .Detroit.,

The Task Force included professionals- from instutions of. higher

educatio .' a consumer representative; persons 'from community.\Icoordinate. child. care,

. A

programs and staff members from both the
t

' Department of Social Services and the Michigan Vocational.

Rehabilitation Services (see Appendix B for a complete list of Task

Force members).

For 18 'months the Task Foice devoted bhndreds of hours to

interviews

literature,

exploration

with day care personnel at

40! over4iew`of res9urces

of many training concepts.,

ry level, a 'review a the

the Training Task Force was

report reached the 'following

publisbed *by

conclusidns:

mographic data, ,an olan

ovember,,, 1975, a report of

the MD55... This Task Force

The .purpose 61 training is to move toward quality' child care.

The most important single element in quality child care is the
compTtende of the caregiver.

A qualified .caregiver requires skills ,and knowledge beyond
those of parenting.

There is a body of ,knowlidgaIrtha t day care workers should
,haye.

14
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There. is a demonstrable interest initraining among day care,
personnel in Michigan.

Thera is a demonstrable need for training among caregiverd as
well as child care personnel who do snot come in direct contact
with,children, e.g., DSS child care staff.

This report, iqaued'tn the midst f a serious economic recession,

had to await 'four. years for 'impleme tation In *5, the Michigan

. Stat? Legislature allocated some of Title XX funds for the training of

licensed' caregivers who serve Title XX eligible children, or who are

certified with a contract and a rate to serve these children. The

Office Management and Staff Development, directed by Dr. Gilbert
.

. fisher III, aced the implementation of this grant in the Service

Training Divipion, directed by Felia.Younger, and within the section of

,Adult; Family and Employment Development Training!' Horst Orth,

Supervisor of thls Section, in turn, appointed Roger Nelson as the

Project Offider. A .starewide Project Advisory Committee chaired by

Pearl Axelred assisted with the selection of the master.contractor and

with all 'subsequent work Of the training project. This committee

included parents, ;:sioviders, academicians and representatives of the

MDSS Day Care Services

Training Division.

A Request For Proposal (RFP) for a master contractor was issued by

slid Licensing Ditision, as well as. the MDSS
.r) ;

the MDSS cin December 7, 1979. Because- of a technical flaw in the

original procedure, there was a second beginning of the RFP process

Pebruary," 1980.. Thus: both in JanharY, 1980, and again in April, 1980,

the selection commitee awarded the training contract to Wayne State

Center for Urbap Studiei (CUS/WSU); Council on EarlyUniversity's

ChildhOod .

CUS/WSU chose to articulate some if

in'the RFP by designing a two level approach

wr
'master contractor", they would set the

facfitators while subcontracting to local institutions throughout the

itat of Michigan.to Conduct the'actual training. Indeed, the Michigan

Day 'Care ProviderTraining Project, Year One is the work of CUS/WSU and
. ,

fifteen Michigan subcontractor's.

the basic principles outlined

to training delivery.

parameters and act

As

as

'
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Finally, -as a framework for discussing this training program, the

most significant events and the time frame within Which this rtivity

took place should be kept in mind. Thviliost significant eventeduridi

the training period are aR follows: r
April 11, 19$10"- CUSAISU 16ac'awardltotl the Michigan Day Care
Provider Training Project for,projectdeVeiopment, training and
evaluation in the amount-of $410,878 in Title XX ftinds with ,a
local match of -$152,322: (Thipswyas later reduced; see June 30,
'19801 .

. ,

April 14, 1980 -- Commende,` RFP-IkprOcess for potential
'subconta4ors.

April 29 And30., )980 - pre-proposat0, conferences held in Gaylord
and Detroit 'respectively'.

May 14, 1980 - Ma9ter contractorAlt with the Project Advisory
Committee, MDSS staff and selecled professiona/s to help select
subcontractors;

- .

May 15, 1980 - Master ,cOntractol staff notifies subcontractors
by telephone of the acceptance of theft proposals for funding.

May 22 and 23, 1980 - Pre-,contract orientation sessions were
held with trainers and financial officers.

June 2-19, 198D - One-day orientation workshops held throughout
the state with local MDSS staff and subcontractors, attended by
the'Project Officer( and master contractor fieldIrepresentatives.

June 23, 1980 - First EducationalTraining Unit (ETU) began at
the Saginaw Intermediate School District.

June 30, 1980 - The contract-Tunas were reduced by MDS to
$381,150 Title XX monies with local match of $127,050. In turn,

-subcontracts were adjusted accordingly. This reduced the numbee4"-
to be trained.

'August 19, 1980 - Conference was held for subcontractors to

answer questions and to (give information about final. reporting
procedures.

( '

'September 30,1980 --Fin is completed.

October .3,, 1980 - , Fin 1 subfoRtractors' meeting to

information, evaluations, nd to make recommendations.

October 8, 1080 - Final meeting of the Project Adv ory

Committee to assess the training program and to d clop
recommendations for future tr ining.

At2 1

share

Definitions

'The use by MDSS of Title X, funds -assumes specific interpretations

of certain concepts. Thy most significant for understanding' this

training prograd are:



Day caret., the care, 'supervision;, and guidance of a on a

regular basis for petiods of lais.than 24 hours per `day,' in a
place other than the child's own home.

Day care /enter: a place in which day care is provided to more
than twelve children.

Day cafe dome: aprigate residence in whih day care is provided
to twelve or fewer children.

Caregivers: all persons who provide for gome ,peritd of the day,
direct care, supervisiOn, andguidance of children in a day care
center or home. This Ancludes paittime employees, volunteers,
and substitutes 4 well as .staff who are not normally caregivers,
(such as -pus drivers and cooks} who provide direct care for any
part ofthe day.

Eligibility for Title XX Twining: Those day care providers who
are licensed and certified ,to care for Title XX- Supported children,

with an established rate for such-care.

Philosophy

stelk:..clear frbm the 0;oposal written by CUS/WSU that some

Philosophical commitments guided the deve opment of this project. In

one sense, a philosophy had.beenfoutlined n the conclusions reached by
e ft

the Training Task Foree in 1975, as well as in the two principles
-,-

establillhed by them for provider training. As stated previously, this

philosophy stressed the key role a*-'caregiver competence in

provision of quality child mese and the feasibility of-

boost that competence. In addition, the ideas of tailoring training to

meet the needs of different providers, and of tangible recognition for

participation in training, were emphasized. Tnus, the providers' needs

%ere considered, an ,essential erement-in finalizing plans for training

programs.

The CUS/WSU project strbngly reaffirmed' these goals...., In addition '

0 the underlying philospphy of the master c'oOtraetor seemed` gpent

three basic areas: (1) the general orientation to the content are

(2) .the endorsement of specifie philosophical viewpoints concern,concerning

child care, and (3) emphasis' on local .community control of trai ing

specifics by the subcontractors and their trainers.

111



First, the general orientation of this training project

acknowledged the contributions of two related It somewhat distinct

bodies of knowledge: 1the field of early childhood education and the

field of human development. The fact that both were recognized sources

of input in the foie of, resource persons, trainers, subcontractors,

texts, and other written materials, meant that. the project /had

broadbased sypport. Although all persons concerned with the project

shared goals'aud experience related to child care, they did not all

share fhe samg hflosophical or educational background. While mans'

training proje s endorse 'a particular educational models and

philosophy, this project did not appear to align itself th one model

k of early education and development at the expen of another.

2Consequ;ntly, a variety of professionals worked together

enThliastically to plan and implement the project.

Second, 'specific viewpsoints drawn from early childhood sources and

from principles of human development were endorsed by the project. For

5' example, there was a positive attitude toward supporting parents,

teaching children about ethnic diversity, :accepting 'children's

curiosity and the growth of autOnobly, physically reassuring upset

children, recognizing the importance of fantasy play and of consivent

caregivers for young children. There was a negative attitude toward

physical puriihmeit and low evaluations of the worth of particular

learning activities. These viewpoints were not promulgated in sny

single document or curriculum, however. The master contractor used the

'folloiing three approaches to communicate these viewpoints:

1. the choice of subcontradtor
2. the initial two,day, subcontractor/trainer orientationmbetings
3. the coordination and monitoring function of the field

representatives.

A third. philosophy 'emphasized in this project was that of local

planning and control of the schedule, location, and type of training .

that was offered. It was assumed that training would .have' most appeal"

when it was developed to fit the needs of providers- in a particular

region. Child care was viewed as A. service intimately linked to

lifestyles and, therefore, likely to Vaty somewhat from region to

region. In addition, there was an emphasis upon local community
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support for training because of the need to establish linkages and

programs that, could be continued in some form After this project was

completed. The subcontractor system, which emphlsized local control of

almost every aspect of the program,,except,for" evaluation and liaison

with the MDSS, was utilized in keeping with this philosophy. As as

result, a variety of training schedgles, strategies, and. formats were

not only expected but encouraged. ,fuch to4rance of variet' and

ingenuity demanded both that the master contractor trust, the local

subcontractors and that its commitment to local control be a

consistent, strongly felt one.

While guided by a particular child care philosophy, this project

nevertheless incorporated professionals from various backgrounds and

utilized 'the child care teaching resources within the providers' own

comMunities. It was- both ,brOadly based in its inception and narrowly

relevant in its,delivery,

Project Coals 4

It is important at this point to delineite. the specific goals of

this project. These goals 'derived' from the philoabphy of the &aster

....-------..
contractor, the report of the Training Task Force (1975), as

interpreted by CUS/WSU, and the requirements of the, contract with HMS.

r ,The following were stated as the goals of the ;nester contractor: "

1. Training sill). be presented in" some or all of the topic. areas

designated by the master contractor. This training will be

grounded in the sound human development -and earltchildhood
education principles needed for the provision of quality child

care.

2. Both center and home providers will be trained. ti

3. A minimum of seventy two' ETU's will be conducted that will

enroll at least 420 eligible providers (according to the

Amendment to the Master Contract, June '30, 1980.1

'The original contract (April, 1980) stipulated that .a minimum of 12%
,and a.maxiMum of 20% of eligible providers would be trained. The total

number of eligible providers was estimated by MDSS as 13,965 in

January, 1980, so, that 12% was 1676 eligible child Care providers.
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4. Training wilt be offered' in Blame part of all former nine MDSS
*regions to insure training availability statewide.

5.Local community linkage,' will be developed between providers and
reeources so that supportilor dgy care and a useful coordination

'olleffgrt will co9tidue after the project is concluded.,

6. The
A

training unit'(ETU) will have the following characteristics:

a 10 -30 fltiniecper ETU > I

b. twenty hours of training for each'trainee'
tor c. soial orsite.training whenever possible

,d. course credit at the college level for a trainee (upon
completion of the WI twenty hours of training), whenever
possible N

7. To maximizes the releVance of training to local needs, the
training fortat and the choice of topic areas froth the list .of
fourteen areas specified by the master contractor will be
deciAed at the local level.

In addition to an evaluation of the goals stated/trove, this report

will examini data and information .as requested by MDSS in their

contractcontract for,theWaluation of the program:

The following chapter will describe and discuss the evaluation

methodology; then chapters three, through six will describe the process

by whic1 project implementation occurred; chapters seven through nime------
, ,

, analyze"-both the anticipated aqd the unanticipated Outcomes ef the

s project. The fiat chapter summarizes the conclusions and

recommeOations'arrived at as i:reault---,,of project evaluation finding!.

(

i.
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Chapter 2

Methodology
'

This sectfon.will inclu_de a Aiscussion of the evaluation design,

its limitatiohs; and recommendations fbr future evaluation ,,61r this

Troject. The training Project had certain structural components which,

in turn, placed specific constraints ox the' methodollogiCal design of
.%

the evaluation.

First, a% indicated elsewhere, the time between contract

authorization and the need to commence training was' incredibly short.

As long as the evaluators wanted baseline, data and wanted to include

all. subcontractors, these overwhelming time constraints affected the

'evaluation design as well as the project.

Second, this `was very much a flrst-year project. There was no -'

information. regarding the characteristics of trainees, or, in fact, the

trainers. Further, there were almost no knowledgeable expectations

with regard to variability across. the state. This was as much an

V

initial program for the subcontractors as it was for the master

contractor. ;Therefore, evaluation forms had to e acceptable to a

wide rage a'educatiocial levels.

Third, thd. training program was designed for optimal local input.:

As a result,,each subcontract&r,designed his/her own prpgrams within

the, constraints_set by the maiber contractor. Obviously, for

evaluation purposes this raised-a questicin with regard to rether there

should have been a uniform evaluation or 'separate ones designed

specificallyfor each subcontractor.

The goals of this. evaluation were related to the assumed
.

wow
progression ofltrainiog outcomes (as indicated in Figure 1). The

initial decision of the design was to determine which of these could. be

measured withireafonablp/IllidiEy and reliability given the constraints

of the project under consideration' as well ""ts of the general

"state -of- the - art."
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Figure 1

LEVELS OF EVALUATION

PROCESS ' OUTCOMES

Program
Trainees'

-----4'Attitudes & Expectations

V

Trainees'
Knowledge & Skill

Trainees' Behavior
in the

Child Care Setting

Attitude & Behavior
of Children in Care

Level 1

Level 11

Level 111

Level 1V 1

Because thisthis was the first of what was anticipated as a number of '4

provider training programs, measuring the program process had very high

pribr4ty. On the other hand, the geographic spread subcontractor

variation, and time constraints were such that not all f the program

process could be meaured with equal detail. For example, the
ea

recruiting process is analyzed from subcontractor reports rather an

'evaluator observation; at the same time, detailed data _were collected

regarding the characteristics of those recruited, as well as trainer

attitudei, expectations mud the topics that were covered in eachl

session. The design included the collection and analysirofisdata from

all structural and'content components of the project.

22
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Since pr knowledge about child care providers was so minimal,

great stress was laced on the analysis of the first level outcome:

initial expectation= of training and attitudes regarding training.

Since ther could be de variati =mong subcontractors as well as

within (by ETU) there wail It " sampling procedure which could be

devised pr o ,to.training. erefore, these data were ga'hered from

all trainees.

A most difficult issue for the evaluation team was the second level

outcome: the trainees' knowledge and skill. The Aajor goal of the

training project was after all 'to'to affeet, knowledgiO\ and skill. The

first tissue was related to thePdecentralization of program planning:

Since it was assumed that each subcontractor would select from the

total competency topics What would.be taught, the actual content would t.

vary between ETU's. 'There was'not time to cover all topics in which

trainees needed skillbuilding even if the subc/ontractor could reliably

determine this. The issue for evaluation design was One ot whether or

not to measure only the content topics tebe covered in'each particular

Ely. To do so would have the advantage of assessing precisely what was

accomplished in that ETU. The Other alternative would be to use one

comprehensive instrument for all ETU's which would result in more

information regarding provider knowledge across the state. The latter

course was takes Since this was a controversial decision,,a... few of

the mkjor reasons should be noted:
.

1. Many subcontractors were uncertai(as to exactly which topics
would be covered, in which sessions, of whether there would be
more than a brief introduction to the topic.

2. No validated knowledge test could be found for these competency
topics which ,as appropriate for this anticipated-population.

3. Since each subcontractor determined h,is /her own course content,
there, was n9 reason to believe that' even within the some topic,
different subcontractors would teach the same items or

sub topics. Therefore, even. 'if only specified topics were

measured, it could; 69111 be claimed that the knowledge/
information instrument.Oid not measure what was actually taught.
At the same time, differential instruments would lose the

a /vantage of the singularlomprehensive instrument.

/
23
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4. A singular comprehensive instrument would in fact, measure the
knowledge/information level of all the trainees in all topic
areas. This, in turn, would be an importantraid in planning
for future training. 0

At this time it can be steed that given the variety of training
,-

components and the number of o -site and last minute decisions which

were necessary for the subcontractor, hindsight convinces us that

specialised instruments would have been 'impossible to administer.

The evaluators believe that 'Level III can be measured once the

prior level measurements are perfected. Therefore, in an attempt to

begin this process, one singular measurement 'of trainee behavior

outcome (Level III) was attempted in one small subgroup. This will be

discussed in Chapter 8. With regard to Level IV, as illustrated in

Figure 2 below, there was never any intention of including these in the

evaluation design.
1

In essence, then, the general approach of this evaluation was one

of closely analyzing the training process with particular emphasis on

(1) describing trainees, (2) training topics and formats, and (3)

trainer characteristics.

These data would be usid to learn about what type of training was I

offered, who_are the providers (trainees), and the effectiveness of

diC;ntralized training. These, in turn, led to an znalysls of outcomes

regarding trainee attitudes and knowledge about child care.

.Procedure

iP The-AdsiC procedure.foemeasuring the process and outcomes of this

first provider training program was very detailed. It was anticipated

from the start that future evaluation would involve less detail and

redundancy. Much o &the evaluatiod'procedure was structured around the

individual training session; measurements were taken at each. session:

This is shown schematically in Figure 2 below. Such 'detailed

measurements allowed for anticipated variation `from session to session

in the reactions of both the trainer and the trainee.

"24
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Trainee andTrainer ierCeptions and Basic Data. As indicated, data

concerning the characteristics of trainees ware collected at the first
'-

session come Appendix A for questionnaiies). Traineeperception of the

session and trainer description and perception of the session were

collected at each session. There was, some difficulty because of
7

all-day sessions. In a few cases more than one form was completed by

trainees during the same session. This usually happened during all-day

sessions. when there were definite breaks in the session with

corresponding changes in the trainer.

4041rThese evaluation forms were usually distributed by the trainer or

facilitator'sinCi it was impossible for' the evaluators to be present at

all training sessions. The evaluation team did observe training for

twelve of the fifteen subcontractors. Reports were made and theseltata

are part of this evaluation.

In addition, trainers' perceptions of training strengths and

barriers were Sssessed'at the initial and final sessions of every ETU.

Measuring- Knowledge) An instrument was devised and pre-tested

which measured knowledge in' the competency topics specified by the

master contractor. As indicated in Figure 2 and discussed earlier,

this was administered in 94 of 95 ETU's at the end of training. The

key question, of course, invo'ved changes in +knowledge and inforniation

as a result of training. One common method for assessment of such-
,

cha ge is the pre-post design; that is, the measurement of people's

ledge .prior to the training and the measurement of their knowledge

r training. Any changes in their scores (in 'the positive

direction) are then attributed to the -course work itself. The

evaluation team decided td use this design in a minimum of ETU's only

toward the end of the prpject due to a number of factors. This design

had ,a number of disadvantages for this particular program:

1. As indicated earlier, there is no validated knowledge test

available that covers these competency topics for this

population. The time constraints of this project did not permit
the creation and Validation-al such an instruments
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2. Thdre was concern regarding oft degree to which trainers might

.teach to theevaluation instrument. Further, some training wasp
of such short duratiory .that the reactive potential of the

pre-post design would be concert t* If they taught to the

evaluation test given at the first session, there would never be

a measurement of the effect of training'without the evaluation.

in other -words, any improvement might depend upon the

combination of being' pre-tested and then having training.

Future training probably will not involve a pre-test; therefore

he above results* would not be predictive of future, training

results.

3. The original design included mailing s ome of the itistrumentseto

the potential trainees to be completed before, training began.

This was not feasible. As a 'result, there4was considerable \

paperwork at the firstitraining session, before .people Were" \

involved with the project. The pre -test would have added to

that problem.

Considering these disadvantages,' .the !pre-past test design was

utilized only with telected ETU's\- Prd-tests were givenin seven ETU's

of subcontractors which started training late in the year. Selecting

the last few ETU's allowed the evaluation staff time to.examine same of

the post knowledge testl. This insured the "fact that there were no'
%

major difficulties With the knowledge questionnaire s an instrumedt.

Which could be comprehended by the trainees-. At that point, the

literacy level of ,the trainees was clearer to the evaluation staff.

At the same time, another alt itive to the pre-post design was

utilized; tipswas the contrast group design. It involves giving the

trained providers the knowledge "questionnaire only -after they have

completed training and, administering the questionnaire to like group

of providers who have not had the training (contrast group).

Thedreticaily% this design, Like the pre -pest test assumes that

,
%differences in scoresiare due to training: This, one can assume

that if the u......:§kenttd providers score lower than the trained providers,

the, difference in scores is due to training, assuming that ,the two

groups, are equivalent on influential characteristics. The one

disadvantage -.of this design is the difficulty encountered in finding

comparable groups. A group 4 providers who had originally indicated a

( desire for the training, but never enrolled in training, were' sent the

knowledge teatandasked to comp19,te it.
10.

1 40
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Thus, there are two groups for comparison with the post knoyledge
1

Am
measures. A small ,group for whom a prepost dpsign was used and a.,

group of home providers who appeared comparable to the trained home

group but did not receive training. These comparative measures are

discussed in Chapter 8.

DropOuts. The original design included tele hone interviews with

i sample of trainees' who did not complete training.. Unfortunately,

. these could not be administered due to incomplete records as well as

the time and financial constraints. This is an important item for the

evaluation of a program; therefore, in the future., records should be

kut to 'facilitate this task. .

Administration. Interviews were conducted with a sample of

subcontractors to determine their appraisal of and relationship with

'the maajer contractor. Ftirther, extensive observation of the master

contractor was conducted but the primary measure of the master

contractor is that of goal attainment. 11,1.

4

Anonymity and Confidentiality

The overwhelming time constraints, particularly at the beginning of

the projedr, were reflected in the evaluation operation as well as in

the project itself. During the planning phase, the evaluation team

never had 'ttiPtime to talk with subcontractors, trainers and trainees
A

regarding the purpose and role of an evaluation. In such situations,

evaluations tend to te viewed with great concern and suspicion; this

was a complicating factor regarding speCific procedures in this

project. There were strong objections to the policy of requesting

trainees tosign their session forms. On the other hand, the original

evaluation design included tracking trainees through the training

process. Therefore, in a desire to reach some compromise, it was

agreed that "maiden names" could be used. This obviously has a great

many problems all of which were encountered in.this project. It became

imossible to crack a large number of trainees due to the inconsistency

in the names they signed to their forms.

2
0
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A second issue arose involving the evaluation forms which trainees

completer-after each session. Since there was no prior knowledge

regarding trainee responses or confidence in themselve as trainew,iii,

the evaluation team, decided that it could be dysfunctional for trainers

to read indiIiidual responses. Further, even with substitute names,

confidentiality was at risk. Therefore, all forms were sealed by the

respondent., This caused great' concert among some trainers and

subcontractors who wanted this immediate feedback from the trainees

after each session.

...
A,procedure, was developed to give them some grouped data once the

evaluation teak had, received "the, completed training session

. instruments. This process took from one to five days. Few took

advantage of this opportunity. Admittedly, it was cumbersome - the

trainers or subcontractors needed to initiate a telephone call and

'often it would be at long- distance rates.

Future,evaluation can avoid both of these issues by more

comprehensive communication prior to the training. The evaluation team

is convinced that respondent, identification will be important in

measuring change, particularly as evaluation instruments are improved

and become more sensitive to differences in training.

At the same time, confidentiality must be maintained. Therefore,

the evaluators would still recommend a procedure whefebyrespondents

seal their completed forms: However, future, evaluations should not

necessitate measurements at each training session which aggravate the

situation; Better understand" of the evaluator's role prior to
0

training'and more efficient feedback' should eliminate negative feelings

on the part of trainers and subcontEactors.

23
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'Chapter 3

ProAct Organization
I

's chapter focuses on the Structure and organization of this

project. As previously indicated, CUS/W$U thought it .best' to have

training responsibility maintained at the local level where it could be

adapted to labal needs. This was articted in the concept of a

"master contractor" who acted more as a facilitator and a group of

regional "subcontradtors" withwith the master contractor designed

training and theindividually implemented it themselves. This concept

was proal,the single most. important reason that CUS /WSU was'awarded

the initial: Day Care Provider Training contract. Thus, by necessity,

the evaluation and discussion of this project organization must move

back and forth between thesviwd levels.

The Role of the Master Contractor

In consultation with the etoj4t Advisory Committee and the MDSS

Project Officer, the role of the master contractor was:

1. to establish the goils.of the` training. '

2: td choose subcontractor% Erb's. various areas of the state who
could provide this training in a flexible.and practical way to beet

local needs.

3. to 'work with' the MDSS to appraise local DepartMent of Social

Services workers of the, tr4ining project and to secure their

suggestion's and participation.

'1.. to provide. needed technic'sl assistance to the training

institutions.

5. to implement a 'statewide needs assessment; using instruments

developed by Bush Fellows .at the _DepArtment of Education,

University of Michigan in 1978-79.1

6. To provide maximum cooperation with the evaluation team in

securing necessary4.dat" Sind' in any assistance requested in the
#eve1opment of information fOr the evaluation report.

, .

'This assessment was implemehted but is not part of this evaluation.
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These functions were carried opt with an operating staff which

consisted of a program director, assistant progiam director, two field

representatives and secretarial support staff. There was also a ,

CUS/WSU staff member Wfio handled billing and the extensive fiscal

considerations once they had been progammatically determined.

The Selection of Subcontractor*

Working on a very tight time table, CUS/WSU, with the help of the '

MDSS Project Officer, prepared sontractor Request for Proposal

(RM. which was published over 'the weekend of April 18, 1980, in

newspapers with statewide circulation. In addition, the MDSS mailed

RFP's to the broadest possible list during the week of April 21, 1980. d

This list included .state .colleges. and universities, all community

colleges in the state, the, four state councils, child ...care and

development organizations such as the Michigan Association for the

Education of Young )Children and the Michigan 'Cooperative Nursery

Codncil, as well as to individuals and groups who had expressed an

interest in the project. Pre-proposal conferences were held in Gaylord

and Detroit on April 29 and 30 respectively.

On May 14, 1980, the master contractor met with the Project

Advisory Committee, MDSS Project Officer, and five community volunteers

from the early 'childhood ,review proposals. The twenty-one

proposals which had been received were rated according to the

guidelines established in the CUS/WSU Request for Proposals:

All proposals will be "evaulated by the CUS/WSU.

Consultation will be sought from 4111DSS and the

Project Advisory Committee. Criteria considerations
flit selection of proOoklaion the basis of which a

contract will be offered might include, but will not

be limited to, the following:

A. Acceptance by both 'seie of trainees (center

staff, 'home providers) as an organization

perceived as' a ligitimate'source of training.

B. Capaci4e, within the time frame, to assess local

needs for' training and to deliver the training

in a manner suitable to the trainee group or

groups 4involved: the 'necessary managerial;

trainer and other responses.

31
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C. Resource or capacity to generate 252 local match
(in-kind, if ' a public organization; cash if

not).

D. Linkages and relationships with apOopriate
training and service group within the area.

E. Prior and successful involvement in similar

training activities for similar trainees. If,

F. Eligibility undei Title XX.

Other fesirable factors include: 'eommitment to a

continuing ,tnvolvement in this type of training.

On-going or project programs providing progressively
advanced training leading to certificate or degree.

On May 15, 1980,- sixteen institutions were notified by telephone

that they were selected to be the training institutions for this

program. Subsequently, the two in the upper penninsula combined,

leaving a final total of fifteen subcontractors. It should be noted

that, especially considering the time pressures, the complex process of

subcontractor selection appeared to be well implemented. This included

'-a great deal of concentrated work on the part of everyone from MOSS to

the volunteers to the CUS/WSU staff.

Description of Subcontractors

The fifteen subcontractors covered a broad area across the entire

state (see Map 1). They are described in Table 3-1 below. _19w--

subcontractors represented several _different types of institutions and

agencies: state Universities (two subcontractors), a state college,

two-year, community colleges (seven subcontractors), an intermediate

school district, a 4-C Organization, a Family Day Care Association, a

day are center complex, and a private four-year college. Thus, eleven

of the fifteen subcontractdrs Jere institutions of, higher learning and

most were public institutions as had been anticipated. It was 'lore

difficult for priyate organizations /and agencies to participate because

of inhibitions regarding matching Eundo. That is;. Title XX requires a

' twenty-five percent match. For private organizations, this must be in

the form of Monies whereas an institution which is defined as a

"government controlled public entity" can have an "in-kind" match.

a
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As indicated in Table -1, the number of courses, or what_ were

called Educational Training' Units (ETU's), and Persons trained, varied

considerably from one subcontractor to another. It appeared to be
---

dependent upon their own deCision .at the time of , the proposal as

altered by their experience during the recruiting and planning period.*

.000The actuaf type of training also varied a great deal; the training

itself is discussed in chapters four through six. Suffice it to state

here that there was certainly variation among subcontrei,tors as each

designed training according to what-they considered to be the needsand

facilities in their own locale. This was, indeed'what the master

contractor had anticipated.

Master Contractor Coordination

It was the role of CUS/WSU as master contractor to providt

assistance, curriculum help and general consullation to the

subcO'ntractors. The evaluation team, through on- going,` direct

observation of the master contractor staff activities, and interviews

with subcontractors, obtained some specific indicators of this part of

the master contractor role.

In the 3 1/2 months in whichtAcaining took place, the CUS/WSU

program staff made at least one visit to each subcontractor in

addition to the orientation sessions. Many hours were spent on the

teleph6ne. Three state-wide conferences for trainers were held at

Wayne State University knd CUS/WSU field staff partivcipated in training

sessions organized by the subcontractors locally. As subcontractors

developed curriculum materials, an effort was made to share these in

conferences and through the two editions of the training newsletter,

The Focus, published by the master contractor. On the whole, there was

a very positive attitude toward the master contractor. There appears

to be little doubt that the CUS/WSU program staff had great concern

About the traio4ng and *empathy with the problems and needs of the

training institutions. Almost all believed that CUS/WSU was available,

by phone, whenever necessary and at least made an attempt to help.

33



Table 3-1 .

Selected Information by Trainng Institutions

Subcontract
Type of

Institution

Number
of ETU's

Number Enrblled Credit:

Option'Total Home Center

,AlmaDay Care Private non-profit
day care provider

. organization 6 96 34 67 No

Alpena Community ,

College

Two-year
community college 2 271 23 4 Yes,

Delta College Two-year
1

community college 7 118 i' '17 101 Yes:

family and Consumer Four-year-state
Resources /WSU university 1 14 14 0 Yes

Family Day Care
Council of Mich.,Inc,

Grand Traverse

-Private non-
profit corporatiap

Private non-

5 64 - 0 Yes

4-C, profit corporation 124 / 67 57 Yes

Grand Valley
State College/

Four-year
state college

.71

Kirkhof College,

Kalamazoo Valley Twolyear

10 186 49 137 Yes

Community College community college 10 179 17 162 Yes

AP

34
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Table 3-1 (page 2)

Selected Information by Training Institu ons

4 7

S ntrac tor

-

Type of -

Institution

Number
of ETU's

_

Number Enr lied

.

Credit
OptionTotal Home Center

.
.

.

Kirtland Community Two-year -

College community college 4 39 18 21 - Yes

LakeSuperior',
State College

Mercy College

Four-year
state .college 4-

Private four-
year college

7

, 12
-

135

230

44

50

,,

,,,

91

180

Yes

Yes

Mott Community Two-year .

College community college 7 ,110 38 72 NO

Saginaw opl Intermediate
%

.

Intermediate school, 4
-

School District district 5 108 97 11 No

University of Four-year

Michigan state university 8 ,c 141 22 119 Yes

Wayne County Two-year : . .

Community College

.

community college

.

5 91 16
. .

75

.. _

Yes

. N%4

J

.1
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There was less' consistency regarding personal trips; .from the

v4ewPoint if CeStWSU staff, they made as many trips as 'time and money

would,allow.IThis became particularly-difficult when one considers the

logistics of training schedules. One might travel to the upper 'pert of

the state and, in four days, be able to include only two training

sessions since they each had different schedules and times. Most

sacontractors believed that the personal contact was sufficient,

especially in light of the easy access by phone.

as,

fact, many viewed

the limited visits initiated by CUS/WSU staff as supportive of local

initiative'and responsibility about which they were very pleased.-

A few, on the other hand, would have

with CUS/WSU as well as greater technical

by phone, some made the point that this

training institutions since in almost all

liked more personal contact

support. Although, available

contact was costly to the

cases it meant long distance

fees. Often, more had been spent than budgeted for telephone calls

already, in an attempt to clarifiy contract definitions. This can Iv

in future programs which encompass a broad geographic area by

and installing a telephone with an 800.area code.

rectified

budgeting

There wis one area of seri& problems which Concerned definitions
.

of several very important contractual and fiscal items. The

subcontractors believed, for example, that there was confusion

regarding who was eligible

contrabutrin, and which*

contributions. These appear

for wining, what was an "inkind"

institutions could mg!! "in-kind"

to be such basic items that one would

expect clear and stable definitions. It was this expectation that made

the indecisiveneis and changing definitions particularly frustrating to

subcontrallors. Although t4eile. problems subsided as the project

progressed, some problems remained throughotit the contract period.

This was not, however, a matter of a lick of decisiveness on the

,part of the, master contractor. In some cases, they needed to obtain

definitions from MISS. Further, these were not, as- simple as it

411.
appeared. The Project Officer's Interpretation, based on 'project

intent and goals had to be mediated by the concerns of the state

auditor's office. These complications and potential differences were
_ -

1
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exacerbated by time pressures WhfCA called for immediate response, when

further consultation and notification to others would have been ii

order. Furthermore' some difficulty and changing definitions are tobe

c-
expected in the initial yea of any project.' Many difficulties are

. '

,.really not known until defin tions are operationalized. This *program

contained more than normally .anticipated and, what is even more
-.

important, since a planning period 'was.almost nonexistent, there as no

time to work these out prior to actual usage.
a

The master contractor anticipated that they could aid

subcontractors in linkages with support organizations. In one such

effort, the MDSS organized orientation sessions for MDSS workers and

subcontractors in every area of the state where a subcontractor was

training.. _Master contractor's'. staff joined t sessions and this

became the critical beginning of communication on ehalf of the project

betweenWSS.and the training operation.. However, some subcontractors

suggested that-. the local MDSS workers learn about the program earlier

and in more detail. In thdt .way, they could be more helpful in

recruiting potential trainees qr/rWell as provide support during the

training. J This certainly can be acheived 1.n the future. with more

extensive plahning meetings and broader newsletter circulation.

The master contractor anticipated being a major source of

curriculum resources. In fact, the project director stated that this

would' be the most important support they could give the more

inexperienced trainers. Only a few of the subcontractors mentioned
,

this expectation in their discussions of the rdle of the master

contractor. In fact, it would appear tt it was primarily CUS/WSU who

had expectations -of greater re4ource 4Input than time or priorities

actually permitted. TheJ.r input was much gfeater with regard to

technical. areas.

In essence, as-one views the interaction of the master contractor's

ataffwieh the staff of the training institutions, it is evident that a

most -important contribution was that of psychological support. It must

be remembered that for some of these training institutions, this was

their first experience in day care training. For a fey it was their

3
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first contract and a complicated one at that. Since there had been so

little preparation time, all the psychological support available was

needed. In addition, most subcontractors looked to the master

contractor- for badly needed technical help. If the field

representative did not know the answer to a question, she Would pass it

on immediately to project management; they, in turn, would discuss it

with MDSS if that was necessary. Most subcontractors perceived that

the master contractor attempted to respond appropriately.

A number of subcontractors said that they had not known what to

expect from CUS/WSU prior to starting the program. When the program

was completed, they felt that the master contractor had a positive

philosophy of child development, was supportive regarding local

control, really worked to be certain that the training succeeded, and

that they were accessible.

The philosophy,and structure, as imposed by, this program, entailed

ocal control of training with a masten contractor as facilitator and

rocessor: This really ,leads to two questions. Could one central

c ntractor without any subcontractors achieve the same ripults? This

q eon is addressed both directly and indirectly throaleut this

e altiation report. On the other hand, .assuming that a number of local

in ti6tions are needed, is a master contractor necessary? Why

co ldn't'...each training' institution contract directly with the MDSS?

Th= answer 'co this is more readily seen in 'the discussion above. Aa a

ma ter of 184, CUS/WSU as master contractor, did play a, major role

dur ng the initial year of this project in orifnizing the training and

set ing a framework within which each local institution could operate.

If t seeped. difficult to obtain consistent definitions of important

tec nical matters with the present structure, it would have been nearly

impassible if fifteen separate groups had to interact with MDSS. Thus,

the technical resource And liaison provided by CUS/WSU was most

imp tent.

addition, CUS/WSU functioned in two other role which were of

major significance. First, was the relationship th the .Project

Advisory Committee which is discussed elsewhere. Second, the project
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management played a significant role as advocates for this training and

in encouraging others to be advocates. This becomes increasingly

significant in a political, arena with limited funds. It also has the

secondary effect of enhancing-the feelings of control so important to

day care providers.

Obviously, it is the opinion of the evaluation team that the maater.

Contractor for year one had a significant}, contribution which could not

be golplicated by separate local training institutions. Further, it is

probably true that this role will be necessary in the future. The

function of the master contractor will undoubtedly change. That is,

psychological support will never be as necessary or primarOonce the

initial phase of the program is over. Technical support and resources

will always be An important role for the,master contractor, but it

does not become secondary, it indicates a lack of planning. That is,

many of, the problems6encountered in the initial year should be solved

and therefore eliminated. Further, the experience of the initial year

should allow for anticipation of.some technical problems which can then,

be solved during the planning stage. This, in' turn, will allow the

master contractor to provide more curricula resource in the future. At

the same time, they will be able to act ai liaison for transmitting

appropriate experiences from one training institution to the others

using the newsletter, The Focus, and other important-means.

Obviously, future programs must include more planning prior to

actual training. There are some necessary components to 'future

planning which were absent during the initial yeat. These include

clearly articulated roles for the field tepresentative's, more planning

conferences for subcontractors to clarify expectations of them as well

as technical needs, evaluatiln plans, and various substantive issues.

It will also be important for the maatar contractor to play a strong

role in organizing some of the more important state-wide resources;

there needs to be more consistent knowledge and interaction with Inca].

MSS offices as well as regional Child Care Coordinating Councils.

Although lack of planning time causes confusion, it allows for a

great deal of flexibility and local determination. Thus, if the master
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contractor continues with future day care training programs and

maintains the appropriate and necessary planning, it will need to guard

against losing this flexibility. Further, there is a danger of too

much central help which, in fact, turns into' centralized control.

Cer airily, 4 has been the commitment of this master contractor to

av d these dangers.

The Project Advisory Committee

A Project Advisory Committee with members from across the state

assisted the MD!S in the selection of the master contractor and acted

in a consulettive role to the master contractor throughout the prOject.

The committee outlined and defined its ongoing role in the Day Care

Provider; Training Project as foliowst (1) to provide advice to the

master contractor from the committee members iT1 their respective areas

of competence, (2) to assist with public relations for the project,(3)

to act as "ears" for the iaster contractor, gathering as much

4
-informatioh and reaction about the project as possible, and (4) to

4\m

interpret project polities.to others in th coUmmunity: '

The Project Advisory Committee was u sually committed to,e-this

project and to the goal of provider training. N They were consistently

involved in obtaining information about all parts. of the proj'.ct and In

providing feedback. Detailt of recruitment, evaluation, acheduling,

and content were discussed in their meetings as well as theoklfids of

child care philosophy being taught. There was a strong sense of a

crooly shared goal within this group which was shared by the' CUS/WSU

staff. This sense of working together for the same goal appeared to

allow for open discussion in areas of disagreement within the committee

or between the committee members and the master contractor.

Discussions were sappoitive and constructive with no other agenda in

'mind except quality child care'provider training.

In addition to its involvement in project activities for this

initial year, the committee'took.an advocacy stance. The following ase .

two examples:

4 0
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1. They responded to the reduction °.11in payments for child care

announced by MDSS in the summer of 1980 with concern. It was

a?, suggested that the. MDSS Research Department stur the impact of

. .these but-backs oit the children and familied atf;Cted:
9.,,

Several members met with key persons, in lainsing and Ann Arbor,

made' telephone vine' and ote letters to express ,thei-r, .

concern that training for dhi d care 'provident be available

again in 1981.
4-

In sumrtary, the Project Advigory tdimmittee was byno means a tokene
group. They met six,,times between May and October o 80 to aid in 0.

J0aa

0!lopmtnt, Implementation and evailuatign of SprOjest. Their
.

activities W6re cariied out with a remarfoobie spirit'ot commitment to

and support for releVant provider training in the4tate of Michigan;

4.

.
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.Chapter 4

Process - The Population Tfained

I.CN training needs- assessmenti, the Social

In anticipation of the tasks inZlved in recruitment and in
V '.

:Obtainini county-speCific

Services Training. 0 of the MDSS mailed out a survey on May 7,

1980. Eleven ousend training anhouncemeqiletters. and survey

(sign -up) eets wer mailed .Lo gall certified and licensed day care

homes. _cegers 'in' the state: A total of 1,626 were

received (a response rate of 14.8%). All of the sheets returnid by

.home providers and some of those from Center. providers expreseetli, the

nt of only the persqp Completing the form._ Many returned by center

directors, however, indicated the total number of potential trainees in

ei; -sdeg,ters. The following table presents the total number

trainees,. involVed in the 4.u.rveyi;Eurns for both 'center and home

providers. Froal this extensive survey, it appeared 'that 2,795 (total

f _

Table 4-1

MDSS Survey Returns by Home and Center Providers

_

-*Desi .

. .

re

For,Training

.

. Providers

. Ijome.., Center .

, Number Percent
r

Number - Percent

Yes ,

Not sure
. -

. No

TOTAL

676

286

428

1,390
.

48.6 '

20.6

30.8

100.0

1,630

61

35
.

1.726

94.5,

3.5 .

2,0

- 100.0

.

N.B. For detailed1data, see Appendix B.

S
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of "yes" and "not sure") potential *ainees -were interested in'training

during the summer-of 1980. As the agreement between MDSS Ind CUS/WSU

stipulated an enrollment of at least 1420 pioviders during the training

period, it'seemedthe population .of potpntial trainees was adequate to

mas4 this criterion.

-1rcruitment

Various methods of recruitment were utilized to arrange for

registration of trainees. Two comments were frequently made by

.subcontractors relative to recruitment:

1. For those who started training early in summer, the time period
available for recruitment was not sufficient.

2. Individual telephone contacts with providers Were often
'necessary since this was a new training program with relatively
little-advanEe information available about it.

Subcontractors were able to use the MDSS signup sheets to obtain the
t

names and addresses of home providers. However, as prevjously

reported, named aad other information relative to center providers had

to be obtaine d by notifying center directors who had filled out a

summary form for their entire staff. Telephone. contacts were

timeconsuming, but almost unavoidable, for tbose'. ETU's that started

early 14p the.utraining period. At leastOne subcAtractor provided a

tollfree, dbo area code number for providers to call for registration

and information. This method was used) in conjunction with a° flyer

descrilitg the training that gave the number. Such a procedure was
r"P

necessary for this subcontractor since training covered a large number

of widespread counties. It might be appropriate for otherit, even in

more concentrated areas.

The most widely utilized recruitment procedures were printed

flyers, announcements to local child care organizations, and telephode

-calls to individual providers; Child care licensing consultants and

county MDSS persons helped with recruitment in some areas. Some

subcontractors reported meeting with providers in their centers or

p
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elsewhere to deicribe- training geld register interested providers. Less

frequently reported were the use of newspapers, radio and television.

It was recognized during the Project that MDSS cut-backs in funding

for the care of certified, children,` during the summer of 1980, affected ,

recruitment of trainees as well as their morale. Some subcontractors

reported that potential center trainees sometimes did no* enroll as

their continuing employment in child care was uncertain. In some

communities, there was. a lack of'understaneing of the funding source

for training. Resentment'surfaced'concerning the fact that while funds

were not available to4maintainthe level'-of yments for the care of

certified childien, they were ' av lable provi er training. -

ible. Thus,

s attitude.

1Correction of such misInfo rmation was not always p
. 1 ,

recruitment in these areas was undoubtedly affected by t

A great deal of work and extra 'effort went into the recruiting

process 06 the part -of 'the subcoatractors., Some 'Of this'is inevitable

in the first year.' Howew,daore lead-time :for coordination of

information with local MDSS and child care organiiatidns is needed in

the future. Zrinted brothuresass releaseWand so forth, from the
f

master contractor wowld be of benefit in some ate§a of,:thefstate.

Obviously, whatever difficulties were en6C.buntered, 'he end result`

,Tr

was successful. 'From June 23,until September.28101980, subcontractor*
a

recruiteeto obtain trainees fn*mfiftlseven counties across the state

and offered ninetylfive eduCational

training occurred in all nine o t °mei Mi56S regions.

dining ,units (ETU's)'. Some

A 1

Definition of Trainee.Status A 44

Witlh few exceptions, the veilo4 sub trectors were successful in

recruiting providers to enroll' fOir train and theyeby,, met the

requirements of their agreement with CUS/WSU . However, enritment'was

not synonymous with completion. :his beclie evident to subcontrfctOrs

as -they attemped,io put t.togetqer',An' ETU,with twenty hours of training

for a minimum of ten enrolled, eligible providers as indicated in their'

agreements with ,CUS/WSU. It becamaitobviOus that the process was even,

more complicated as the evaluation team attempted to track some of the

Initial 6ainees. ,

44
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As indicated in ligure 3, the first step

was registration 4/111fte ?flatly of these ETU's

course credit system. MIAs, the problems were

care provider program as college administrators

wbr many subcontractors

ere part of a college

he same for this child

truggle with -- how do

you predict 'class enrollment from registration. . This becomes

particularly difficUlt when no fee conbtraints\ are imposed. The

problem yas more acute in the recrultment of home providers than it was

for center providers since the ,latter we more often recruited,

enrolled, and trained as a group through thei

training modeli are described elsewhere).

Figure 3

center. (The various

'Status of Potential Trainees

Enrolled

Drop -Outs

Registered

Completed

Same ETU Through
Make-up

Switch ETU

45

Not Enrolled
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Whil the rigidity of "twenty hours of training" was an important

requirement of this project, all subcontractors did not agree upon what

satisfied this requiremept. For example, some believed that homework
I

assignments or book reports could substitute for session attendance

white others requited a .makiitup session. The initial question was to

decide when an individual would be classified as a "dropout". Second,

what structure should be used to help avoid this loss?

this definitional problem was nA ,anticipated so that

definitions were prescribed. In those cases

that of a college course, it was evident that

used. The course was offered and providers fit their own schedules to

the course and met the requirementb in order to complete or "pass".

Other alternatives were offered as indicated by the three ways of

completing training shown in Figure 3. Some subcontractors Offered one

or more makeup sessions for an ETU; others offered a combined makeup

ses4on forftroviders from all of their ETU's; still others began their

ETU's at different times; thus, their-providers' moved from one ETU to

another.

Unfortunately,

no operational

where the stru6ture was

standard procedures were

This problem has been described n.some detail because it becomes

important ill,,tehree main areas: (1) as future contractual definitions
_-

are examined especially where reimbursemehts are involved, (2) as

curriculum requirements tend to become -operationalized, and (3) as

prepot measures of knowledge are de4elopWand used.

On the one hand, contingency plans must be available for an optimal

number of providers to flow through 41e training procesi. At the same

time, some system, with documentation) must be" put in !place which

defines eligibility status.

Trainees Surveyed

'Extensive efforts were directed tovar obtaining evaluation data

from all of the trainees. The suocess rate was high considering the

inevitable difficulties involved in communication and paperwork for a
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project being implemented by fifteen different subcontractors acrdss

the state of Michigan. As explained in Chapter 2,,the trainers out in

the field had to be relied upon, to a' great extent, to distribute,

explain, and return the evaluation instruments. The following table

presents the number of providers who completed Abe initial and final
4

Table 4-2

Number of Trainees: Enumerated in Attendance Records
and Described by Evaluation Forms

Source of Information .Number, of Trainees
/

Attendance Records . Enrolled . Completed

Home Providers
Center Providers .

.

---Wfai----- -

570
1,092

1,662 .

501
862

1,363
.....--

.

Evaluation Forms
,

First Session: Number Last Session: Number
Who Completed the Care-
giver Information Survey

Who Completed the
Caregiver Survey

Home Providers
Center Providers
Forms with'missing info.

TOTAL .

487

958

69

1,514

$

376
717

143

1,236

trainee forms on which this report is based, as well as the number of

providers recorded on attendance lists maintained by each trainer.

It is indeed remarkable that assessment dataNwere collected for

more then 11,inety percent of those,persons who enrolled and eighty-thre

percent of ,hose who completed training. In general, the trainers were

'exceptionally cooperative in responding to the requests of the

evalUation team. Given the time, gebgraphic and travel constraints, it

is unlikely that a higher rate of response could have been achieved by

modifying "evaluation procedures. Most important, the following

description of enrolled populations, therefore, is quite inclusive.)

1Tabulation of data indicated that no more than ten percent of the

respopdents failed to complete a partictilar item on any instrument.
These will not be included bn the tables in this report. Instead, each
table will present an accurate frequency of those who responded to the
items. The total number of respondents for each table will, therefore,
vary.

4i
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It is clear from Table 4-2 that the MDSS contract_ stipulation of

1420 enrollees was satisfied since there were actually 1662 enrollees.

The number of providers completing the training was 1363, eighty-two

percent of the total number enrolled: The drop-out rate for home

providers was 12% and for center providers; 21%. When charIcterizing

the number of trainees reached by this project, it should be noted that

many of the 299 trainees who enrolled, but did not complete training,

attended more than one session. Some even attended most sessions but

were unable to make up one or two missed sessions. Thus, some amount

of training reached more than 1600 providers.

Place of Work. Of the 1514 trainees who 'completed the

questionnaire at their first t'raining.session, 487 were home providers

and 958'were center providers. There were 69 who did not check either

category. Thus, the tumber of center providers trained who completed

the initial survey was about 1.9 times the'number of home providers.

According to HDSS statistics, the parent utilization rate of centers is

about 1.5 timed the number of home providers used. Thus, when we

compare the ratio of center to home providers who /ere trained to the

actual utilization of care by MDSS assisted children, the ratios are

similiar. It is clear that one of the important goals of this project,

the enrollment of a significant number of home providers, was met.

This group formerli had little access to training and, therel"ore, was

considered a priority target for the efforts of this project.

41. The next demographic characteristic of the trainees to be

examined is that of age.' The, proportion of trainees in each age

grouping, for home and center providers, is presented in Table 4-3.

Seventy percent of all those trained in this project were between

the ages of twenty-one and forty years of age. It is interesting that

the proportion of trainees over, the age of fifty was almoit as great as

the proportion under the age of twenty-one. The very small number of

home providers under the age of twenty-one is probably related to the

frequency of home providers udder the age of twenty-one in the,
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Table 4-3

Age by Type of Provider

. r
Age Provider

---"/ Total
Home Center

N X N % N %

Under 21 11 2.3 145 15.4 156 11.0
21-30 197 41.1 400 42.4 597 42.0
31-40,0 170 35.6 229 24.3 399 28.1
41-50CJ 61 12.8. 92 J.8 153 10.8
Over 50 39 8.2 76 1.1 115 8.1

..,14.

TOTAL 478 100.0 942 100.0 1,420 100.0

Chi Square = 66.52, p <.000.

population at large. A home provider must have an.established residence

with adequate space and equipment for children. This proviso

represents a degree of economic stability that many persons under the

age of twenty-one have not yet achieved. Thus, there is no reason to

believe that there was an age group of providers who were not .

adequately reached by training. Statistics do not currently exist that

describe the age status of providers in the state of Michigan.

Consequently, no base data were available for 'comparison with the

training giolip.

Ethnic Background of Trainees. As with other relevant demographic

characteristics, the Michigan Day Care Provider Training Project: Year

One, intended that recruitment and scheduling would result in training

for as wide # range of providers from various ethnic groups as

pOgsible. Serving the entire range of ethnic groups in the population

was assumed to be an essential at of meeting local needs for

training. Three factors integral to the project were designed with

this goal in mind:

49
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1. The use of a subcontractor system with an emphasis upon

programming to meet local need (such, as those of a particular

ethnic group).

2. The use of local advisory g oups to help the subcontrictors plan

and monitor the training process.

3. The encouragement of subcontractors to communicate with local,
established community child care groups in order to facilitate

the flow of information and resources.

The ideal method of assessing the project's success in reaching

various ethnic groups would be to consider the relative representation

of each ethnic group in the

Since these statiptics were

in the state's populat as

the representation of v rious

total group of all providers in the state.

not available, ethnic group representation

a whole was considered. Table 4-4 reports

ethnic groups in the groups trained and

in the population of Michigan as a whole.

Ethnic groups were differently represented

trainees. The primary difference was that

providers were from Minority groups. Less,

providers checked a:category other thaniwhite,

the center providers checked such a category.

for home than for center

fewer home than center

than afifth of home

while almost a third of

Table 4-4

Percent of Ethnic Groupi in Michigan
and By Type of Provider

Ethnic Groups
Michigan *

(1975)

k

Provider Total

Home
1

Center

' .

Black Afro - American 12.2 , 15.9 23.8 21.1

White . 85.6 80.7 69.0 72.9

Hispanic 1.4 1.2 4.6 3.5

Native American Indian .3 .8 1.0' . .9

Asian and Others .5 ' 1.4 1.6 1.6

....-.,

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Chi Square 25.51, p <.000.'
/*Source: Michigan Department of Management and Budget
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The most remarkable aspect of the information in Table 4-4 is the

divers!" of ethnic groups trained. A greater proportion of each

minority group was trained than is' found in the state's population.

The fact .that this project reached providers who take tare of all the

different kinds of children in the state demonstrates the success of

the recruitment procedures used by the subcontractors as well as the

positive nature of their reputations in diverse communities.

Gender of Trainees. Although almost all of the providers trained

were women, about four percent were men. These fifty-two men were

primarily center providers; only nine worked as home providers. In at

least a few cases,' the male hotile,ttainees worked with their' wives to

provide home.care and attended training together. Although there are

no data regarding the gender of the providers across the state,4it is

believed that the training reached a representative proportion of

males.

Location of Trainees' Centers and Homes. An,,important goal of the

current project was to utilize subcontractors across the state to

provide relevant training effectively to providers from diverse areas.

Map 1 demonstrates the location of the fifty-seven counties to which

qubcontractors--direCted their efforts (see Appendix C for detailed

maps). The project aimed to meet local needs in a variety of

population areas, rural as well as urban. Examination of Table 4-5

reveals that the areas in which the trainees' homes and centers were

located were indeed diverse. Although die smallest percentage of all

providers worked in a suburban center or, home, each of the five

categories contained a sizeable number of trainees. The largest grout;

of home trainees provided child 'care in rural or small town areas,

while the largest group of center trainees provided care in nters
Ns.

located in medium-sized cities. Although almost a fifth of the trainee

homes were located in a sublban area, less than a tenth of the trainee

centers were located in a suburb. Disproportionate enrollment of

center and home providers were therefore found for three of the five

areas: rural or small town, medium-sized city, and suburb As

expected, center providers were less likely to work in a rural area or

in a suburb than were home providers, due to lower population density-

in such areas.

o 51
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MICHIGAN COUNTIES IN WHICH TRAINING
WAS OFFERED (PROJECT YEAR ONE)

Counties in which .

training_was
offered
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Table 4-5

Size of City By Type of Providerl

Size of City*
Provider Total

Home Center

N % N % N %

Rural or small town 153 32.3 186 20.0 339 24.1

Small city 68 14.3 168 18.1 236 16.8
Medium-sized city 90 19.0 320 34.4 410 29.2

Suburb 92 19.4 81 8.7 173 12.3
Large city 71 0.5.0 115 18.8 246 17.5

TOTAL 474 100.0 930 100.0 1,404 100.0

Chi Square = 79.57, p <.000.
* These five categories were self-defined by the participants.
1
58 persons .id not' answer this question.persons id

Background. As this project was a demonstration

prof data were not available at the onset to describe the .potential

trainees_
PO

in detail. It was especially /important to gauge the

educational level of the trainees accurately so that materials would

represent the appropriate level of content and type of presentatiow.

This variable was also of concern to the evaluation staff during the

time that instruments were being designed to assess training needs,

perceptions, and outcomes. rt was assumed that the ''trainees would

include a wide range of past educational preparation, from personswi

art elementary school education to college graduates. Table 4-6 reports

the highest educational levels completed by home and center providers.

Almost one half of all trainees had no education beyond the high school

level. Another thirty percent had some college classes but no degree.

About twenty-one,percent had completed a type of college degree.

Interesting differences emerged between, the home and center

providers on educational level. More center providers (260 had

completed a type of college degree than had the home providers (12%).

While the highest level of education completed was a high school degree

for most of the home providers (60%),' it wes the highest degree for

fewer of the center providers (42%). Home providers had a lower

educational background than the center providers trained in this

_project.
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Table 4-6

Educational Level By Type of Provider

Highest Edggational
Level Completed

ft

Provider .: Total

Home L Center

N % N % , N X

Elementary. School 12 2.5 22 2.3 34 2.4

Some High School 78 16.2 107 11.3 185 13.0

H.S. Diploma or G.E.D 198 41.2 272 28.8 470 33.0,
.

Some Collegft 136 28.3 297 , 31.6, 433 30.4

Assoc. of Arts 15 3.1 51 5.4 66 4.b

Bachelor's Degree 24 5.0 97 10.3 .121 8.5

Some M.A. Credits 14 2.9 76 8,1 90 ,6.3

Master's Degree . 6 4 .8 21 2.2 25 1.8

TOTAL 481 100.0 943 100.0 1,424
L's

100.0V

Chi Square = 52.60, p<.000.

It is surprising that more than half of all those persons trained

had some straining at the college level. Perhaps this is due to the

fact that most subcontractors offered some type of college 'credit for

the training received. Such an offer may .have convinced providers who

already had some college credit that the s sions would be taught at a

level congruent with their background. If college credit had not been

offered, they might have assumed that the-tvaining would be too

elementary for their needs.! It is else true that this was a'pilot,

program: the training was new and experimental. Some providers with

lower levels of past, education may have'been hesitant to try a new

training program. Later training sessions may well reach more of these

providers who by then may feel more comfortable eniolling in a proven

program. At any rate, it is understandable if the training in Year One

attracted a disproportionate nuqber of persons with higher edgcational

levels for the reasons mentioned above. In future training,

recruitment efforts shObld be directed toward persons with lower

educational backgrounds.

Ironically, a major constraint 'in the development of evaluation

instruments, especially the knowledge measurement, was concern over the .

literacy rate of potential trainees. The master contractor, as
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well, as the subcontractors, di= ussed this frequently

i..pngth t only, fifteen percent ofel

4

the school diploma. Despit

aild at great

11 trainees had not receiyed

large percentage of trainees

4ith!lia
o high, scho61 "diploma or more, trainers reported that

trainees, were functiona lliterate. There is 'no indication

some

that

this ,infeifered with trai ne; the- trainers. adapted tq their
,

"students". TNi4 is bone ';of the advantages of a
.1.

organization with local design and,imprmentation.,

the evaluation instruments, which wer centralAmed4!
that an'oral presentation could be made.,

.

Language 44balso a problem for some ~groups.

sought , out the Hispanic Pqpulation

facilatoffirred who assumed reap
. '

of the'resourc pdrsons for these two groups alto spoke Spanish.4

flexible central

On the other hand,

were designed so

4,

One subcontractor

for training.' 0A. bilingual

ility, for' two ETU's. M4ny

Some

041-4subcontractors have requested 'that all cdcriculum materials for

trainees and4Cluation instruments be bilingual in,lheefuture.,
.

It appears that trainees who had literacy problems and/or problems

withwEngaillh were treated sensitively. by the trainers. One trainee wtito
.

could not read and write at all was considered the most responsive
4'trainee in the groUp by the trainer. This trainee Had many ideas-to

share with the others and seemed to gain a gteat deal froth theiprogram.

The project's goaltof meeting ,local needs by prqviding convenient

sites and schedules meant that 1, screening,process nor, any method of
A$ -trainee assignment to ETU's was utilized.' 411 persons rdquesting

#training in a given area at a given time Were usually trained together.

It was therefore probable that any particular ETU contained trainees
, a

with widely different educational ,backgrounds.. Programming, for_ such

heterogenous groups relied heairily upon the expertise and int,ersonat'

skills of the trainer.
.

. .

The disparate educational flackgrounds of the providers" trained c 4

'veAfiesthe imffitance of the CUS/WSU model that encouraged the local

. .

, .

subcontractors to ad ust th

e
it traing curricula Cut proirthming to

lmatch the weeds of their pa oular trainees. Any "packaged" curricula .

,
0

r

*V ,
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for provider training in4heterogeneo*us groups'should probably be seen

as a-guide rather than as a mandate.' The success of training programs

for providers that such a guide would depend heavily upon'the

t raiiterle skill in adapting it to Tit the needs the particular group

of trainees ih an ETU.

Child Care Training. In addition, to or as part of their genegal

cific training in child care. Theeducation, Many .providers''

i tial survey asked them a their' exktienCes in a variety of

p sible child care training ituittons. 'Table4-7 presents the prior

raining which these prov rs'reporfed.

The largest differences betwpen the! center. and home provideis

occufred for college .courses in child care and for.child care

conferences or worksho s. In both cases; morecenter providers had

received such training th had'home providers. This is not surprising

since more center than home providers have some colle*ge education (as

assessed by the educational background question). Further, lower

attendance at conferences and workshops by home than center pro;iders

ti

Table 4-7

Previous Child Care Training* iltL\

..

iorevioue'Child
Care TWitiming.

f

.

Provider ,
(Percent) , ,

.

,

Total ,

' Home Center

> High 'school
courses ,

College courses

I*
' Cdpfeteacei or

.

workshops

:Child Developritt-
Certification (CDA)
training

.

°they

,

,

,

-.-

41.0-

21.0

30.0_
,.

3.3
-... ,

15.0

414..480)

e

40.0

46.0

54.2

3.0

8.8.

,(N=9440

.

'

..

' A0.3

ii.6

1

46.0

3.1'

10.9

(N.44211i

* Sum is greater than 100% because of multiple_responses.
,7
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may re It from thrielative isolati.oh and longer work hours of the,

hope ,promiders. Since center providers work together, they can More

easily' 'transmit information about conferences as well as make group

arrangements for travel, substitutes for child care in the center, and

'so forth, than cwhome providers. AcCording to survey responses, over

half of the home trainees cared for children more than 40 hours per

week, while less than five pevent of the center providers worked

longer thin a 40hour week. Another contributing factor may have been

the home provider's view of his or her job. Fewer home than center

providers many have viewed their job as a profesprir that demands

uptodate insertice training.,

Reasons for Training Enrollment. Trainees e asked on the

lirCaregiver Iliformation ey to check from a list o ten reasons their

own two most important reasons for enrolling in training. Their'',

responses are shown in Table 4-8, The answer most frequently chosen

was, "I want to learn more about children and their deVelopment".

Almost two thirds of all the-teerrig;Nthose this as one of their two

responses. More than sixty percent of all trainees chase the response

that training would help them "to do a better job as d?caregiver". All

other responses were infrequently chosen. The least popular response,_

chosen by less than one percent of the trainees was, "I expect tojc

paid more after this training." ,It was very important to only a few

providers to meet and talk with other providers or to obtain college

'credit. Thus, the largest proportion Hof these providers expressed a,
'

sense of commitment to their, own education and performance as child

care professionals by checking one or both'of the two most frequently

chosen responses discussed above.

Summary

Despite the short time- available to the subcontractors for

recruitment and planning in this project, all project goals _related to

recruitment were satisfied.. The number of efrollees, the geographic
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,

Table 4-8 .1* re.

Two Most Impiortant Reasons
For Attending

a

Reasons .
.

Percent* of Trainees

* .

The director,of my tenter asked
me or told me to come. ,

I want to meet'and talk with
- other child car providers.

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

...

,..

.

. .....

4.

,

)
11.0

''.

17.2

65.9
..

___6410.
,

10.0
.

410

14.0

.

. .9

.

10.4

.

1.3

2.8

5:5

,

04=1.514).

.

.

.

t

..

I want to learn more abodt
children and their development. ',.

,

'The workshops will help me to
do a better job as a caregiver.;

2 i
I am curious about what kind of
training will be given.

4

.

.

I want to obtain college-credit
.

. or other training credit.

I expect to be paid more after
this training.

I expect that I may be able
to.get a better job in the
future due to this training. .

Other caregivers that I know
encouraged me to come. ilp

I have a specific problem in my,
center that I.expeCt the training

.,,

. ,to help me with.'''

,

No answer given.

T
.

.
-

,

'* Sum is greater than 100.0% since each trainee gave two responses.

ti
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areas served, the representativeness of the groups served, and the

number of home .providers trained. all met the standards of the ADSS
4

- contract. The one recommendation that should be made with regard to

the population served is that, in the future, recruiting procedures be

developed to attract more persons with rower educational backgrounds.

4

"Th

S
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Chapter

Process The Trainers

It would be impossible to understandothe training process without

knowing about the trainers. This chapter, then, describes, the persons,

who did the actual training. In four out of five ETU's, one trainer

did mdst or all of the training while in the remaining ETU's a variety
%

of persons actually 'conducted the training. Since, in the latter

approach, the trainer kept changing, "facilitator" was assigned to

" the ETU. This person attended all sessions to provide continuity, make

necessary arrangements, assume responsibility for materials and so

forth. Of course,, even where the ETU had a.consistent trainer, outside

resource persons iwere sometimes invited to speak, but the trainer was

responsible and, indeed did moat of the 'training. The following

sections refer only to the consistent trainers.

Educational bevel
110

The educational levels for the consistent trainers are'presented'in

Table 5-1. Less elm., ten percent of the trainers might be considered
, a,

?Table 5-4

Educational-Level of he Trainers

r ...

Highest Dee Completed . NumSer

.

.

.
.

Fu4ther Training

.f

'

No degree or diploma.

High school diploma

Bachelor's degree

Master's degree
.

- ...

Ph.D. degree .

Unknown ,

'TOTAL

-

t

0

0

1

2

.

11

20

! -

1

38*

.

.2

go h have earned'
so e college credit.

,

Pivot have earned'some

.. graduate credits.

Two are docior41
..

studen .. .

.

o
.

* Information was unavailable for four trainers.

-..
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paraprqessionals. More than ninety percent of the trainers in this

project' had college degrees; seventy-four percent had some graduate

'training.' Futhermore, the persons responsible for direct contact with

and training of the providers were, for the most part, persons Idth an

academic background in a field related, to the education of children..
Of these thirty-five trainers with college degrees, twenty had degrees

in education;_ many in early childhood ,education. Twelve had degrees in

human development or home economics programs. There were only'three

trainers with degrees in fields not directly related to education or

child, development.

1

Experience in Adult idudt400

Almost half of the trainers had college teaching experience.

Sixteen percent had not.,-taight in college but had adult teaching

experience id other settings, such as teaching in high school, in a

community center or Organization, in in adult training project, or in a

church or ,temple. Altogether, therefore, almost two thirds of the

trainers had experience in reaching or training adults in various

settings.

Experience as a Day Care Provider

Thirty7three f87%) of these trainers had experience as day care

home or day care center staff members. This very large percentage of

trainers who liczpally'had. experience in the delivery of child care to

families may have resulted from the choice of subContraciors with

extensive 'conhections to the child care communities in, their own

locales. These subcontractors then recruited experienced persons' whom.
. %

they knew from that community. The coincidence of college education

with child care experience in this group of trainers is worth noting.

It, appears that an adequate pool: of professionals exists_in Michigan

with both the academic dompetenCe and the applied skills to carry out

training programs for day care providers. The perceptions o the

CUS/WSU field representatives, who made visits throughout the project
V; training, sessions, was that trainers with some profession!),

experience in child care settings 'were able to add an important

dimension to training. it
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Participation in Early Childhood Organizations

Another releVEInt aspect of the erainers backgrounds was the extent

to which they had been involved in community organizations that promote

child deve1 opmentA2d family issues such as 4-C's, the Family Day Care

Aisociation, the Association for the Education of Young Children, and

thi,Michigan Council on Family Relations. '''More than sixty percent of

these trainers were members of such an organization. Of those with
w

membership, two thirds had been national or regional officers IA suCh

groups.

Thus; many of these trainers were actively fnlikved in the broader

aspects of their profession. Such organizations:promote professional

identity, education and/or advocacy. It would appear, as discussed

later in this report, that having such trainers may have reinforced the

positive identity'of the trainees in these same areas.

In' summary, the trainers for this project seemed espfcially all

suited by experience, academic background, and profgssional involvement

to the complex tasks of training implementation for day care pr v rs.

Training Schedules

Although most trainers were responsible, for only one or two ETU's,

during the summer training phase of thisproject, some taught three or

more. The number of ETU's for which each of' the seventy-eight

consistent trainers was responsible 1is presented in Table 5-2 below.

The ten trainers who each taught three or more ETU's were responsible

for a Sum of forty of the total number of ETU's taught by a consistent

trainer. The remaining thirty-eight ETU's were taught by thirty-two

different trainers. It is delft that the ten trainers with heavy

training schedules contributed disproportionately to training.

This also raises an issue regarding the evaluation. The trainers

completed two instruments:, (1) the Trainer Perception Form (filled out

before and after training 'for,each ETU). and (2) the Trainer Training

Session Description Form (filled opt after each session). Thus, 'same

trainers affect the data more ,than others. On the other hand, the data

are representative of the training for each ETU.
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c

Table 5-2

Number of ETU's
Taught by the Trainers

Number
Taught '

Number of
Trainers

4,
Total,-

One ETU

Two ETU's

Three ETU's

Four ETU's,

Five'ETU's

Six'ETU's

TOTAL

.

,

'

26

6

3

5

1

l'

,

(
42

,

0

.

.

26

12 ,

9

'20

5

6
.

78

There are, of course, certain advantages to having the same,trainer

take responsibility for multiple ETU's. Three 'people have a chance to

learn from their own experience and improve their presentations.

With regard to the scbedule, one further item'should be mentioned.

Many of these trainers and facilitators Spent an inordinate Amount of

time on this training project. They along with the subcontractors were

involved in the strong desire to make this first year a success the

motivation .hat often comes with a new progfam. Along with this, as

indicated, by their involvement in this field, these trainers have a

strong commitment to the child care field; In looking forward to

future training, one cannot,- nor s ld not, anticipate the same

quantity of working hours on the part of a large number of the

trainers.

t

Relationship with Subcontractors

There was great variation in the. autonomy of trainers. Some

subcontractors had ,regular meetings with their trainers and maintained

rigid control over class content; ethers allowed trainers great

autonomy and hadfew meetings. To some degree this was based on
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management style and perceived trainer competency; however, it was also

lased on lEcessit'Y. In urban areas like Detroit the trainers and

training sites were highly concentrated. It -was relatively easy for

the subcontractor to meet with the trainers. In' other areas of the

state, the trainer and training site was a, few hours away from the

subcontractor.11 )
r

Summary

Subcontractors were able to select a number of trainers with an

educational level and prior experlence quite relevant to this training

program. Further, many had an unusually high level of commitment which

appeared -to be transmitted to the trainees and, on the'-part of some

trainers, was shown in the number of hours they spent on the program-.

4
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Chapter 6
Process - The Shape of Training

Having some descriptions' of the wafts trained (the providers) and

.the trainers, it becomes appropriate at this point to discuss the

training itself. This chapter, then, describes the shape of training

including format and topics as well as the number and' length of

ttaining sessions.
40

The individuality of design and training needs is perhaps indicated

more directly in attempting to describe "the training" than in any

other portion of this project.'lindeed, every possible format, length,,

and type of training 'Session were utiliad: If no model training

session can be described, it would be satisfying to be able to indicate

'1,that ar least one or two types merged from the myriad, Of training

session types to be more functional than the others. This was not the

'case.. Needs and situations varied 'greatly,

satisfactory training session types.

It would Appear, ,therefare, that a description of these variations

along with their functional and dysfunctional aspects is 'most

appropriate. To begin with, tUS/WSU set few constraints on the

training modes. As indicated earlier, it was the basic philosophy of

this project that local groups could best determine local training

needs as contrasted with one modality by an imposed singular agency.

CUS/WSU, therefore, prescribed that each training component (ETU)

would incfude a minimum of twenty training hours and that curriculum

should be selected from the total competency topics. No one was

'expected to cover all of them. Within this, the training Was to take

the form determined most appropriate by the local training

creating just as many

institutions. .

No single model worked best. Obviously,- where providers are

geographically spread, it is'very inefficient- for a trainer to travel

two hours each way for a two hour training session each week for eight

weeks. On the other hand, it is difficult to have a five hour session

*it
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in the evening. Thud, there were built-in constraints in many

situations. One thing is certain; different modes were attempted in

order to find the best fit for each situation., A.saMmary of the time

frame in which training took place is presented in Table 6-1. As

indicated, most of the training was wring the evening exclusively or

in combination with other t -a

Table 6-1
Meeting Time for ETD's

*

Nupber of ETU's Time Frame

30

17

13

it

6

5

5

-
4

2

1

1

.

Evening sessions .

venings aqd Saturday sessions

Afternoon sessiocs

Morning sessions

During naptime at day care centers

Saturday ,sessions

10 hotirs of cable television and 10 hours
of afternoon sessions

.

Afternoon and evening sessions
e

,

3 all-day sessions during the week

2 all-day Saturday sessions, one all-day
session during the week, and a weekday

. evening session
.

Afternoons on Friday and/Saturday

.i.

e
.

95

*Inclusion in each of these categories is approxiiated because
of unrecorded changes.
One subcontractor utilized all-day Saturday in combination with
other times. However, it was optional for some and required for
others. Therefore, the Saturday session is not included in this
table.

gr
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Format

With regard to'format, some trt ing was in the standard classroom

style. Providers came to a central cation two hours a week for ten

weeks. On the other hand, other ETUrs ran for two.whole days, similar

to weekend workshops: Some used a combination of structures. In 4

essence, about one fourth of the individual sessions lasted four hours

or more. The majority used a model with shorter but more frequent

sessions. In fact, rof those sessions that ran less than four hours

(73%), over half, ran, less than 2 1/2 hours, or at least Changed format

and speaker in that time period.

Subcontractors were encouraged to use a format that best fit their

,\) providers and topics. Some, therefore, used only a lecture format,

others combined formats. Some used exactly the same foimat across all

sessions and All. ETU's. The use of the same format had certain

advantages in that there was more control and accountability by the

subcontractor as well as ,advantages gained by the experience of

00 repetition. On the other hand, some varied the format depending upon

the topic or group (for differenerETU1s). This also had adVantages in

that it tended to adapt more to individual needs as well as Co fit

topics mote precisely. As indicated by Table 6-2, about three out of,

every five sessions were in a lecture format (59%); obviousW....many of

Table 6-2

'Predominant Format of Individual
Training Sessions

.

Predominant Format

Training
SessiOns*
ercent)

Lecture or talk by trafher 59I'

Participant discuSsiorr :- entire group .55
.

Special outside speakers . 23

Making toys, learning material or food 15

Film or videotape , 14

Participant discussion - 8011 groups 8

Observing chiloften 6

Role playing ('as child or teachers) 5

Individual consultation with trainee 1

(N -94) *

* Sum is gteater than 100% because of multiple responses.

6I.
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these also Included a great deal of discusaiOn by the' participants as

an entire group. In fact; group discussion was listed in over half the

total /sessions as a predominate format.

meaS/WSU encouraged the subcontractor to utilize outside speakers as

ns' of acqOaihting participants 'with community resources. Almost

one/fourthof the sessions included an outside speaker. Of course, use

of Outside speakes was not evenly distributed across. ETU's or

Sobconttactors; some subcontractors never used this format; others used

it quite extensively' with great success. in fact, other data imdipat

/ that 39% of the ETU's, had no outside speakers. This may have been dye

to lack of knowledge abopt resources in a few cases, or to limited time

for speaker arrangements in those% ETU-'s that started _early in the

summer. In any case, a greater effort will be necessary in the future

if one major purpose of the training is to introduce providers to local

r1Prou'rce people. 4

It is interesting to note that the less structured formats were not

used very often. This includes role playing, child observation, and

small group discussion. The latter, small group participation, was

probably unnecessary in many sessions because the total number of

proViders in the class was .rather small, and their participation

intense enough; so that it was unnecessary to break into small groups.

Alsoit should be noted that there were very few "handson"'activities,

such as making toys of food (15%); although this too was encouraged.

There is some indication that the less structured formats were used

infrequently because of the newness of the-Project and the very tight

time schedule. That is, it takes more planning 'and coordination to

observe children or make' things; it also takes a knowledge of the

participants. One wonld anticipate that future training would'include

more planning time, specific suggestions from the master contractor; as

well as dubcontractor, and ability to build on prior experience. These

elements should 'result in greater e imentation wi

format.

6S
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Course Content

. The trainers were asked to indicate whit of the fifteen competency*
/... 4%

topics mere major ones for eacOiraining session. In many cases, more

than one topic was covered within a single session. ..This was trdein
.-,'

the shortef sessions as well as the longer ones.; Table 6-3.ildicateg

the frequency withiwhich varAus eompetendy topics were add4essed. The
ks.

first column indicates the percent of ETU's which never addressed

specific topic. For example, sixtoercent of the ETU's never cove d,

the to4pic I 'percentgrowth and development; -twenty-nine percenC
*

er

discussed health; etc. The next column I.AdicaLes the percent of/ Tit.

in- which half or less of the trainfnOtime wa- nt while
...

the last 'coldmn enumerates the percent of those'ETU's in wh ore..,

than half the time was spent on the speciUc topic; for. ergp

twenty-two percent of thee
.

ETU's' spelt' over half of their time on n

krowth and% deVelopm; none concentrated this much time on health,

related topics; and so forth. . ir

Essentially, the --Csals)le indicates that the training was rarely

concentrated on any one or two topics to the exclusion of the others.

Ae might be expected; the most concentrated topic was that of normaL

growth and devel opment. .
Of course; this is such a bead topic (or at-'.

least:ilia broad title) that it is. difficult tq know exactly what wap

*I'inclU'dedl-without asking' for overbearing detail or being, observers at

every training session. On the other hand, there were a few topics
,

which were ighored, in a large proportion of ETU's. One half (557.) of

the ETU's did not discuss "confidint*iality",: tl\e privady of provider,
f_

records and information. Two out of expry fiv ETU's ignored legal

issues. Althiugh in some cases, topics -we ignored because the

subcontractqx believed trainN:already had sufficient information, in

most situations topics were not covered because of insufficient time.
.

,Thimowss substantiated Aother comments. It may also be true that

40f these topics -love perceived as requiring a specialized

owledge trai.nere did not possess. This latter constrains

heallevtsted by more extensive curriculum resources:

.4

111"
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'Tpble 6-3

of ETU's That Devoted Various Prop tins
of'Time to Each Compenteqcy Topic I

Competency Topic .

At

. ,

Prqportion 0 ETU Traintng Timd
,

'None 1-50% Over 50% i
(c=94).

1. Human growth and development

2. Health

3.4 Nutrition

4. Safety -

.

5. Education process -

6. Play 46

7. Discipline

8. Physical space'

-9. Programming

10. Staff relatiOns

11. Curriculum c., *-1,1

12. Working wiell- ents .

13.''Confidentiality c

14. Legal issues .

-4,

15. Uudetstanding self

16. Other specific subjects
. .

,,55

.

6%

29

32

27

36

3"

5.

27

2

32

31

27

42

30

40

'

.

'

-

72%

71

6316

69

55

87

85

171

72

66

57

68

45

57

65

58

,

1

1

4,

_

.

22%

0

5

4 .

9

rt :

10

2

5

2

12

5

04.*

1

5

2

100%:

10

1.00

100.-

100

. 100

' ioo

100

100

100

100'

100

-100

100

.100,

100

a

In essence, :it is evident, that training time in the individual

ETU's wasiOent on a numbegr,of topics ,,pirith none' of them taking an

especiOly large portion of time.

Unfortunately, chts data could not be analyzed by type of trainee.

Two out orevery three ETU's contained both home, and center providers

so thaifighe. data were not' easily examined for these groups separately.

This All, however, be part of future analysis.

Although let,.indicateAlk Tabli 673, it is true that about fourteen

percent of the individual sessions covered itlif not ingAided In the

competency list. No particular substantive area was co4istently
4-\
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named; there was great variation. Ohs can conclude, therefore, that

the fifteen competency-topics, as enumerated by the., master contractor,

covered those items which trainers agreed should be taught. . There

were, however,,, two sub.stantive toPics which some subcontractors

believed to be important. One was the topic of administration and

management. Title XX monies are prohibited for use in management

training of day care center administrators. However, some center
G

direCtors were involved in the training and wanted this information.

Furthermoft, the home providefs wanted management idformatIdo

appropriate to, their situations; they wanted to know more about

liabilities,, small business resources, tax issues, and so forth.

AI Another topic about which some dubcOntractors felt strongly was

related to the concept of professionalism. That is, there was 'an

"interest in understanding -what professional gi'oups Aire to offer and,,

beyond that; strategies for political advocacy to foster their -

interests.' Certainly, these topics' are indications of growing

profesSio ity, an attitude usually associated with increased

interest tency. r

In essenc most' ETU's included a selection of Competency topic's

.

rather Vito the Otal ,fifteen. This 'selectivity had been expected,

cons'f.aering" the fact.that tfie.ETV was only twenty hours long. There

Was not time to cover all topics, and manq providers Aid not need

AnfOrmation in everyjrea. .1t would appear that some of thebasic and

broader issues such as human development, play And discipline were'

cowered in tail by most Miners. Thus, the
'

,priorities of he
11,

individual subcontractors, for the most part, were the same as thoga of

the'master contcactori

Structure'

10

The following represent important aspects 'of'the various training

models utilizeAn:different ETU's. Sometimes a subcontractorNfollowed

a model consistently and sometimes there was variation of i,particular

aspect of training among the differe9t ETU's, prebenteds by a given

subcontractor. , .

' .
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On7iite Train As indicated elsewhere, the master contractor

wanted the, traini to incorporate formats other than standard

classroom lecture. S/WSU was particularly concerned about this issue

since almost all subcontractors were teaching institutions who might

rely heavily on standard format. Furthermore, the on-site training has

certain'advantages. A center in operation provides an opportunity 'to

model,. discuss, and evaluate observations .of and interactions with

other staff members and children. If the center is not in operation,

the arrangement of physical space and provision of various kinds of

equipment can be analyzed in a concrete sense. The physical

environment ,can be rearranged to illustrate various points. Multiple

uses of equipment can be demonstrated as well as lipid& prevention.

For these reasons, on-site training was encouraged''Indeed, this

was, successful; all but lime subcontractor tad at least one of their

training sessions on-site at a center or provicterYS home. Some

creative measures were used toclaring providers to family -ddy care

homes, as well as centers', and the i pa t of this type of exchange

appeared to be quite positive.

It should be noted that ,there are disadvantages to on-site training

when adequate adilt seating is not vailable. Trainees had legitimate

complaints concerning the discomfort*of sitting in child-size chairs.at

law tables durihg some training sessions. Often tMe on-site training

_took place when there were nOchildren piesent. Nevertheless, it was

believed by, CUS/WSU and some subcontractors that being in a chird care

center (or home) lent a constructive atmosphere as well as alloling for

the.use of certain materials not, available in the standard classroom.

Some subcontractors had - sessions for the center providers scheduled
.

during the children's naptime. The advantage of this timing was that

providers could have their training during their working hours and

without traveling. On the other 'hand, this plan had some

disadvantaget. The primary one was that training now substituted for

the provider's only break and rest period during the day.

VIL
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Although the mister contractor had hoped that some training could

take place when child &en were present, Most subcontractors did not find

this feasible: AS' indicated elsewhere, only seventeen percent of the

ETIP's included observing children at all. The logistics were

considered too difficult both witqczegard to time of day and simply

having that many people in a room. Those who did on-site training with
4

children piesent used some innovative measures to accomplish this: The

use of the foster grandpargpts program in one family day care home is

discussed elsewhere.

Certainly, lit can b said that the master contractor achieved its

aim of on-site training which was a meaningful format. _At the same

time, being in the class oom feels more like school and therefore

allows the,provtders to fe 1 that they have been)succes'sful in school

one of, the major spi offs of this training. Thus, probably sa

combination of site's is t optimal design.

Several ETU' were arranged so thatProvisions of Child re_ s
k _

child care was available during the session. Sometimes the care was

for the trainees' biologiCal children #nd sometimes it was .for children
0 4

in ,the care of home trainees. Such 'care was made' availablh to

. facilitate trainee attendance and to provide real children for

obswvation and interaction projects with the trainees: The primary
. .

disadvantage lay in the fact that it was almost never possible, to

predipt how many children would attaa a session. The child care area

was almost 'always either understaffed or overstaffed. Despite this

problem, some subcontractors remained committed to the provision of,

child care as a servife to the trainees. In one ETU with home

providers, however, the trainer, recommended that afternoon, weekday

sessions with child care be die tinued. In this flU, transportation .

40was provided for the home prov s and .the children in their. care.
)

The providers.were not pleased with the amount of disruption causes by

iransiorting their children back and forth to the training site. In

addition, they sometimes were distracted .from training by their need to

check up on a chi,Id who had come with them. Based on these reactions,
. .

'their trainer felt that Saturday training sessions without child care

would'bettermeet their needs.

4 73
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Field Trips Co 'Centers or Family Day Care Homes. Some ETU's were

based uppn trainer visits to ethe trainee's place of work. In other
40

cases, a group of trainees were Teduled to visit day care centers or

homes in the community. These observations were later discussed in

training sessions. One subcontractor who utilized several field trips

evaluated them as worthwhile and, well-received by the trainees. The

home trailtes were especially positive about the trainer visiting; them

in their qwn-hOme. In this visit, it was possible to discuss details

concerning the needs of 'the particular children she served, the

arrangement, of the physical space indoors and ouidoofs, and various

safety aspects of the home. This session was truly tailor-made to

speak 'to theo,iinique role played by that particular provider in her

particular home. The scheduling demands of such visits presented

problems,.however. It 'also appeared that the trainers who provided
0such experiences spe nt long hours in- their: implementation. /

Transportation and scheduling time were obviously involved. In

addition, whin the provider had many questions or truly needed support

in some area, such visits were lengthy.. -,

L---AI

Cho.ileg-'6(40**10up Sessions. In some ETU's an extra last sessions

as provided to serve as amake-up session for those who clad missed
f'

In other ETU's, the trainer distributed a schedule of another ETU

arby so that trainees could switch ETU's to mike up missed, sessions.

Neither of these options was optimal since a topic might be covered, in

,a general mike-up,kor in a switched session, on which the trainee had

already been trained. In addition,' switching ETU's atkill was

-probably not as helpful Co the trained- As a consistent experience with

'the, same' training group and trainer. One creative solution to the
1

problem of make-ups was provided, by one subcontractor. For several,

,ETU's, three options were offered as m As*e=ups which were self - scheduled

by the trainees. The following options were offered:, (1) a flip

festival of films on child care and child development topics, (2).a

super'fised observation in a model child care center, and es) a

demonstration of approprdoste activities and toys for infkpts and

toddlers. tine of these experiences had ben presented in the regular

It
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sessions, yet all were relevant training activities. Feedback

indicated that trainees were very favorable toward all three options.

Trainees who observed in a model child -care center said that they had

been skeptical that an "ideal" setting would work and yet here they sa

that it does.
,

Out of Class Assignments. One subcontractor required all-trainees

to complete the following three activities: (1) observe one child in a
\

child care centerand write up the observation, .(2) complete reading

assignments from a specified textbook, and (3) record five activities

each week that they did with the: children .in their care. This is an

appropriate way to obtain more trainee involvement without taking up

yadditional class time. It might also be easily used for make-up work.

For those with a literacy problem, ..this .could be adapted to an -owl'

seminar situation. 'This, however, does iocui on one potential problem

mentioned elsewhere. Training must be designed, with the expectation of

sufficient out-of-class time for trainers.

Observations and Interw4ions with Children in Care During Training

Sessidns. In some centers, the entire staff or a large percentage of

t4bem was trained together. One, subcontractor used a pair of trainers

-to accomplish on-site training of an entire center's staff. The staff

was dividid into two groups. While one grodp participated in the day

care rooms with a trainer acting as a model caregiver, the other group

met in a discussibn-lecture situation., with the other trainer. At a

given time, the groups switches so that all trainees had both

components of training at each cession. Very positive trainee

responses were reported by s bcontractor for this type of raining

structure.

In summary, each subcontractor designed the shape of their ETU's !to

fit their needs. As wetted in-a first year program a few of the

choices of format, content, and 'structures turned out to have

unexpected disadvantages;: most# however, worked well. Future training

will, of course, be able to take advantage of 'these experiences

through an exchange of information between' subcontractors and' planning

with the master contractor.
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Chapter 7

Outcomes -r The Trainers' Perceptions

An important element in the training situation is the attitude of

trainers. Certainly their perception of the training is Crucial to

understanding the process which took place. This chapter, then, will

discuss their expected and consequent attitutes ligarding strengths and

barriers to the program's success; their level of satisfactiori; and

their evaluation of each session.

Strengths aqd Barriers to Training*

People tend to behave on the basis of .their expectations; they,

further, tend to modify their behavior as a result of the degree to

which these expectations (positive or negative) are met. Thus, it was

important to measure some aspects of the trainers' expectations before

the first session of the ETU and again after the last session of that

ATU. On.both.occasions, they were given ele'ven statements regarding

barriers to the success of the program and eleven statements concerning

program strengths which they scored on a five-point scale (see Appendix

A, Trainer Perception Survey). The mean scores of the pre and post

measures are presented in Table 7-1. Perception of training strengths

was not influenced by the expettence of training. A relatively high .

Table 7-1

Trainers' Perceptions of Training Strengths andlarriers:

Summary Scores, Pre and Post

Perception
Mean, ore* 1..

de

t value Probability
Pre Post

it,awm,Strengths

Barriers

3.85

2.27

3.80

1.81

1.01

5.57

.m

N:S.

.000

* Scores ranged from 1 -not at all likely to 5- extremely likely.
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'score was obtained, both before and after training, indicating that the

trainer's own background, as well as the resources available to them,

were view as helpful to tBetraining process.

The items 'in the strengths section perceived as most helpful were

those related to the trainers' own education, experience and skill (see

Table 7-2). Two items that were not personal characteristics but that

were under their own control, resource materials and enthusiasm derived

from group discussion, were also seen as likely to be very helpful.

The items expected to be least helpful were those over .which the

trainers had least control, i.e., support provided by' the,

subcontractor, support provided by the masterwontractor, the training

site, nd the concentrated time period for training. These perceptions

of training strengths were remarkably stable from the pre-to the post

measure.

different picture emerges when one examines the findings for the

trainers' perceptions of barriers to training' on the pre and post

measure'. On the pre measure, the trainers saw some,smAl likelihood

that the items listed, would prove to be barriers to training. By the

conclusion of. their ETU's, however, thuslelt that these items had

proved'even less problematic than they had estimated in their original

assessments. There was .a significant difference between the mean

scores, pre and post, for perceived barriers.

The fact that the trainers reported that they actually experienced

fewer tra4ning barriers than they had anticipated indicates the

positive nature of the teaching eXperience for the trainers. They

found less "burn-.out" aiming the trainees, less rejection of suggestions

dyring training, less tvinee mistrust and hostility, and even less

difficulty' with trainees who lacked 'reading and writing skills, than
4
they had anticipated. The pre-popt differences in the mean scores for

perceived harriers seems especially striking .since the trainers'

expectations of barriers was IrelStively low initially. From the

Alt
trainers' viewpoint, it gould appear that thE experience of condVing

training sessfons for these particular providers convinced them 'even

further of the feasibility of such training.'

7"
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Table 7-2
Trainers' Perceptions of Training Strepgths.and Barriers:

Individual Scores, Pre and Post

Strengths Pre

Mean SD

Post

Education

Day care exper4eace

.Local contacts

Resource materials

Group discussion

Interpersonal skill

Subcontractor support

Room condition

Parental expeilence,

CUS/WSU support

Time frame

4P

4.57 .61

4.47 .76

3.89 1.02

4.13 .66

4.32 .69

4.21 .75

3.94 .92

3.15 .99

4.29 .73

2.84 .97

2.97, 1.06

(N=55)

Mean SD

4.51 .64

4.43 .71

3.92 1.07

4.14 .76

4.35 .72

4.24 .69

3.70 1.01

3.27' .95

4.41 .59

2.41 1.01

2.76 1.12

(N=58)

Barriers Pre Post

Mean Sr!

Inadequate resources

'Inappropriate resources

Attitudinal differences

Participant misinformation

Participant burn-out

Lack of effort,

Lack or funds

MisViist among
pafticipants

Trainer/participant
mistrust

Hostility of individuals

Participant literacy

2.03 .05

2.24 98

2.11 .83

2.31 .74

2.540e .98

2.67 1.00

2.78 1.10

1.94 .91

1.84 .81

1.98 .79

2.40 6 1.04

(244.90

Mean SD

1.85 .88

2.03 .96

1.87 .93

2.00 .91

1.95 .90

2.03 .85

2.13 .88

1.33 .65

1.31 .65

1.40 .78

1.94 1.25

(20.59)
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Both before and after training, the ited that was perceived to be

the greatest training barrier was the possibility that trainees
0
might

reject suggestions "due to lack ofmoney in their centers or hones to

implement theme'. The item that was seen as least problematic, both

before and after training, was the training.barrier, "mistrust between

trainer and participant". These trainers felt comfortable that they

could and did develop trusting interactions with the trainees.

It is one things to feel very positive in anticipation of such an

experience; it is quite another to end such a training experience with

even more positive feeling. This is especially remarkable considering

the speed with which ehe training was put together. Of course, it may

well be that thil positive attitude was affected by the experimental

nature of this project, which. may have produced a Hawthorne effedt.

(Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1939). This

that persons being studied' sometime appear

reactions as a result of feeling that they

effect refers to the fact

to modify their behavior

are "in the spotlight".

or

If

the trainers hid attempted to show their 'best behavior as, a result of

knowing that they were being studied, one would expect both the

strengths and the barriers scores to reflect such a tendency. The fact

that only the barriers score improved lends credibility to the

interpretation that there was a valid change in trainer perceptions of

barriers during the course of presenting twenty hours of training.

Trainer Session Perceptions

In the expectation that trainers' attitudes might be related to

what was happening to the individual training sessions, they were asked

to evaluate each training session at its conclusion (see Appendix A,

Trainer Training/ Session Description Form). First, they were asked to

rate the success of the training session on a four point scale which is

indicated in Table 7-3. Obviously, the trainers. believed that the

sessions were successfUl. In fact, slightly more- theft one-third rated

the individual sessions with as high a ranking as the scale allowed.

ti
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Table 7-3

Rating of Training Session By Trainer

Rating Percent
.

.

Very unsuccessful 41 2.%

Unsuccessful 1.3

Successful . 59.4

Very successful 37.1

...
TOTAL 100.0

MEAN 3.3

- (N=537)

Further insight into trainer feelings about the training sessions

are obtained ftom the two unstructured questions asking them what they

felt' could be imprdved and what they liked best about the training

session.

First, it should be noted that for forty-eight percent of the

training Sessions, the trainers did not give any comment regarding

improvements; the same was true for twenty-one percent of the training

sessions regarding what they liked best. It must be remembered that

these were self-administered questionnaires and that often 'the same

person responded numerous times, once for each training session.

Probably some thought it was foolish to keep repeating the same-

response if either what they liked best or what Ineeded improvement

remained the same. Further, people And to leave the response Wank if

they have nothing to say. This would explain why the 'number who left

the improvement question-blank was much higher than. the number who left

the question 'regarding which they liked best blank. A substantial

number of -people did not think it needed improvement.

Of.those who made suggestions, as can be seen in Table 7-4, the

primary method of improvement was to allpw more time for the session

(26%). This, in fact, can be Viewed as a- positive statement; at least

the sessiona"were of a caliber that the trainer wanted them extended.'

8'0 .
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An attempt was made to group tpgether those items which might be

related to planning, either by the subcontractor or CUS/WSU, as

compared to those items which related to immediate facilities such as

room condition or pr1oblems with resources (e.g. brokenlprojector).

The Le simply didn't 'Appear to be any overriding area suggested for

improvement. This seems particularly surprising ,,given.1 the condensed

lead-time. On the other hand, it is just such an auspidious beginning

to an experimental project Which often results in a high level of

esprit de corps and perhaps somewhat of a Hawthorne effect. One

cannot be so certain of such a level of toletance if this training

program were -established.

y

Table 7-4

Trainers' Suggested Improvements
for Training Sessions

Categoriesof Comments - Percent*

Need more time A 26%

Organization/planning
of session and materials 14

Inadequate resources 13

Condition of the room 10 .

Trainees'lack of motivation, tired, etc. 7

Trainees'lack of discussien 6

Lack of program coordination , 5 %.

Disapproval of a specific format 411
(e. g.", filt) 5

.

Disapproval of a specific topic 3

More discussion time 3

Specific problems of set-up for class 3

Evaluation forms l'.- 3

.

Miscellaneous
.

elle'...7 10

0 0 (N=312)** N
.

IP i 0

* Sum is greater than 100% due to multiple responses.
** 48% 4lid not ipswer this question or stated that no' improvements

were necessary.

I
I
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41111A further point to note is that only twelve percent of the

statements regarding needed improvements referred to the participants
. ,

or trainees. This becomes clear when one looks at the responses

regarding what was the ,best thing about .the session (see Table 7 -5).

By far, trainees' conduct was the most positive part of the sessions.

The extent to which this is true is quite overwhelming and positive.

As discussed elsewhere, the enthusiasW of the trainees was pronounced

and permeated all. discussion of training. This become;.certicillarly

interesting considering the fact that there had been such initial

concern regarding trainee motivation And their. expected wide range of

educational background. There was much concern over training,

*IF

Table 7-5 ".

Best Thing Abobt Training Sessions
As Described By Trainers

Categories of Comments Percent*

Trainees: class participation 37%

Trainees: sharing and
interaction with each other , 25

.

.

Trainees: attitude, eagerness

to learn, motivation 20

Specific format .
20

. .

Specific topic 8

Relevant, useful to trainees 6
.

Resources

e

6

Experiential; hands on,
not'abstract 3

.

Miscellaneous 3
.

Vague. 3

(N=436)

* Sum is greater than 100% because of multiple responses.
ft
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preparation for such 'a population. Obviously, the pdaitive 'and i

unanticipated behaviors of the trainees overshadows all else in the
ofx r

grainer destri'phionsof what they likecivbest concerning the tra-iniallw

Also, 'as inalcatedi44in Table 7754 twenty percent bf the trainerdAid

a particular
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corven us because they tended to mention very'
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ati.on v1ewpoint, littole was learned about'
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the variation in'
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Chapter 8

Outcomes The Trainees' Perceptions,
Attitudes and Knowledge,,

,

The following

,

chapter ,describes the three levels of trainee

evaluation outcomes assessed in this project: (1%1) their Rerceptions:of

the training, (2)their child 'care attitudes and Willowledge, and'(3)

their behaVio'r.

Level I:. Trainee Perceptions of Training
.

.

:Session Ra/in4s. One of the( most ambitious undertakings' of they

evaluation proCedure was smenf of tithe trainees' reactions to

every training Session. were assessed thoroughly, a wotf while a

prediction of. trainee ie ctipns to future training of simi g qypes

,could be made. The.instrument developed

Caregiver Training ,Session Reae

Trainees completed one form, at t

for "his purpose was the
. -

Form. (CT)Aiep appendix A).

And* of every training session,

indicating thellitreaction to-six statements ranging from a score of 1 =

strongly disagree to 5 - strongly agree. These stateMentliare shown in

Table 8-1 on page 73.

Responses to the items were overwhelmingly nd included
,

very little variation-.. between se4sions. In fact, _of th sixty mean

scores, the lowest for any item on any single session was 4.01 pnd the

highest mean score in any item fir a single session was 4.48.1 Because.
: .

there was so little varkstion in response, i was not worthwhile;to

'analyze trainee' reactions by type, of format o . by the topie covered.

Tat. is, they made very_Little distinction betwl.formats or topics.
.

-

--

tar

1Table 8-A in Appendix C preserits the means and standard deviations for
each sessioiet110) for the six NW* itemOthat were presInt)li on the

. . 0
CT form. * . *\.

..

.. . .

fr-
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0 4

r Table S-1
,

'Session Three Training Reaction
1, Means By Type of ProVider*

I

.. .

.

.
. Item -,

.

.

y .
.

.

Provider**
4.

t value

2-Tail

aProh:.

dbility

I.

Home
04*3763

Center

(N- 26)
.

1
.. .., .

I enjoyed thi training ssitaiop.4..

.4.

, . .

Min grainer rstands the kinds of InOblets
- _ I face in ter or family d4y care home.

. . .
.

. .

. .
. . ,

There was about the tot* amount of time for
cl'ueitiona-tand-d(scusslan. -- -- -- ,

.

--tr -
... -. '

., /

I learned pew information about child scare
,froi this training session.

-...-- . c_-).!
.....

, I yip, try some ideas from today's session.

\N ; . .

.1,

1 . .. A

.

'

4 Overall, this session was very h d

useful4to me. 1 .

4.49

4.44

.

4.13

4:45

4.50

,

4.49

4:Z0

.4

.1.
1. .38

.

.

4.2A

W9
.

.

4,41

N

4.36

211k

i.34

,

/

-1,0 :

,

ot.09

'k
. .
1.52

s

2.8011

.035

N: S.

,

N.S.

%002

.N.S.,

.005

,-1k
*the response'seale;;Alr-1 (strongly disagree,), 2 (disagree). 3 (neithef agree
nor,ditiagree), 4 (agree), and 5 (strongly agree).'

-

**Of -the 1224 rainees who turned In Caregiver Training Session Reaction Forms 1

. during sessi three, seventy -five percent of them could be identified by s
place of-Work (home or center).

, ,

..-' ...I41 .
.

% ,.. , .

f
'

.

;
IV . 2k

.

1
f *-.11'

It Was expected Om theleait positive rtaining. seesion. rnactiens.
i

.-- . .
I

would occurfoethe fi Cseasion. .First, there were 'Twiny form,"-to be .the
completed at that session,. inaudrng two evaluationlformS.. Second,.. . . 10.

...is .. , , . , 4
40

".
,.4

, ...k J ,.. ANL,
i.b.* . s.

, . '

e.
Rti

we'
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trainers had only

get to know their
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. . .
. .

a short period of time during the first session,to
.

trainees and to present them with an orientation td

the'training proceSs.

the first, session had slightly lower

In looking across sessions, it does ,appear that

mean reaction scores than did

Tater sessions. The eix means for session one rangbd from 4.05 IR 4.33

while hose for session., five, for example, ranged from 4.26
&

It _is interesting' to note, however, that the mean for 'Stem

enjoyed this tialgihg session ",, was high, even-on session ane. Despite

al} the difficulties that were inevitable for ,a first session, the

trainees overwhelmingly reported that they enjoyed it. It appears, that

the sessions were, indeed, always perceived as enjoyable sinditen

'had the highest mean of the six items over all the sessions. (the '

range of these means for item one was 4.33 to 4.48.)

Since center anA home, proliders came to training

to 4.48.

one,. "I.,

differeht needs and backgrounds, it seemed essential

pbsiibility

training exp

estion for

sessions .wer

orientation, and with

v.

that center and home providers reacted differently to the'

1erience. ession, three *was $chosen to stigate this

som of the followingrreasons. First, the initial two-.

e /ten involved with the mechanfcs of start-up, with,

the process of getting to .know:one canother. By,

the third session, the .full educational program of the ETU was usually.

n full= Slang! Second, -choosing a later session for-analysis mould
e % . 1i

have resulted in the loss of trainees in ETU's that met for only a few

1*
i h somewhat

to assess the

essiong-. Arefore, session three,was
1

deemed the best chAl.c,e for this
.

purpose. Table 8-1 Otesents the mean responses for home and center
_

, I

trainees.

Although 441
.

hOme
providets were

ths*celtsi .providers.

.this trend

differencq,.betlen the

signifIcante e providers

rmlearning of n information,

that did peter providers."'
... ',

of the ratings were very positive, it is obvibus that

generally more positive in their 'session reactions
4

Only on item three, the amount of discussiod

reversed. For thrip of the six' items, the

reactions of home and.cen( t(r providers were
6

..
% 4

expresied higher levels of enjoyment,

time, was

and perceived usefulness of the sessfari,

Further, these responsEs have aX; internal
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consistency. That is, since some home providers learned more new

information (item fotkr) than center providers, it would' followk that

they would find the session significantly more helpful (item six) An

the center providers. Then, it is not surprising to find that home

providers enjoyed the session more (item one) than center providers.

Such differences may be related to the differential rate A
previous training experience between these twd° groups which ws

discussed in Chapter ,4. Fewer home providers had college courses

related to child care, or conferences and workshops, than had center

providers.' In fact, the center providers brought a different

background and employmeht experience to the training situation than did

the home providers.. This, in turn, differentially affected whatthey

took away from the training experience. In addition, .it is important
Air
to remember. that home proyiders are relatively ,iSnlate0 from other

-adults during their working hours, whereas center providers work and
1,

interact with
4
ether adults all day. Th fact alone may account, for

.

_ N
the greater ratings of enjoyment by home than center providers. Not

)
.

only were the hie providers able to meet and socialize with new

acquaintances, but 'these people were their, colleagues. Home providers

were very gratified by this. traintng, although clearly, the center

. providers els() founiqt very worthwhileA.

The extent of (the positive reaction from all the providers is
, .j ... . t _

especially outstanding when pne considers the fact that the
'L-

,questionnalielf were anonymous and, confidgnIial. Trainee.gowere allowed
. .

to use their maiden names and All'A orm
....S

sealed before they were
------- ,turned in: There was no reason frtrainee to be_ other than open and

hdriest about anylAmisgividlo they may have otset a training' session

o
Sohe trainers believed that.Where there were a$nuthher of sessions for

an ETU, the traine-: ve le(ki 't,hought to their-evaluation responsesat
.0,

the Pater sessions. The istributlon Of respo;fies, however, did not

indicate any such ties. Th , it must be concluded that trainees found

the training sessions most enjoyable,

child care.

a.

a

87
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I

overall Training Rating. It was important to obtain an appraisal
.

of the total training experience from the trainees. Therefore, at the

4
last-sessionh question was asked, "Overall, how would you rate ybur

training expetience here t s summer ?" As indicated in Table 8-2, the

average tating was "v y good" (mean = 4.06), with three fourths of the

traiKees feeling the training was very good or excellent. )gain, thipse

responset confirmed earlier 'findings that home trainees were more

positive in their evaluations of training' than were center trainees.

Table 8-2

,Rating of Total Training perience

By Type of Trai

Rating, Provider
(Percent)

Home Center Total

Poor
Fair

0.0%
3.3

0.8%
5.2

0.5%
4.5

Good 11.4 23.6 19.4

Very good 46.0 44.3 44.9.

>tcellent 39.3, 26.1 30.7

TVAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Mean 4.21 3.90 4.06

(N=333) (N=639), (N=974

Chi Square = 33.68, df = 4, p <2000.

The exp/anatdons for "this finding are the same es those described
. i

.for the session three result. Art addition, by tile end of traiMIng,

there w s time to imp2ement some of whatelle dainees -ha. learned'..
, .

During the course of training, it may have been less, possible.- for

cefiter than home providers to :implement new caregiving ideas and
. ..

techniques.. Center proiridert Would have had to involve the 4irector

and other staff who were not part of -ttle training in deo*aions about

the desirability of a new procedure. ' Yet the home provider, as an

independent business persoli, could try Cut new ideas on her own.

0
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BringihOepdback the, group abolit these experiences would maintain a'

high leVe1,15f involvement all satisfaction. Anecdotal repdrts suggest.-

that this sometimes-occured. Such sa process difference may be.
_ -

- reflected in the Overall traindng rvings and .should be further
,

texplored in futute pr jeot evaluations.
. 1

Pre-post Ratings .° Competency Topics. the trainees were asked, at
the initial.training selsion, to rate the amount of training that they

wished to receive _ in 'each 4g. the siicteen competency tdpics.
.

oompletion'bf:.their.last ssiph, they indicated

that they had actua y received 'leach topic.

When .the initt ..!cbmpetency topic ratings

At the

the amount of training

are examined (see Table

y4W, '841'belowr for' informatign concerning perceived training needs, it is
,

cleavra:% home and center 4OVIders agreed ,out which
4 4

top six print-ties for, training. were
A

_Ouraulum _eget t _eshatitponal .troceas,.._p14, working w5? '-
ane:safety. ier'eOcnureing beciuse such results

i. ;;;

tsaintng. home a center providers tggether was feasibt
'

-Table 8-4 for mean
.

sCores)e(

In' ortrer ,io 'from
1.

.training- reteived matched`ehely

rdei ed tratniing,qeds (See

. , .. . -. -..

6,1!-!viewpOints, where the

tial :need4.anA 'wthere'4t did 'not
it' _.

match them, a multivariate analysis of Vatiance was. performedA :Ell! two
.

independent variable'lljere tpoe.

(pre andilPos01- Zet_moltiyaria

.staigtetically significant diff

providers, that ditere

topics Were

discipline,

ith parents,

imply that

in. terms of

of ptovider

a'alys-fs

nog between

betweeil the

and, that the patte n of changelidiffered

(home and center), and time

ineticated that there. was a

sctires
Oh
for home :and center

pre teat and thejost,test,

fo home and center providers.)

.

r .
. . t i

'^- -IMAin Affect: Type of Provider, Multivariat F=8.05, p <X01._
Main ifiear: Time, Multivariate,F=57.10,-Pc 001.
Interaltion effect: Tyne of tdvider x Time Multiva;tote F=2.411 .

)0 44. -

, .. -._

1*
04

. .

.e

/

e



Tbble 8-3

Perceived Training Needs for Competency Topics

v.

Competency Topic

Hose Providers

(Percent)

. Center Providers
(Percent)

Train N -.9 ,Trainin Needs
Very
Little,

A
Little Some Much

Very
Much

"'Total
(N487)

Very
Little

A .

Little Sose Much
Very
Mich Total

L Human growth i
development

Health

Nutrition

*safety
, .

*Education process

*Play

*Discipline

Physical ipace

Pptgramping

Staff relations

*Curriculum content..

.. 6

*Work$ng with -

parents

Confidentiality
.

Legal issues
4p

Understanding. self

Other specific,
subject/

6

11

7

. 3

2

3

2 .

7

5

20

2

0

22

. "
6 '

7

11

19

11

7

, 8

7

4

14

13 4

25

5

11

19

10

11

11

42

36

. 30

24

36'

31

18

33

33

29

23

27

34

30

36

37

18

17

27

28

30

33

\40

24

24

12

_
33

28

11

21

24

21

23

17

25

'38

24

26

46'

22

25

14

37

31

le

33

22

22 -'

100

i00

100

100 ,

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100 .
,

.2

10

8,

4

1

1

1

4

.3

S
9

1,

1

16

3

7

4

9

15

15

7

4

5

3

11

8

15

)

6

18

8

11
'4

11

30

34

31

22

26

24

11

32

26

30

16

. 25

30'

26 41-

29

eS21%

32

23

24

31

34

37

28

29

30

21

ii

34

17

130

26

27

27

18

22

36

35

,' 13

57

24

30

25

67

34

19

33

21.

26

"
100 .

100

100

160

100

100 .

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100 -

100

1081
4

*Six top priority topics.

.90
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Examination of the means in Table 8-4 indicates that there was

either a pre-post match or increased ratings at the post.session for

six of the sixteen topics (see and B. on Table 8"3). For two

topics, home providers had increased ppst rat s and center providers

fhad decreased, post ratings (see C. in Table 8 . for the other eight
...

topics, there were decieased ratings at the post seslion (see D. on

Table 8-4). It is not surprising that a pre-post match in ratings was

not achieved for more than half of the topics: this training program

was limited to twenty hours while each of these topics could be taught,

as a class in itself, for twenty hours.; Certainly, the six topics

shared by home and center providers as top priorities could hardly be

taught and discussed completely in this short time. In fact, it is

true that they did teceive less training than initially desired in four

of these six priority-topics.

Table 8-4

Pre-Post Ratings of Competency Topics by Type of ProVider

Competency Topic by Type of Pre-Post*
Difference

Home Center -,,

Pre Post- ?re, Post
___ 1

A.
_. ......_

No Significant Difference
.

.

*
Educational process 3.794 3.93 4.00 3.91

dUtritiOn. 3.61 3.72 3.2, 3,31

Physical space . 3:48 3.7,2 3.59 3.55

B. .Increased Ratings 4

* Confidentiality . 2.83 3.15 3.00 3.14

*Play 3.79 4.25 4.00 4.23
Understanding self 3.51 3.79 .3'.51 3.74

t.
_

Home Increase, Center Decrease '
. n

Human growth and development 3.44 3.59 3.69 3.40

'Staff relations 2.74 2.83 3.32 2.99

D. Decreased Ratings
.

-00.
,

.
i

. .

*
Curriculum content 4.07 3.66 4.24 3.67

Discipline 4.21 3.88 4.40 3.94

*tafety 3'91 1.62 3.90 3.39
*
Working with parents 1.78 3.49 3.91 3,35
Health 3.09 ,3.04 3.27 2.86
Legal issues . 3.67 3.27 3.77 ' 3.16
Programming . 3.57 3.47 3.81 3,43
Other specific topics 3.43 3.04 3.S4 2.98

'
.

,

*
The six top priority topics for both hoMe and ;enter providerk an the
pre-test.
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There was, then, an indication tf a -lack of match in more than

fifty percent of the competency topics. While the topic ratings did

not-include a measure' of satisfaction for each individual topic, we

*eve %ready seen fra the lesion ratings and the overall' training

ratings that trainee satisfaction was quite high in this project. The

amounts of training received on these topics-during the twenty hour of

training were certainly sufficient to make them tpleaset with the

training program.

It Iv- not feasible to assume that people will be able to assess

anjectIvely their own training needs. The trainees in tlis project

. 1111,

would have the same difficulty. Rather, this data was, collected to-

provide Additional Level I, or attitudinal data, from the trainees.

'Mote objective assessments will be incfuded in,the following section of

this chapter.

Summary. In essence, the trainees reported consistently strong,

positive perceptions of the individual training sessions4and of the

' overall training experience. The surprising element was that it wss IP

significantly more positive for home proyiders than center providers.

Nevertheless, home and centei providers agreed on their choice of the

six topics out of the sixteen on which they wanted the most training.
4'

c 0 V

Level II: Trainee Child Care Attitudes and Knowledge
. .

One of the major. Concerns of the evaluation team was that of

assessing trainee improvements An child care knowledge. Although the

problems associated witlimeasuringthis are discussed in Chapter 2, it

should be noted here that when the evaluation was designed it was

assumed that an existing, validated, assessment instrument would be

utilized 1-1, measure trainee knowledge. RevieWs of textbooks, journal

artiCles, aka testing manuals, es well as interviews of twelve to

fifteen child development *experts,' failed to locate. an appropriate

instrument for this population. An instrument, therefore, was designed

specifically for this pnbject (see Appendix A, Caregiver Survey).1

p

lUnfortunately, there was no timer"to validate this instrument. It did,

at least, have 'the benefit of a series of pretest reviews.

.92
0
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Three sections with different formats were included in' order to tap

different areas of potential growth as a res of training. The first

section contained twelve items that described common situations faced

by providers in the topic areas targeted for training by the master

contractor. For each item, the trainee. was asked to .select one

behavior (from three possibilitYes) that would be the best response to

a provider job situarion. This section assessed knowledge of

appropriate behaviors in very specific situations.

In the second section, trainees were asked to show on a five-point'

scale haw'much -they agreed of disagreed with twelve attitude statements

about child care. Although some information about child 'development

was 'needed to answer these questions correctly, they'also each involved

an aspect' of the child care philosophy enchirsed' by the' master

contractor.

The third and last )section of the Caregiver Survey contained twelve

true or false statements designed to assess, child development and

utaregiving information. All of these statements were factual; the

answerp to all of the estions -but, one were verifiable by current

child development textboo, s. The one question that would not be

included in a textbook involvd, th'Michigan state law that all cases

of actual- or suspected child abuse must be reported by provider gn a

particular form to the Department of Social Services.
Ike

.Post Test Scores.of lra4ne4 Prgyiders. There area a variety of ways

in which training results can be assesseci: The first step taken was o4 .,

examine differences in scores bStWeen home and center providers On'th

instrument which'wSs 'administered at* the final Session. When post

training scores for'these two groups are compared,, it is'evident4if1at

as a total group they scored quite high (see Table 8-5 below).

Further, home and center trainees scored very similarly on the child

care situation (I) dna philosophy (II) 'parts of instrument.

However, home providets scored
e
higker on the information section (IfI)

of the test than 41d center providers. Although the difference betWeen

the scores is qui a small, this dingfprence is statistically significant

and therefore must acknowledged.

a,

93
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Table,8 -5

Scores on. Knowledge Qu stionnaire
Bf Type of Proviir

Subject Section

% Correct.

°

%

Highest
Score

Possible

Mean Score

t value

2-Tail

Prqb-
abilityHame

(N=341)

Center
(N=663)

.,

.

Home
..

Center

I. -Child Care
Situations

II. Child Care
Peilosophi

III. ChildCare
Information

83.5

81.2 ,1

77.6

82.4

81.4

75.2

12

5

...
12

10.02

4.06

9.31

9.89

4.07

9.02

,

1.14

-.35

2.38

-N.S.

N.S.

'" .

.018

Contrast Croup:, Response Rate. As described in Chapter 2, the .

primary analysis of .training, results was to b'e a comparison of the

Caregiver Survey (CS) scores -of an untrained- contrast group of tome

providers, from across the state to the scores of home providers trained

in the project. Only home providers could be studied in this way since

names and addiesses of an appropriate% group of untrained center

proViders was, in fact, hot available to provide a contrast group. The

contrast grout was selected, as described in Chapter 2, by sampling

from tteresponses to an'MDSgemailing .to all certified providers iff the

state. It was important that the sample be chosen so that possible

selection biases between the untrained and the. trained group could be

minimized. Bdth groups were interested in training but the untrained

grotip, never, received' training.

The response rateafor this mailing was one of the most unusual

findings in the entire evaluation. It is common for response rates for

mailed surveys to vary between twenty and forty percent (Helmstadter,

470. As indicated in Table! 8-6, seventy-two percent responded to

this questionnaire. % fn fact, this is-an underestimate. It was not

possible wpdssIgnate, prior to mailing the surveys, those who Ited

.

94 .1
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actually received training (and were theitefore ineligible' for the
10

contrast group) Therefore, they were instructed to return the blank

questionnaires. Many of the 7.7.' persons who did not- respond were

undoubtedly trainees (ineligible for the contrast group) who did not

botNr to return the blank questionnaire.

Table 8-6

Contrast Group Response. Rate

Questionnaire Categories Number Percent

,

Total questionnaireg:
4

Contrast Group
Ineligible * , '

.

Mailed
Returned

.

276

199

(149)

(50)

100.0

72.2

(54.0)

(18.1)

.

*rained respondents who returned blank questionnaires.

t.

,

The response rate may have been slightly improved by two factors:

(1) MDSS had made aprevlous mail contact with all persons on the list,

and (2) each untrained provider who returned a completed survey

instrumentwss promised and mailed a packet of free pamphlets. These

paMphlets covered a range of topics of interest to child care providers

such as nutrition, first aid, and so for*. Fiftyfive percent ofithem

signed their names and addresses so that the materials coulebe mailed

to. them. Above and beyond these contributing factors, however, thip

unusually high fespehse rate undoubtedly reflects the high level of

provider, interest( In training. It appears that home proyiders in

Michigan are especially eager and motivated to cooperate with a

,
providee training project such as this one.

Contrast Group: Comparative Analysis. The purpose of obtaining

data' from this group of untrained providers was to compare thescores

of 'Ow-trained bode Providers with those of the untrained home

95
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A

t

,providers in -the contrast group. The contrast, group method of

4
denermining trainee knowledge gains has some advantages over the usual

pre-post methed (Campbell I.; Stanley, 1963) for the reasons cited in

Chapter 2. In. rhis case, /with such a high response rate from the

contrast group, as well as1 the fact that all of these providers had

already exprrsed a desire to receive training, the contrast group

method has 'alidity. TT possibility of selection bias as An

interpretation of any differences in outcomes between the two groups is

reduced by these two factors. '

Table 8-7 below presents the comparison of CS scores obtained for

this method of analysis. While the mean scores for all three sections

of the instrument are,higher for trained than untrained providers, only

the difference for the section III mean scores are significant. It is

clear that training. had an impact upon home providers.

Table 8-7 ..,

Knowledge Questionnaire Mean Scores'
for Trained and Untrained (Contrast Griiup) Home Providers

.

r

.

Subject Section

Percent
Correct

highest
Score

Possib e

,.\.

i

'

an Score '2-tail

Prob,:-

a

k

bility
UntraineA
Home

Trained
Home

trailed
Home

Trained
Hyme

E value

.

I, Child Car
Situation

II., Child Care

PNilosophy
III. Child Care

Information

i

L

' 82.5

.80.6

73.7

83.5

81.2

77.6

12

'5

12

.

e
9.90

4,03

' 8.84\

(N142),

4

10.02

4.06

9.31

(N -341)

,

.73

.80

2.55

N.S.

N.S. 09

.011

Why did signiffcant: differences show up as a result of training

only for the third section of the Caregiver Survey? One possibility is

that more training time was addressed to child care knowledge tLan to

the other two aspects, of child ca-re competente assessed by this

instrument. - 'Another possibility is .that the'first two sections of the

9t;
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instrument contain "coemon sense" itess with which molt provident; are
5.

familiar without training. Sections I and II may not'be sufficiently

difficult to tap training improveg'ents in these aspects of child care.

During various stages of survey, Aevelopmest and use, ehe CS instrument
0

was administered to a number of different groups. In all cases,' a

larger percentage of correct responsisowere obtaine on the first two

sections ,of the survey than on sECtion III. It is clear that thiswas

the most difficult section of the instrument4 for both trained and

Yuntrained persons.

It is indeed encouraging, that a significant difference in child

care information levels was found between trained and untrained
.

providers from across the state after only twenty hours of training.

Furthermore, it was a standard. instrument, administered across ETU's,

regardless of their choice of formats or particular training topics._
-

14*n one censidets that, without mandatory curricula or training.

'objectives, these subcontractors were able to implement varied training

programs that resulted in overall home provider 'knowledge tains on a'

standard Instrument, this outcome it particularly impressive. Home.

providers showed significant gains in child care ,information as a

result of this training exptrience.

Comparison of,+re4oit Scores of a-Trained Subgroup. The original
%,

design did no (ncluda administering this knowledge questionnaire prior

'to and again after training. They reasons for this dlcisioh were

discussed in Chapter Howevet, to Clarify the results of other

methods of assessing training impact,on knowledge about child care, a

selected subgroup 4 almost one hundred trainees did complete the

Caregiver Survey both before and after training. It should be noted

that these grobps do not represent a cross.section of the total group

trained in this project. The seven: ETU's whichparticipated in this

comparison all started training in early. September.

As indicated to Table 8-8, for this group of 99 home and center

providerss it is clear that scores cohistently iSproved on all three

measures from the initial to Abs final session of training. Thus, the
1

pre-post comparisOn of scores ideals improvement in more areas of

97
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Table 8-8

Pre-Post Knowledge Questionnaire Sc 4131*.

Subject Section

% Correct

. .

Highest*
Score

Possible

F

Mean Score
value

. ...

2-Tail
Prob-
ability

Pre Po4t

0

P eT

-.t

Post

I. Child Care
Situations

II. Child Care ,-

Philosophy

III. Child Care
Information

,

78.1

77.6

ci

71.3
.

1,82.6
,.,

80.6

74.3

12

5

12

947

!

3438

8.156

'9.91,

4:03

8.91.

2.89

. -

4.05

' 1.97 -

.005

,

.052

* N = 99; .Home Providers = 35, Center = 54, Typelof Prov
14.

er Unknown = 10.

1 ,

hild care knowledge and attitudes than does the hone contrast g oup -

,4h me trained group comparison discussed in the previous section.' .These

two assessments %are not a ivalent for several reasons.,,, The paramount

difference is that the pre st trained subgroup contained both home

and center providers, while the contrast group-tr4ined group comparison

contained only home providers.

On the other hand the pre-post

representative of. the whole trained

some indication that ,after takidg

information concerning items

group is ,a sMall group that As not

population. In addition, there is

the pretest soSie, trainees sought out

on the test which )ad been difficult for

to the post tester they were better able

is one of the standard diffidulties 8f a

them. Therefore,. when 11 came

to answer the questions. This

'pre-post design.

In essence, the pre-Post comparison

supplement the other evaluation findings.

was used in this project to

The results are positive and

consistent in many ways with these other findings.

9 ri
O
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Level III: Pre-Poet lome ?rovider BehavioralObservations. I

'the ideal assessment of traiTg.ng is to measure its impact on the

pio/iders: behavior ,with children. For ithe most part, ths remains
/ .......... . 1

ideal '-hecause the measuring instruments, remain quite experimental and

the coat,

beginning,

trainees'

bo.th.in time ane monty, are enormous. 'Nevertheless, as a

the actual provider behavior of one small group of nine home'

was adsessed by pre 'and .post home/ observat1ons.2 The

observational instrument (Stearnsand.Urberg, 1981)contained items.in

fifteen different -areas of behaviors or scales. (The instrument and

,definitions of tire fifteen scales are indsented.-in Appendix Av.)

agreettInt for each scale,was assessed by,calcufating e

of agreement.'belin the ratings of to observers.3 Th

Interobseryer

parCretpage

pfteen

agreetieh

total, of

135 items

level bf

As sho in' Table

thirtee4 areas. ,This

areas Vilerials/toys

a a ranged from' .50 to 1.00. -The

ated over all items in all scales was

s SCOrert, the, two

agreed on 24 lhis

observers

percentage of

Out of a

agreed on the scoring of

ia considered an acceptable

agreement for sues an observational measure.

8-9, there is an'improved score after training in

improvement is-statistically significant in five

, balanced'activities divided areas, small'iptor

I

playthings', and messy activities. The two scalei, materials/toys and
.

small motor playthings, both mean that specific, appropriate materials

for children were prbvided in more adequate quantities after training
f

than before. Providers had purchased and/or made new toys and learning

materials for the child during the training period. In addition, as

showm by the scale, divided areas, the play room(s) of their home was

"The final saMPle consisted of nine home providers,
and three from another:

2This set of data was collected by Maribeth Stearns
Urberg, Department of Family and Consumer ResOur
University, as master's thesis research.

3The percentage of ,the 'ratio, of

to the sum of the number of eements plus the
ments.

'six from one ETU

and Dr. Kathryn
cis, Wayne State

--9

the numbe of agreements
number olidisagree-

,
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arranged in a different way after training. They now had toys and

materials arranged according to activity, such as a quie area for

booksand visual exploration of materials, a large moto area for

climbers And wheeled toys, a doll or dress-up area for fantasy play,.

and so forth.
.

An important area where improvement was observed was in balanced

activities, which included an assessment of the degree of balance

between, adu/to-directed versus child-directed activities, the balance
...,

between -quiet and 'elil;iye play, 'the time spent teaching concepts,
. -

watching T.V., playing-butside, and taking naps. The fact thai

caregivers improved on this scale is very, encouraging since the

-fable 8- 9

Mean Pre -Post Home Observation
Scores, N..,9

1

Observation
Scale Category ,

w

Range
Possible

.

.

Score e
value

Two-tail'
probabilityPre Post

Environment ille

Amount and type
, of equipment

Materials/toys

Balanced activities

Self-help skills
Tiscipline .

A

Idieraction skills.

Meals

Nutritn
.

Records .

Areas.

Motor. playthings,

Daily.dchedule

Messiectivities'

Physidii -

.

3-6

.

3-6 :

3-6

7-,4

2-4

6-12

8-16

'2 -4 Is'

2 -4

4-8

1-2

-2
-2
14 '-

1-2

.

3.89

.

4.89

' 4.11

11.00
4

2.78'

8.78

13.11

1.56

3.33

'6.'22'

1.22

1.22

2.00

.78

2.00

.

4.44

5,67

5.78

-. 12,67

3.'33

9.56

14.78'

2.11

3.56'

6.67

1.:78

1.67

2.00

1.56

1.7$

1.35.

2.13

5.00

.4.47

-1.35

1.49

1,56

.76'',

1.51

% 739

2.29

2.53 .

.00

*2.80
,
1.51

.

..

N.S.,

'N..S..

.001

.002

N.S.

-N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

:N.Sr.
.

N.S.,

.051

.035*

N.S. ,

023
-':'-\N.S.,

.

,

.

'

* It shs;uld be noted that relAbility fot this scale was row.

1Q
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difference between , custodial care and care that promote; child'

development resides to a great. extent infkow the child, and adult spend

their tiime during the day. -

The last scale for which a'significant improvement was reported was.

the amount of messy activities provided fpr.the ohtldren each day. At

the start, most trainees had been afraid that messy activities such as

water 'play, play dough, and pints would ruin their homes. One session

oft' training was devoted to methods invblved in providing", messy

activities and in keeping these activitieR under contiol. In the post

observation visits, these providers reported offering more of these

activities to 'their children than they had previous to training. Messy,

activities involve the kinds of aptionreaction cycles of exploration

stressed by Piaget and other learning theorists as critical., components

to cogiitive development in the preschool years. These activities ace,

therefore, highly valued by experts in child development.

Trend analysis indicated that thirteen of the .fifteen areas of

behavior improved after twenty hours of training with over one third of
P

these being statistically significant improvedenti. Tpis certai y is

one measure of training success-for these participants. While evidence

was collected from only a small group, the results support a series

of other trainee outcome measures that all point to -provider gains as a

result of training. This level of evaluation (level III) was utilized

to determine, if there was any indication that .positive effects on

trainee perceptions, attitudes' and knowledge could or would. be
,

translated into actual behavior changes. These results-do give us such

an indication. It appears that these, hose providers modified their

homes and their behavior in ways that should facilitate the growth ant

development of the children tjr, serve.

V.

!winery 4

This chapter has reviewed the assessments made of outcomes for the

providers who were trained in this projt.... Whether perceptions,
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knowledge Measures, or behavioral Observatio4 were examined as

training outcomes, it ,waa c ell. that there were positive training

'results, Furthermore, the t al picture 46t outcomes was a coOisteat
1

.
one: providers rated the, training as ,An enjoyable and worthwile

experience, they exhibited gains in And care knowledge, and a 'mai;

subsample showed positive modifications in their behavior as providers.
.

Throuhout the data, there is evidence that home and center

providers were somewhat different. in their response to training.. This

is logical since they have backgrounds that differ (see chapter 4) and

professions -tbat, while similar in many ways, require settings,

schedules, staff, and payment patterns that differ. The ultimate

conclusion, that is reached. after integrating,these -results, ,however, is

that the home and center proVidera reached by-this project, trained in

a multitude of way 1 and)in a variety of different c unities accross

the state, showed pOsitpe reactions 'to training as as indications

of increased child c*e knowledge. Although .no 'single assessment of

training impact was sufficient,' the sum total of all assessment result s

demonstrees that, in a variety 'of waxs, this program was effective in

training child care providers. 4 4a

102
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CJtapter 9 _

Outcomes Unanticipated

*

It is often true that 'a training project generates significant

outcomes'that were 'not anticipated at its inception and it is ,the role

of he evaluator to 'be sensitive to these.' The following outcomes

rep esent some of the most important giilanticipated findingi.in the

.cur ent project.

1., Many ,trainees -want and, indedi, are seeking further training.

One of the most consistent outcomes was the frequency Of,reports across

the State that trainees desired more training after completion of one

SItlreral subcontractors reported that their trainees planned to
.

seek additional training, either through enrollment in college courses

or by less fored means, through conferences and workshops. One

subcontractor *reported more than fifteen calls to inquire about the

possibility of additional training. Many inquiries were directed to

the trainers, to local 4C organizations, and to local family day care

councils about the availability of future training. In reaponse, at

least one local family day care scpunctl expressed a ,commitment to the

development of some carry7over of training into their fall meetings.

It appeared that' many trainees were burm prised, to discover that there
*-

could be a, "match" between their background and the, training ,being
r

provided. ,Some trainees said, "I didn't -know that I could go back to

school and now I see that I'can". Mere cats be .little doubt that this;

new attitude' toward training will result in-increased attendance: at

child care conferences, workshops, classes, and other. types of trafning,

for .many' of the providers trained lak this ,project. For example,

'several trainees registered as group at the Metiopolitan Detroit
, .

Association for the Education.of Young Children' (DAEYC) conference held

late last summer. Further,. some trainees have already, enrolled in

college classes or in Child Development Associate training classes.

".

163
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2. The trainees had an 'increased sense of self worth and

professipnalismi both with regard to their role in the work world and

in their contribution to the development of specific -children. f'fiecause

family day care providers work at home, they often have difficulties in

enforcing a distinction between their woOk, and personal life. Some

home trainees reported a major change in this area beteube of this

trainingproject.Porexample,somt,reported they were now able to

respond appropriately to the neighbor who typically says, "Since you

have other,children at home, would you mind watching mine (free) for a
.

little while?" Some reported that they can now set limits on parents

who take advantage of them, as,a ptovider at home, by extending the

child's stay far beyond the agreed upon time. One, subcontractor

reported, "At the beginning of our training ptojec.t, many of the home

providers referred to themselves as babysftters, but by the end of the

project. everyone was referrinr-to herself or-himself as a day care home..

proVider"). Another subcontractor reported that the trainees came to

realize their obligatiorn to the children Whom they serve: they came to

recognize and to feel strongly Committed to their roletas a teacher.

Man had previously viewed their role as that of a responsible

custodian.

n

3. Husbands of man trainees developed more respect and interest

in the work of the chi dr1e provider. The trainees discussed the)
.

fact that ,a worthwhile improvement in their lives was the'reaction of

their .husbands to the trainingproject.' Hilsbands, especially those of

he providers, began to see their wives in a diffdrent light. The

tact that his wife was attending professional training sessions

involving college credit demonstrated to the husband the' recognised,

profeisional status of his wife's occupation.' The icnowleAge that this

training program was funded and supported by federal and s?ate

governmental agehcies'meant that the business and professional aspects

of such an occupation must km widely recognized by important persons in

our society. Providers reported that their husbands and other family

4 members showed more interest and support relative to their child care.

4cupaiions. Home providers stressed that the support of ,their

,
fadilies was'extremely important to them, since almoet every aspect <If

t.
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their-JOI, required modification] of their

the final). schedule, and their awn'evailabtlity tp family members. The

trainees themselvei *viewed this ,change with. pride since it reflected

and reinforced their own improved. Image of their status as a-chilecire
.

family's home environment,

provider.

4

4. Providers increased' their affiliation both with informal and

formal child care organizationt. Trainees exchanged telephone numbers

and discussed keeping. in touch. It was repoited by one subcontra8tor

thatentets in their city seemed to be communicating with each other

more after training.. Trained providers have joined local provider and

.child care organizations or plan to'form such organizations in locales

where they did not exist. Subcontractors, for example, reported that

home trainees in several different counties joined the local family'day

. care -council. Trainees discussed plans for the formation of family

day care associations in several different counties. A dramatic

increase in membership in the existang Family Day Care Provider

Association in one county was reported: membership increased (fifty

percent. after straining. In this way, proNfiders 'could maintain 'a
. .1

support network as well as receive additional inserv1151i7iTahing arid

information.
.

The possibility that improved self-images and other training'gains

might fade over time was expressed by some trainees. Atr..424iing of

the local advisory board for one subcontractor's trakning.prOject, one

home provider said,
, I .

We now feel lost. We planned on it [the
We had it, and now we have nothing going on like'that.

Thus, membership in local provider organization's will ameliorate this

to a great extent. A

5. ,,Trainee implementation of newelearning in their work sometimes

provided models for other providers in their cizt4er Or changed center

policy. For example; the day after one center provider attended of ///

%
0,

I
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sessip4 bn first al?, a child fell from a climber in her center and she
o

was able to copeappropriately. Thie behavior, provided A model for
\

other staff m&mbers at her center. In some cases, centers decided to

filrout applications to beta part. Of the USDA Child Care Food Program

a as a'result of information brought back to the gpnter by trainees.

Not all attempts at implementing new infbrmation and skills were

positive, howeyer. Center providers found that new ideas were

sometimes opposed by their director, or by other staff members who had

not attended'training. In one case, a trained provider felt that a

licensing consultant who visited. her--center had not required of her

center the'kind of standards necessary for quality child',care. The

following outcbme addresses 'this concern.

6. A new advocacy role foy quality child care was assumed by many

trainees. r This new advocacy role involved many potential benefits for

the trainees and for the childreri ,they served. Field trips to locals

centers and homes, *as a part of training, inevitably led to class

discussions of licensing regulations, the ethics involved in 'reporting

violations, and .the .role of"the child care professional as an advocate

. for the "rights, safety, and 4elfare' of young children. One

- subcontractor stated that Public Act 215, concerning visitationL.,of

family day care homes, was influenced by a concerned home trainee from

one of her classes. Interest in their role as child care advocates

might also ave been one of the reasons many trainees joined child care

'organizations% These groups were seen as key advocates for quality

1. child care in Michigan, and therefore, as important to support for the

improved welfare of children and providers.

7. The providers trained in this project were viewed as awe

compet t by other persons lin the community. In at least one case, a

MOSS Child Care Li6insing Consultant requested 'the names of trained

home providers so that referrals of parents could be made by inforMing

them of provider' in,thfIrtcommunity who had been trained through the ,

-project.' In somecommunities, the local newspaper featured an article
.. .

10u
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or serieslrarticles about the training project. For example, in one

area, several articles were carried over a tt wo-week period concerning

day care that described the training program of the subcontractor in

that city.

R. The utilitatjon of resource peoplerin the community as speakers

for training sessions resulted in mutual effects it -led to a

reduction in the dense of isolation felt by providers within the ,

community as a...whole add also informed the kesodide.people about child

care in their area Any resource people were not well informed about'

home providers and sale were unaware of the kinds of.probleme providers

fiace in providing quality child care. Nuathe'contacts among Tersons,

as well as among agencies,. within communities were set up by the use of

professionif resource persons as trainers. -For, example, the county'

Family . Day Care Provider Aseociatiod in one. area now
4
ieceives

continuing consultation frem'staff personnel in a child guidance agency

as a result of their contact during'training. In other casesy trainers

reported that trainees had started'to cdil various resource persons or

their agencies for informal consultation from time to time. In 'one

community where cable,television as used to preLnt training sessions,

non-proViderS in the community 'reported watching and becoming more
.

aware of the issues involved in the provision of qufhity child care.

9. 4 The possible 'use :Pf foster gre6dparents , as subktitute

caregivers in day care homes was discussed as a.tesult of one tri,i.ping

model. One trainer visited -the ;Luse of eat.h home' provider with a,

foster grapdparent, who interacted with the children while the trainer

and homs_provider talked (ssee Charcter 6). An important ,spin-off of

this method of trainiing ,was that home prviders began to -discuss the

possibility of using substitutes in their homes for child care. Many

had assumed a 'satisfactory Substitute arrangement was not possible

until they aaW how well the faster grandparent 'was able to function fn
.

this role.

4.
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10. Many trainers compiled; developed, an distributed written.

childcare materials. _ Several, subcontractors developed "resource .;,J.

notebooks" of mimeographed and free materials On first aid, nutrition,

classroan.learnfng activities, and so forth, that were distributed to

trainees. Often trainees reported that they intended to keep these

up7to-,date by making'calls and inquiries later,

materials'. - Ilhany had been unaware of the tsefq

o( such materials. One subcontractor developed

on their own, for free

and inexpensive nature

four printed manuals as

a result of thy, prsject. These manuals dealt with training, meal's,

'teaching child7nt andthe business Aspects of day care homes.

manuals were distributed to the providers and were

These

printed In quantity

as a resource for other home providers who requpit such information.

11. The extent to which center providers tn this project' were

trained' with hom providers .was relited to their knOwled e scores at' 4

the end of training: Throughout the prOject, the ,subcontractors,

traidScs, and the master contractor were Interested in the question of

,whether it was more productive to train home and -center providers

together or' separltely. In some 'locations, mAxed training occurred as

a matter of efficient' training dekivery since not enough providers of"

one type 1-vtika be enrolled to fill an ETU 'within a specific geographic

' area, Scheduling considerations were also sometimes involved-. In

other cases, decision were ;Rade to present' mixed or unmixed training

_based upon the subcontractor' view of what would produce, the most

effective training.

Although the question of the "training mix" had noor-originally'been

, posed in tbe evaluation design, .data. were collected .thm,t,Could be used

.to suggIst In answer to this Auestion. 'training mix was defined in the

following way:

1. No mix: all providers in the ETU Are of the same type.
. .

2. Lpw mix: -lees than 25% of the ,trainees were of one type (home
or center).

3. High mix: more than 25% but less' than 752 of the trainees'were
of one,type.

f

10.3
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The mean knowledge questionnaird score for home and center providers

for the three ,levels of training mix are illustrated in''Figure
,4
4 below.

'Except for the home providers' scores on:section III, iteppeara that

the,giqeter,the integration of home and ceRter .Proyiders during

training, the higher the scores obtained by these providers.

.

.
hn analysis of, variance was performed on the scores, for

1

.' section ,of' the knowledge 'questionnaire, separatel *to ,examine

statistically the 'effeCt of training mix and type of p vider, ,Th

results for the ft-rat two4sectiOns of the questionnaireys ctiOn I ac)'

II, are consistent. They indicate, that, overall, bo t ypes of

pyviders scored -higher to the extent that they were trained t gether.l.

The' results for, the :most difficult section or the i strument,

Section rII,.,Iwere especi *lly interesting (see Figure .4) Overall,

there'was a' difference in the scores of -home and'eenter providers as

diseased in Chapter 8. Alain, as for sections I and'II, overall, the

tra ins nix was iqportant.3 The most crucial finding for section III

was that home and center providers did. not r and to tiai ng mix' in

the 'same manner" Home providers' scores were h gher ,40111t ey,were

trained, in 'a homogeneous group., while' center\ providers' scores

411
incieased in propoition to thin percentage of home. providers with whom

each

they 'were tined.
..-a

. FurthermOre, correlational "analyses substantiate, thesefindings,:as

indicated in Table.9-1. -Ttiere was a relationship between training mix, k

ah0 'scores *r center providers but not for home providers.. . Although.

the sizes of the correkations are'qufie smallOthey ar4 statistically'

significant concerning this important aspect of training delivery.
.4

'I-Section I,lmiin effect:

" SectiorPOTT46ain effect:

2Section III, main effect

3Section III, main effect

4Section III, interaction
F(2,963) 4.36,,p <.01

training Mix, F(2,963).41.38, *P<.000.

Itaiping Mix, F(2063)1?.39, p <.000.

Type of Provider, F(1,963)5.14,..,p <.024.

Training Mix, F(2;963)4.449,7, <.01.

Type of:Vrovfter and Training Mix,

209 1

.4,

imirMMO
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figure' 4
Mon Scares on Sno+dge Questionntire.by Training Nix and Type of Provider

mr

Section I Section II
wean

Scores
Mean

o Sykes

. 7 4.2 10.5
7

; 4.1 10.0re
4.0

1.9

'3 .8
No Lo 14 No Lo' Hi

Trairgag Mix '
Hf No Lo Hi

Training Mix

9.5

9.0

8.5

Hone Provideis

1

Section III

4.

No UP Hi No Lo Hi
training Mix
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Table' 9 -1
No

Correlations Between'Mix of Training and Knowledge Questionnigre Scores
By Type of Provider

Providers at

.

Subject Section
.,

Hose Center

Correlation
' (r)

Probability
Correlation

(r)
Probability

. I. Child Care Situations

II. Child Care Philosophy
,

III. Child Care Information

, .01

.04

-.05

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

.19

.16

.15

.000

.000

.000

Many views were presented during the project concerning the

relative advantages and diertantages of mixed training, yet no one

suggested that it might benefit 6ne type of provider more than "the'

other type. 'Perhaps even more surprising than the fact that this was

found to the case for section III scores,
A
is the direction of the

finding. Many might predict that center providers.in this project,

vith their higher educational levels and greater exposure to workshops

and conferences, .would be able to provide important stimulation for the

hone'pioviders. Yet it was the center prof:A=74w benefited'more

from training contact with the home providers.

Before considering interpretations of these results, it is

important to note the fact that these trainees were not randomly

assigned to a type of training'six. Any effect of training mix may be

related to whatever factors underlay' the subeontractors' decisions

about the composition of ETU's by type of provider. Undoubtedly, there

'were a. variety of such factors.
*P.

With this information An tend, some possible explanations of these

findings trill be considered. One possible explanation involves the

111
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question of whether or, not the coqtent of Section III was equally

.'. relevant to both types o 'providers? An analysis of the'CS instrument
.

reveals. that the items area not biased toward, one type of provider or

t e.,8ther. Thus, the nature of they instrument does not offer an

explanation.

; Another possible explanation lies in a consideration of possible

,motivational differences between home and center providers. If hole

providers were more a:omitted to and enthusiastic about training than

,center/Providers, home providers' might nave injeted an important

eiiement of positive affect into mixed groups. This added element might

have resulted in tore learning for the center providers.

ilswiscuiseyi. in Chapter 8, home providers did report enjoying the

lession more, 'learning more, and finding the session more useful than

Centev providers. On the final rat inn of the total training
71,0

'experience, it wasaldo found that home proViders viewed the experience

more .positively than did center providers. Although both groups were

.very positive about the training experience, it iloes appear that there

was some difference in the intensity of theft reactiofis. This

affective difference between types of providers may. have resulted in

the differential impact of traininirmix on home and center providers.

Summary

In summary, it is clear% that the impact of training operated at

several levels to affect 'not o11/... the indiyiduals trained but also

eteir familial, colleagues, and other individuals in the communities

where they provide child care. Host of these outcomes imply an

4mproVed senile of self -esteell' for the .provider as well as improved

perceptions of their role by others. 14 addition, it appears that

It thining generated connections that will result in less isolation of

proViders from others and may result ih continued training and

4
education, jiany appear committed to participation in local provider

and cHild care organizations. These outcomes, especially those that.07

112
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t.

reflect a change in the "provider's view of his or her job, are as

likely.'to' influence the card of the children: they serve as are the

anticipated outcomes of improved' provider knowledge and attitudes

discusSed in the previous section. One of the principles delineated in

ihe November, 1975; report of the Trpining.Task Force (see Chapter 1)

wee that, "There murt be tangible' as veil es intangible rewards Jor

workers who invest their 'time, effort,0 and money in training". While

tangible rewards stick se college credit and Certificates of Completion

were available, it is Also clear that intangible ,rewards accrued to the

trainees in'this project. Further documentation of

their impact should 134 attempted in future provider

,In addition, the possible, benefits of training

providers together should be explored-further.'

r

/

a.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Recommendations

'.

.

.
"

41m...,
.

This chapter presents a summarvef evaluation findings and, the

resulting recommendations. The prime fact is that the 'Michigan Day

Care Provider Training'Project, Year One seethe progr6am goals: .... ''

0°

1

1662 certified Odd care provident, from 5 counties
throughout the state of Michigan, were enrolled in tehe

Michigan Day Care Provider Training Project, Year

One. 1362, or eighty-two percent completed training
,including bdih hose (37%)ed center (63%) providers. '

The =star contractor successfully implemented train-
ing through a subcontractor system that maintained
the responsibility for training at the, local level

where it could be , flexible and 'adapted to local

needs.

'41 Trainees were trained inctTU's with the following

characteristics: The mean number of trainees per ETU'

was, 14.5; all trainees who completed 20 hours of

training received 11 Certificate of Completion; at

least a portion of most training was conducted on

site in a day care center or ,family day cage home;
and 594 trainees were offered academic credit, while
494 were offered continuing education credits.

Training topics were chosen at the local level from
those targeted by the master ,contractor - -evidence

rartaie 5---that trainees -increased theft child care

knowledge.

Local community linkages were developed between pro-
viders and community resource agencies. These were

further enhanced by the networks that providers

developed among themselves and the 1,ocal child care

organizations that they joined.

114
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Summary.

'Project Organization. The^master` contractor., cus1Wsp,3 implemented

training through a subcontractor system that maintained the

responsibility for training at the local ,level wherewit could be

adapted', Ao local needs. The fifteen subcon&actors covered a broad
de'

area aceoss the 'entire state. kleven were institutions of higher

learning. tp

It became the role of the master contractor to d1elop and pass

-dlo9g the traihing_philosopi, basic structure, and curriculUm outline.

The frfmework was set within which the subcontractors could operate.

This. included setting the requirement for twenty hours of trainiag with

'10 to 30 certified providers per class who would be trained in those

cqmpetency topics

constraints, the

their assessment

103
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articulated .by the master contractor.

subcontractor implemented the progiam.

.4ntractor.

of local. with the facilitation

.

Two major functions were fulfilled by the master contractor staff

. during this training, period. First; they, gave what is' best defined as -

psychological support to the subcontractors and their ainers.

.Seconk, they attempted to faciritatrand aid in ameliorating large.'
, . .

,number of technical problems in
tc

lding such diverse activities as

Within these

-according to

orthe master

defining

specific

minimize

an "in- kind" match 'for, contract purposes and determining

trainee sligibilit Future traininl shoUtd be able to-
a

these, functions vital increasing the master contractor's role

and 'in the facilitation of L-inforwionin curriculum development

exchange among aubcontractdrs.

Taw Project Advisory Committee maintained an

00.

unusually active and..

constructive affiliation. with .the project feom its inception. They had

an important role in the development; implementa4ion, and evaluation oC
4

the project.

Each subcontractor was required to have a local adViso Committee.

The work and success of these local committees. varied. Okten they

'Veflected the same leadership ond.involvement as the Proj, t Adyisory

CoMmittee and Acted as a strong link to local resources.

115 ,
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Process - The PoptilatiOn Trained. Despite the short time ava)ilable

,to the subcontractors for recruitment and planning, all projeCt goals

related to recruitment were satisfied. . 1662 child care providers,
.

1

representing fifty-seven counties In, e state, were./;41.olled in this .

training project. Eighty-two perce t completed' training. Many of

those who did not complete,, nevet less, attended a 'number of

sessions. Thus, over 1600 providers received some tra during the!'

summer of 1980. F.urther, this included a sizable proportion of home

'providers who had peen a4icipated difficult to recruit. The

recruitment process was, by necessity, highly concentrated foi most

subcontractors because of the short planning period. It was made

slightly easier by the fact that, intost areas, child' care providers

were divioutly eager for training.

The cainbes included representation from numerous ethnic groups;
1,

3.5 percent, were Hispanic. They'

in the provider group than

The trainers cooofiom all size

cities. Theft- education level was

e.g.., twenty percent were black and

was 4-greater *presentation of min

ids the general Michigan population.

communities, spanning rural to large

higher than had, been anticipated; fifty-eight percent cnt..,center-

providers and

credit. With

gave reasons

forty.percent vf.hol6e proiiders had at least somegollege

regard to their enrollment iq, this training,. project, most
1

for enrollment that expressed a sense of commitment to

their work as child eve providers.

Process - The Trat,olirs. The trainers in' the project were

reorpited, hired, and supErvised by the subcontractors. liZtNef them

had a college degree 'in a field related' to the education of young

children. Two thirds held, experience in. teaching adults and most.. had

experience, themselVes as '8 ddl e

percentage were membeis and/or oficers in professional organizations
0.7-

that .promotA child development and education. The trainers seamed

especially" welnietted to the complex tatt of training implementation

for day care providers.

staff member. Furthermore, a Large

1
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'Process -The Shape of Trainia°, le was the basic philosophy' of

the master contractor, that local' iioUps, could best determine tiocal

needs as contrasted with one modilqy imvoked by a single agency.

Therefore, CUS/WSU set IL: constratnts on the_ training modes; these few

included a minimum of twenty training hours and that curriculum should

be selected from the total compatency .topics. Indeed, everypossible

format, length and type of training session'was utilized. No 'Ingle"'

.

model worked best.

A series of relatively ihqrt (2-hour) lecture sessions in the

evening was the most' popular format. The master contractor had

encouraged the use of local resource persons in the training for it

variety of reasons; they were used in a majority of,ETU's.

As expected, ETU's included a. selection of competency topics rather

than all of them. These coispetency topics, as enumerated by the master

covered those items which trainers agreed should be taught.-contractor,

Ott:di data' indicate,- however, that there is a need to include

iinformation on some other topics (e.g. professionalism). d

The master contractor achieved its aim 'of ow-site
411

Molt

.ETU's included' this but only seventeen percent Involved observations df

children. Although it IS -difficult to work Out. the logistics of

incorporating children either for 'observation, or simply child care, a
.

few strategies were successfully attempted. As expected in a first

year progrim, a few of the choices of format, content` and structure

4. turned out to have unexpected Asadvantages; most, however, worked

well. Future training should take 'advantage of these experiences

through an -exchange 'pf information and planning with the' master

contractor.,

Outcomes - Aifiness. an impoitant element in the training

situation is the attitude and motivation of the trainers. Three( C

measures df the perception Of.trainerewere examined:

1. their percepc/ons of strengths and rriers
I

> -,

(measured bout(' before training commenced ind.again
completed), .

to training,
aster it was

2. theiwatings of ifie7isuccess of each trairifag session, and

3. their.evaluation of the strong and weak aspects -ofeach esshon.

( 117
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The positive nature of trainers' reactions can perhaps best be

explained by noting the facs_that,their ratings of barriers to training

after the last Session was lower than their ratings befOre the first
A

session. They actually experienced fewer barriers during training than

they had anticipated.

Furthermore, individual sessions were rated as successfUl. In

addition, for almost half, of all the. training sessions, the. trainers

gave no suggestions as to what could have imprOved the session. Where

there were suggestions, the most frequent one writ the desire for more

.training time. They ,saw the' trainees' class.. 'participation,

interaction, and attitudes as the most positive aspects of the training

session.

From the trainers' viewpoints, therefore, these , child care

providers were a satisfying group. to telph and individual 'f raining f

sessions were successful.`

Outcomes The Trainees. One of the most important aspects of the

evaluation was to assess 'provider reactions and gains as a result

training. Three levels of outcome were

Level

assessed for the traTnees.

Trainee Perceptions of training:

individual sessions and the overall training experience, these

prOvideri here very satisfied. With regard to/the fidiAdual sessions,

of

Both with regard to

hone providers shOwed higher ratings than center providers for half of

the items on this measure. In addition, home.provtders. reacted to

their overall training experience with more intensely positive ratings

than center providers. -While both types of providers perceived the

experience in very positive, terms, it did appear that home providers

foUnd it especially gratifying. Despite the fact that most indicators

showed that home and center providers were different from each other,
3

with regard to the fifteen competency topics, they agreed on.the top

six priorities for training. 'They were Vscipline, curriculum

content, safety, play, educational:Precess, and working with parents.

4
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Level II: Trainee child care knowledge: A knowledge instriaent

was designed specifically, for this project. It contained three

action, Section I: Child care situations; Section II: Child care

philosephyl and Section III: Child. care information, and was

'administered to 411 trainees at the last training session.

is4nstrument was used, in three different sets of analyses, to

seas the impact of training on the level of knowledge. 'fret, scores

of all trained, providers were examined. In general, providers

performed wel'l on this assessment. Section III, however, was clearly

the most difficult of the three. For this section only, home providers

stored higher than center providers.

Second, a comparison. was

providers-and a contrast krpup of untrained home providers who had

indicated a desire for training but never enrolled. This ,analysis

2

made between the scores of trained home

revealed a' significant difference between trained aid untrained

providers on Section III. Despite the variety of traiining formats and

topics across' the siate,,scores.on a common instrument dernstrated a

positive effect of training: the scores of trained home providers were

higher Sian those of-untrained (contrast group) home providers.

Third, a subgroup of 99 home and center providers completed the

knowledge questionnaire prior to and again after training. This

Pre-post comparison confirms the earlier finding

theimppct. Scores on all three sections of

significantly after training.

of positive, training

instrument improved

Level III: Pre-Post Hone Providers Behavioral Observations:. A

small gr p of nine home providers wer bserved in their own homes

before, af.,er training 'to assess possible -behavioral matte:es of

training. One third of the behavioral scales observed shoved

significant improvement after training. It appeexed that these

providers modified their homes and their behaviors after training in

ways that should facilitate the growth and development of thfchildren,

they serve.'

From all three levels of evaluation, it is clear that there were

positive training results.

.4
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Outcomes - Unanticipated. There were some outcomes which had not

been programmed into the ,original desiin or goals. One . very

encouraging result., was the desire on the part of a number of trainees

to seek further training. It is clear that the impact of training

further operated at several levelafto affeCt not only the individuals

trained, but also their families and colleagues. Many of these'oUcopies

imply an improved sense of self esteem and gofeasiOnalism for the

provider, as well as improved perceptions by others of the job of a

child care provider.

With regard to program structure, there appears to be an additional

element of success in combining the training of home a d center

providers. Particularly for center providers, data indicated that they,

learned more when they were trained with home providers:

These outcomes, especially those which reflect a chap e in the

provider's\pow of his or her job, may be continued and sup rted by

the fact that the training generated connections among train s and an

increased participation in local provider aid child care digs izations.

These outcomes are as likely" to influence the 'car= f childr n as are

the anticipated outcomes of improved provider knowledg .

Recommendations

.-..k

1. Three type of orientatiop meetings need to occur be ore training

commences:

First, the e should be meetings with relevant resource groups adh

agencies such ,s regional and local NESS workers, local child care

coordinating councils, and so forth. These 'people should have a, full

o,explanation of-the project in order to enlist their help in making it a

success.'

Seco -thi-master contractor should have a series of meetings with

ontraotors to give theta a full explanation of their respective X.

responsibilities, appropriate forms, definitions, timetable, evaluation.

design and all other pertinent information. These meetinp should

involve the full detail of these various items. Subcontractors muat bet

ti

120
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provided with written, operational definitions of important

contractual, programmatic and fiscal terms, such as- for

'.{n- kind "-match and what constitutes completed trail4ng or, conversely,

a I'd top- out ".

Third, trainers firmed statewide orientation sessions which 1.4ude

° procedural information as well as curriculum information.' These

sessions should acquaint them with _the variety of possible' training

problems and solutions that have been experienced across the state.

.5

2. The 'disparate edUcational background of the providers trained

verifies the importance of the,CUS/WSU model ,t at encourages the local

subdontradtor* to adjust their training curriculum and Programmiog to'

match :the needs of their particular train yes. A14y "Packaged"

curriculum for provider training in heterogeneous groups should be seen ..

as a guide rather than a mandate. I .-

1. Although training during Year One emphasized the psychological

support and technidal support o the master contractor, cilese functions

should be reduced in future years. Instead,' the- master'. 'contractor

should spInd more of their program time in curriculum development and
distribution. They should see their role 'as a facilitator of

,information and experience between subcontractors.

4. When a centralized master contractor 'is responsible for the

coordination of subcontractors who are widely spread geogrohically and

variable in their program designs, a precise and standard system of

documentation is essential. The mister contractor should monitor the

training program, in each ETU on common forms that request the names and

telephone numbers of trainees (including deop-outs), program formats,

schedules, and the total attgaance per session.
4

S. Prior recommendations emphasize the need forthe master contractor

to develop and distribute curriculum as yell as to insist on unifoim

record, keeping. It is exactly these two activities which tend to
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solidify and centralize any structure. Thus, it is strongly

that .these activities be 'carried on in an atmosphere which
. .

maintains as much flexibility and local autonomy as characterized the .

Year One project.

6. The program should continue to use trainers with &hi-Cation in early

childhood, experience in center or home care, and ties to professional

child care.organizationsl When a trainer has experience with only one

type' of care (home or center) some orientation should be given to

acquaint her/him with the other type of care.

7. Many trainers during year one committed an inordinate amount of-

timmand effort to this project. Some of the specific recommendations

speak to more work for the trainers. Yet, 'training #hould be designed

wits' sufficient budget allocations to fully reimburse trainers to do

their work within the specified time.

8. One of the important outcones of this training 'program was

increased self esteem and professionalism on the part of providers.

This - attitude change may contribute as fuch to quality child care as

the knowledge gains. It would,' thereore, seem advantageous 'to

purposively incorporate thii into the cuiriculum. Those items which

fall under the rubric of increased professionalism: (1) awareness and

744 understanding of professional and resource. organizations, (2)

mechanisms for finding substitute caretakers both for emergency times

and during training, (3) _mechanisms for center trainees to suggest
1

changes to other staff membersor the director 6 (4)awareness of their

child care advocacy role in the commmunity.,

9. While the competency topics listed 137 the master contractor

appeared to include most of the training needs of toe provident!, three

areas need to be 'expended or dealt with in a specific sense. First,

the topic, staff relations, which does not apply well t6 home

providers, should be revised to interpersonal skills with adults. This

41"

4

4

dr ...
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topic should inclUde consideration olkoping skills and effect#ve
.

.
sorAtions Cc, the problents of late parents, collecting payments,

neighbors or friends' who expect free child care, as well ad

relationships with other staff members in centers.

Secohd, some specific, .age- related information should be provided

fot. trainees' who care for either infants or school'-age children.

Up-to-date guidelines for infant eutraion and feedlng should be

included foi-traineea who care for infants.

Third, some method of including magement information for home

providers, such as tax issues, small business resources, and

liabilities, should be devised.

. ! -
10. On -s(te training, eipiciall§ with children present, should be

--

edcouraged by. suggesting ways in which complicated logistics for this

can be simplified, such as thep use of non-trainees as _'temporary

caregivers. On...the other hand, since the classroom setti may adt to

encovage trainees to obtain more education, w combination of sites is

probably the optimal design.

11.' It is recommended that home and center proViders be trained

togr since data indicated that, in general., providers learned more

when they were trained together. At the same time, further study

should be made of this aspect of training since there was some

intonsistency with 'regard tts effect on home providers.

12. This_project elicited strong provider interest in further training.

Various types Oficontinuing education through establisited institutions
0

,should investigad. At-the same time, 4n locations where other

training sources are not available, some consideration should be given

to additional training through this program.

sq`

13. All parties involved in this training project recognize that twenty

,hours constitutes the very minimum of training. Thus, it vita believed
- .

that one function of this trainikv was to stimulati4roviders to seek:

4,

9
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1
and obtain further training. Indeed, this was accomp hed, including

actual credit cograes for a large number of traine , In the second

year, the project can effectively addeess this matter in the design of

curriculum references, choice' of 'resource people fand supplementary

.information,' as well as .training structure. All of these can be

designed with the goal of stimulating trainees to obtiin additional

training and edulion relevant to their work as providers.

14. Future evaluations should take account of the following

recommendations:

.a. Evaluation design, function, and procedures should be explained

to the subcontractors and 'trainers at the introductory

orientation sesUion.

b. Persona who drop out of training -should be interviewed to

determinm the reasons for failing to complete training.

c. Follow-up assessments of,a sample of trained proiiders
Should

be

collected six months or a year after completion.

d.-More information on the behavioral outcomes of training should
be collected to ver f the Level III findings in the current

project. *Is

e. More attention should le directed toward distinctions between

various curricula and program formats.

t

f. As indicated earlier, further study should be made of the

effects of training home and center providers together.

124.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION IySTRUMINTS

1. Caregiver Information Survey

Z. Caregiver gaining Session Reaction:Form

3.'Xaregiver Survey

4. Irainer'Perception Survey (before)

5: Traiuer Perceptiod Survey (after)

6vTrailer Training Session Descr1ption Form

7. pint4st Group - Hailed

8. Instructions for ObseiVation of Home Providers
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'center for Urban Studies - Wayne State University
DAY CARE PROVIDER TRAINING PROJECT

A-2

Mother's Maiden Name:

Date:

Cireniver Information Survey

) '

People come to the training workshops for different reasons and they

expect to learn about different things. We need to know why you are coming

andjOhat you hope to learn. We need your answers to all the questions

and it only Makes about 20 minutes.

-1. Why are you coming to these training sessions?

C1.6/80

I

`How much training would you like in, each of the areas listed belb*?

Please circle one number for each subject area to show how much train-

ing you would like.

Very A
Little Little

1. What is normal growth and

a

2.

development and what is

not normal. 1 2

Health shots, health forms and
signs of good health and

'sickness. 1 2

3. Nutrition, meal service and
meal planning. . 1 2

4. Safety needs of children
ii,

,

and first aid_information.
.

2
\

127

Some

(

Much

:

Very
Much

I 3

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

5
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2. (continued) Very

Little

5. How children learn at different
stages of development. , 1

6. Play -, how.it adds to the,

child's development ip
all areas. 1

7. Discipline - helping children
learn self-control. 1

8. Setting up a play room and
choosing toys and equipment.. 1

9. Planning and scheduling a
day. 1

J(... Getting along with co-workers
who have different backgrounds
and attitudes. 1

11. What children can learn
and how to teach them. 1

12. Working with parents and
iving them support. 1

13. When to keep information about
other staff persons, children,
and families private. 1

14. What the law says about the
rights and duties of child .-/---

care staff persons. 1

15. Understanding your own feelings
as, a caregiver. 1

16. Other subjects that apply to
child care for certain
groups, such,as single parent
families. 1

17. Ather subject areas? Describe:

t

A

Little Some Much

Very

Much

2 3-- 4

.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

'2 3 4

2 3 4 5

4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 , 5

a.

%.
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1. We have listed some reasons why a perspn might deeide to Comp to these

training sessions. Please read all the' statements first and then put a

check mark beside your two most important reasons. Pick only your two

most important reason5lor

The dir:ector of my tenter asked me or told me to come.

I want to meet and talk with other child care providers.

s

I want to learn more about childr(n-and their development.

The workshops will help me to do a better job as a caregiver.

I am curious about what kind of training will be given. /,

I -tint to obtain college credit or other training credit.

I expect to be paid more after this training.

I expect that I may be able to get a better job in the future
due to thiA training.

t
Other caregiversofthat I know encourageme to come.'

I have a specific problem in my center that I expect the:training

to help me with. WAat is that probbam? ,

4. As a caregiver, list the things that you.enjoi or likP the most.

5. s a'caregiver, list the things that bother you the most (such as eiildren

fighting, late parents, reading stories, etc.)

6. Where do you work? ( ) I. Family Day Care Home ( ) 2. Child Care Center

129
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7. What age groups do you work with right now in your current, job?

(Check, all that apply.)

( ) under lear told ( ) 215 to 5 yens old

( ) 1 to 21/2 years old - ( ) over 5-years,old

8. HoW many hours do you work each we ?

9. In what kind of area is your family day care home or center? (Please check one.)

( ) 1. Rural or small town ` ( ) 4, SubDiril

( ) 2. Small city ` ( ) 5. Large city

( ) 3. Medium-sized City.

10. How long have you worked in child care, includi your present job?

yeirs months

11. WhjL different kinds of experiences have you had in child care? CheCk all s
that.apply and indicate how long each experience lasted, including yoir
current-job. i

What kind of experience How many 'years or months did it last?

( ) 1. Day Care Cenler Staff ', , years months
(teacher. careflver)

( ) 2. Day Care Center Aide years months

( ) 3. Day Care Center Director years months
/

( ) 4. Day Care Home Provider 'years months

-- ( ) 6. Day Care Home Aide years months

( ) 6. Other years months

12 Please check below any kinds of child care training you have had. (Check all

that apply.)

( ) 1. Hiih sehoorcourses (early childhood education, child development,
. Child care)

( ) 2. College courses for college credit (early childhood education,
child development, child care)

( ) 3. Cnnferences or 'Workshops

( ) 4. Child Development AssoCiate (CDA) certification

( ) 5. Other -,please specify:

13
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'13. What is your sek? 7 ( ) 1. Male, (.) 2. Female

14. What age group are you'in? (Please check one)

( ) under 21 years old ( ) 41 to 50 years old

( ) 21 to 30 years old ( ) over 50 years old

( ) 31. to 40 years old

15. What education, do you have? (Checi-the highest one that applies to you)

N%

( )/1. Elemeiltiry school (highest grade completed:. .)1'

) 2. Some high school (highest grade completed: )

( ) 3. High school diploma or 6.E.D.

( )44. Some college (number of years: )

3

( ) 5. Associate of Arts (2 year college degree)

( ) B. Bachelor (4 year college degree - BA. or B.S.)

) 7. Some,mfsters level credits (nUmber Of -credits:

( ) 8. Masters N.A., M.S., etc,)

16: Please check your ethnic background. (Please check one)

( ) Black/Afro:Amecjian

( ) 2. Whit;

( ) 3. Hispanic

( ) 4. Native American Indian

( ) 5. Other - please specify:

131
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Center for Urban Studies A-7
Wayne Statv Univr'rcity
OAY CARE PROVIDER TRAININt, PROJECT

'lease do
not write
in this

space

Mother's Maiden Name:

Date:'

Caregiver Training Session Reaction form

We need to know hcomi you feel about today's training session. Please
circle one number to describe how strongly you agree or disagree with
each sentence and answer the two questions at the bottom of'the sheet.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither

Agree or
Disagree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

1 I enjoyed this training
t16) session. 1 2 3 4 5

2. The trainer understands' the
kinds of problems I face in
my center or family dey

(17). care home. 1 2

3. There,was about the right
amount of time for questions

(18) and discussion. 1 2
4

4. I learned new informktion
about childicaresfom this

(19) training session. 1 2.

3 4

3 4

43

5. I!will try some ideas
(20) from today's sessiok. 1 2 3 4

6. Overall-. this session was
very helpful and useful

(21)- to me. 1 2 3 4 5

7. What could have been4e to improve today's session?

.

5

5

5

5-

(22-

:5)

8. What was the best thing about this session?

(26- $

29)

If you, have any other comments, please write them below.

CJ-6/80

4

THANK YOU.

13 c1



tells the,child that
now he is expected' to

do thip everyday.

or

Center for Urban Studies --Wayne StateUniversity
DAY CARE PROVIDER TRAINING-PROJECT

PART I.

A-8

^Mother's Maiden Name:

Date:

CAREGLVER SURVEY

In the following 12 'questions, read the three reactions

that a provider might have for each situation. Nixt,"

place a check in the box on top of the best reactioqr
Mark *airily one box for each situation.

1. One day a child who must always be helped to take off his coat and hang'it up

does it by himself. The provider

1:111/ n.
waits to see if the child
will do it again the next
,day.

praises ,the child

for thit new
accompl ishment

1
C.

2. A four-year-old child spills milk-at the table during lunch. 'The provider

helps"the child wipe up

the

B.

wipes up the spill

and says nothing.

C.

Itells the child why this

spoils her lunch.

3. Pick'out the most healthy snack for a group of preschoolers from those listed Wow.

A.

[Ni-C fruit drink
Ritz crackers

FIB

1

Apple juice I

,Cheese slices

C.

ICanned fruit
Oatmeal cookies

4. A provider must plan a morning activity for a small group of presChool children.

The first thing the provider should do is

A.

think about each child's
needs and interests.

look up some learning
activities in a book.

133

put out only one or
two favorite toys.
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5. A group of children is going on a field trip under approved conditions with
some providers. The providers

t

do not discuss the trip
since the children will
get too excited.

I B.

.

talk about the
rules for a
field trip only.

C.

discuss where they are
going and hoiv they will
get there and come back.

6. A child has been bitten by another child. The skin is broken and there is a
little bleeding. The provider should immediately

A.

loosely bandage
the bite.to cover
the blood.

wash the area with
soap and water for
several minutes.

C.

pour alcohol. or

antiseptic over
the area.

7. A preschooler or toddler has just made a painting. The provider looks at it
and says

"What is thisSup-
posed to be?"

1

I B.

"The tree should
be green."

8. A father comes to pick up his child who now lives with his, ex-wife (who has.
custody). The father's name is not on the release slip. The provider

1A.

keeps the child and calls
the mother or others whose
names are on the release
slip.

B..

]ets the child go
with the father if
the child wants to
go with him.

134

C.

has the father fill

out some forms and
then lets the child
go with him.t
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9. A provider is Caring for four 18 -month -old toddlers in a playroom with:

1. some adult chairs 4. record player 7. some Small toys

2. blocks 5. some dolls 8. a rocking boat

3. a child-sized table and chairs 6. pots and pans 9. a small climber

The next purchase for this room should be

E-1 A.

drums an ,drumsticks.

B.

stuffed animals.

C.

-

10. A parent is 20 minutes late to pick up a child at the end
provider is angry. She

A.

covers up her feelings
by talking about other
things.

says she is angry and
repeats the policy
about late parents.

of the day. The
;

C.

knows she will not be

able to treat this
child well tomorrow.,

11. One
I

child shows and talks about fear of the dark. The provider

carefully explains why
there is nothing to be
afraid of in the dark.

has the child sit in the
dark for short periods
to get, used 14 it.

encourages the child to
use puppets to talk about
what happens in the dark.

12. A provider meets a parent of one of the children he/she cares for in a restaurant.
The parent starts to discuss an incident involving the emotional problems of some-

one else's child in the provider's care. The provider

A.

changes the subject to
keep information about
the problem ',Ovate.

B.

reports as much as she
knows so that this
parent will understand.

135

C.

.tells the parent just
enough about it to satis-
fy his/her curiosity.
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PART II: How do you feel about the following" statements? Circle
one nwnber for each statement to show how much you agree
or disagree with that statement:

I. Children should learn about people from
other culture as well as those from

STRONGLY

'DISAGREE DISAGRE

. .

STRONGLY
UNDECIDM AGREE AGREE

their own c dre. 1 2 3 4 5

2. Fathers do not have much of an effect
on,children. 1 2 3 4 5

3. A'provider should do as much as she/he
can for a child with a problem before
talking to the parents about.it. 1 2 3 4 5

4. Preschool children should not be forced
to eat anything. I 2 ' 3 4 5

5. A child who disagrees With an adult
should be punished for back talk. 1 2 3 4 5

6. In a large Piayrood, children should
be allowed to move freely from one
activity to another. 1 . 2

'N
3 4

-
...

7. Dress-up play is worthwhile for boys
as well as girls.

8. A slap or a span ng is,..often_palles- a

1 2 3 ,4 5

sary to help chit n lerfl-To bfhave. 1 2 3 4 5

9. Painting and danCing t-e a lot of fun
for children but they do not have much
to do with learning. -,

10. During the preschool years. it is
natural for girls to'be interested
in watching boys stand up to use
the toilet.

. w,

I

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

-IL Too many.different providers, or
changing providers often, can make
an infant or young child feel insecure. 1 2 3 4 ,

12, Holding children close when they
are upset will teach them to act

. like babies.
... 1 2 5

(-YTh 111-i-
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PART III: Read each of the fqllowing 12 statements. Circle the T
for true if the statement is true. Circle the F for false

- if the staterint is false. Piefse circle onlyone letter
for each ,statement.

4.

`"TRUE FALSE
. .-

I; F 1. A provider-must have written permission from the parent .in
....,

. order to.give 'a child medicine.

2. By the ape% f two years; a',,child will usually be able-to-.
) ride a .Cricycl,e,,,,
4 a

T F
.

3. Six-month-old inferits Who are bott-lefed need to be on
forifile, not regular cow's milk.. . '

-. .

v
T :F, 4. In the state orMiehigan)providers are required to report

all cases of actual or suected child abuse on a special
,..._-)

form to the Department-of Social Services.

el,

. *. 0 o
_ F 5. Toddlers who pre learning to talk tffiderstand more words

1 -- and sentences than they are ab ptbduce in their own
speech. .

. .

T 1 F 6. -The lead4ngiause. of death Ch'ildryn is illness;
4 I

4 +

4. A

4 *

T ; F 7. To-bet trai Ing is usually successful at the age ofmethsa A

..,.-----7 , -0

T 8. The ilIllowing skills-,at-e,listed- isi4the Greer that they appear
in the developmental sequence of drawing and writing skills:

% 1. holds crayorr pointed down at paper
2. 'drays circular shapes
3. drawS a person with 2 part, . -

,4".Pprints own. first name
, .. . .

4 1 F 9. It is all right to put a baby lb bed with a bottlof milk
i in his/her mouth-. .. l , ..

. , .

T
.

F 10. The number-of childrefl who have 'not been immunized against
..,

polici has grown in the last ten to' Oftioen years:
A .

N
.

F . 11. B?two years of.,,a
gtge,the

Child can be expected to,IPS-re
toys and' to en e, in tooperaltive play. . 110

4F
12: Physical growth is faster during the preschool years

. '., . than it was in infancy. 7

0'

4

It
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How much training 'did you receive in each of the areas
listed below? Please circle one number for.each subject
area to'show' how much training' you got''about that topic.

r. What is norma) 'growth ind' development" and
. what is not normal. ,

2. Health - shots, health forms and signs of

.

.good health and sickness.

3: Nutrition, meal- service and meal planning.

Very A Very

Little Little Some Much Kuch

1

1

1

,2

.
2

2

-

, 3

3,

1

taa

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2' -3

:1-5 2 3

1 2 a..

1 2 3

1 2 3

C
1 2 3

4. Safe* needs of hildren and irst aid
information. (

1 .

5. Now children ltarn_ at different states of
development. ,1

6. Play - how it adds to the child' s devel op-
nient in all areas.

7. Disc7-ipline-ttelpirtg children learn
,.

self-oantr2O14 ..

8 .-Setting.uP a play room and choosing toys
and equipment..

9. Planning and scheduling a balaced day.

10. Getting along with co-workers whO have
different backgrounds and attitudes.

4 11. What children can learn and how to teach
them-. .,

12. Working with parents and giving them__
support.

13. When to .keep-iirformation about other staff
. persons,, children and families private:

14. What the law,says about the rights and
duties of child tare staff person's.

15: Unde tanding your own feel jngs as a
careg r.

16. Other subjects that apply to child care
for certain groups, such as single parent
families.

17. Other subject areas?, Describe:

4 5r
4

4

4 5

4 5

4 5

.4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

t i

4 5

4 5

4 5

PART V: Overall, how would you rate your training experience here
,

this summer? Circle one number to show your reaction,

Poor Fair Good Verylood Excel 1 ent

1 2 3 4' '5

133
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PART VI`: Please feel free to give any reactions you may have
about your training in the spaces listed below.

f

COMMENTS:

O

got

7,r

SUGGESTIONS:

J.

7/80

THANK YOU
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Cer-, for Urban Studies; Mother 's Ma ideWiatice:

wayne 50tAte University
Date:"

DAY E PROVIDER TRAINING PROJECT
L_ !CP

,_____

!raining Session Location:
,

TRAINER PERCEPTION SURVEY.,-
;;w-

1. Belbw are. Iiited some strengths that your training sessions'may have that
you anticipate will aid ing.their success. Please read each statement and
circle the number that best describes how likejy it is that this strength
will be helpful to your training sessions.

Not at all Extremely
Likely Likely

1 2 3 4 5

e) My addac,it lilt/ backgrou 1 2 3 4 5

2 My pro:,ous day care exp rience. 1 2 % 3 4

:

..

3. My contacts in t/ he loc - community. 1 , 2 3 4, 5

4. TO resource materials (i.e., books,
- firms) that 4.ptan to use. 1. 2 3 4 5

i -
,015. The support avr.enthusiam derived

v from group discussion and questions. 1 2 3 4 5

-- "6. loly s it 1 1 1 fn talking with and
understanding pedple. 1 2 3 4 5

't,-..' The suppo'rt.gr, olVided tp me by the
'' .subcon5ractor Or agency that hired me

as a trainik:.; \* .4 1 2 3 4 5

The roomrs'fIn vhiCh trailfIng takes
,place

, 1 2 3 4 5

1r
My expqrievces '1th parents or as a
oarontA

'''I0> The IP-t provided to me by the
.

I' presintatives from the Center
r 4a06tudies at Wayne State

"lUni.veniLty.,

The ITAentrated time period for
4 training.

lease

to be

TP-6/80

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

st any other strengths not listed above, that y6u think are likely
pful to your training sessions.

1
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'1I. Beloy are listed some areas that'might be considered barriers to success in
.

.

your training sessions. Please read each statement And cficle the number
that best describes how likely it is that this barrier will be a problem iris

Your training.
- .

Not at aTl
likely

1

14 Lack of resource materials (i.e.,
, . books, f s) appropriate to the

topics for aining sessions. 1

2.' Lack of'resour e materials (i.e.,
.....,

books, films)' propriate to the skill

and education level of participants. 1

3. Attitude ences between myself

d _ participants about what is

st for children. / 1

4. Misinformatioo, myths' add super-

stitions participants have about,
,children and their care. 1

57--.6LiiiI=OLie-CIT-5ii=ozloint-imtrilaver-
lost enthusiasm and energy for ,

their' work. l

'6. Participants rejecting suggestions
because they require too much effort,
to apply on the job..

)

1

7. Participants rejecting sugges ions due

to lack.of money in their centers or

homes to implement them. 1

8. Mistftst among participants. 1

.

9. Mistrust between trainer and

participants. '
1

10. Hostility from one or two persons'who
are vocal in or out of the sessions

about their opinions. 1

11. Lack of reading and writing skills for,

some' participants., 1

12. Please list any other barriers not listed above, that you think'are likely

to be problems for your training sessions.

-

2 3 4

4,
Extremely
likely

5

.

2 3 4 . 5

,
,

2 3 4 5,

.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4' 5

2 3 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 .4 5

2 3 4 .. 5

io

I

THANK YOU

- .

141
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Wayne State University
DAY CARE PROVIDER TRAINING PROJECT
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Mother's Maiden Name:

Date:

Training_Session Location:

TRAINER PERCEPTION SURVEY

1. Below are listed some strengths that your training sessions may have
had that aided in their success. Please read each statement and
circle the number that best describes how helpful each strength listed
was to your training:sessions. ao

Not at all Extremely

helpful
3/ /b

helpful

'31 2 3 4 5

A. My educational background. /4 14 2 3 4 5

2. My previous day care experience. I 2 3 4. 5

3. My contacts in the local community. 1 2 3 4 5,

4. The resource materials (i.e., books, 1 2 3 4 5

films) that I used. -

5. The support and enthUsiasm derived 1 . 2 ( 3 4 5

from group discussion and questions..

6. My skill in talking with and ' , 1 2 3 4 f 5

understanding people.

7. The support provided to me by the 1 2 3 4 5

subcontractor or agency that hired me .,

as a trainer.

8. The rooms in which'training took 4 1 , 2 3 4 5

place. 0
9. My experiences with parents or as

*1
2 3 4 5

a parent. -
4

.10. The support provided to me by the 1 2 3 4 5

field representatives from the Center
for Urban Studies at Wayne State'
University.

. .

11. The concentrated time period for '1
4

2 3 4 5
training. ,

.

Please list any other strengths not listed above that you think:Were helpful to
your training sessions.

TP-6/80
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II. Below are listed some areas that might have been barriersjo success%

,fin your traintng sessions. Please read each statement and circle
tht number that best describes how much each barrier listed was a
problem for your training.

1. Lack of resource materials (i.e.,
books, films) appropriate to the
topics for training sessions.

2. Lack of resoUrce.materials
books, films) appropriate to the skill
and education level of participants.

3. Attitude differences between myself
and the participants about what is
best for children.

4. Misinformation, myths and super-
stitions participants have about
children and their care.

5. "Burn-out" of participants who have
lost enthusiasm and energy for
their work.

6. Participants rejecting suggestions
because they require too much effort
to apply on the job.

7. Participants rejecting suggestions due
to lack of money in their centers or
homes to implhment them.

8. Mistrust among participants.

9. Mistrust between trainer and
participants.

10. Hostility from one or two persons who
are vocal in or out of the sessions
about their opinions.

11. Lack of reading. and writing skills for
, sbme participants.

Not at all

a problem
4

.

Jxtremely
problematic

1 i 2 3 4 5

1 2, 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3' 4 5

1 \ 2 3, 4 5

1' 2 d 4 5

1 2 3; 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3' 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Please list any other barriers not listed above that you think were problems for
your trainin esOons.

1,

THANK YOU!

143
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DAY CARE 410VIDER TRAIMIUG PROJECT

A-19
Dote:

Trainer Training Session Description or

We need for you to describe each training session after it has taken place, Please fill

this out within an hour or two after the training iiiiTon.

STEP 1: .Check the ma or to ics covered in toda 's trainin- session.

Topic ft: .Human growth
and development

Topic l2:

Topic 13:

Topic 14:

Topic IS:
process

Tepic IA.

Health

Nutrition

Safety'

Education

Play

STEP 2 Type of Format
Check "all formats that you

used today. ,

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( ')

()

/

1. Priiientation by trainer'
(lecture or GO).

t. Special outside speaker
(lecture or talk)'.

3. Discussfn by participants
in entire group.

Topic 17: Discipline

Topic 18: Physical Space

Topic #9: Programming

Topic 110: Interpersonal
skills with staff and
families

Topic #11: Curriculum

content

Topic 112: Working with
parents

STEP 3: Topic Number
For each format
checked, record the
appropriate topic
number(s) from above.'

4. Discussions by participants in
small groups. (How many in

each group? )

( ) S. Individual consultations of
trainer with each participant.

Film or videotape.

Observing.actual children
who were Present.

(j 6.

( ) 7.

( ) 8. Role playing or pretending to
bee child or teacher.

9. Making toys, learning materials
me food.

( )

PIEP

1111.,

( ) Topic 113 Confidentiality

(.) Topic 114: Legal Issues

( ) Topic IlS: Understanding
self as caregiver

( ) Topic #16. Other subjects
specific to particular

needs:

STEP 4 About how long did each ten-,

of format last? (circle 01 number
More than

a

4 hour I

Just

a few
minutes

About
a

ly hour

1 2

1 2 ,

Is 2

1 ,2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

3

3 4110

3

3

3

Ar

10. Some training sessions Mork out well and others do mot, Overall, hoU would you rate

the success of this session? (circle one number)

Very
I

Very

Unsuccessful Unsuccessful Successful Successful

I,
2 .

3 . 4

11. What could have been done to improve today's session?

I

12. What was the best thing about this session?

If yoU have any other comments, use tht other side of this sheet.

TT6/80 THANK YOU.
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(Contrast Group - Mailed)

Center for Urban Studies - Wayne State University
DAY CARE PROVIDER TRAJNING PREJECT

41111111P

County: Today's Date:

PLEASE CHECK (s():

1. Where do you
1

work? ( ) 1. Family Day Care Home

) 2. Child Care Center

2. Did you want to receive child care provider tre4m4ng this summer (June - September)?

( ) 1. Yes ( ) 2. NO

. Did you attend any day care provider training classes this summer (June - September)?

/(- IF YES:

( ) 1. Yes

4. What group, agency, or instittltion
offered your training? (For

example: Family Day Care Council)

5. Where did your class meet? (For

example: Smithfield High School)

47-( ) 2. No

IF NO:

6. What were some of the reasons you
did not attend training classes?

Please do not complete the survey. Mail Please complete4khe fdllowing survey

anthis sheet and the blank survey back to and mail it to us in the stamped

us in she stamped, self-addressed envelopeenclosed as soon as poisible.

erroldpe enclosed.

STOP
_ . GO ON

r

(Pages 1-5 are the swages pages 1-5 of the Caregiver Survey)

-"M OAK YOU

L45
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PART IV: Please check ( the;responses that apply to you.

1. What age -groups do you wort( with right now in your current job?

(Check all that apply.)

( ) under year old ( ) 2i to 5 years. old

( ) I to 21/2 years old ( ) over 5 years old
C.

2. How'many hours do you work each week;

3. In what kind of area is your family day care home Cr center? lease check one.)

A ), 1. Rural or small town ( ) 4. Suburb

( ) 2. Small city ( ) 5. Large city

( ) 1. Medium-sized city

4. How long have you worked in child care, including your present job?

years months

5. What different kinds of experiences have you had in child care? Check' all

that apply and indicatg how long each experience lasted, including your
current job.

What kind of experience How many years or months did it last?

( ) 1. Day Care Center Staff years months

(teacher, caregiver)

( ) 2. Day Care Center Aide s. years months

( ) 3. Day Care Center Director years- months

( ) 4. Day Care Home Provider years months.

( ) 5. Day Care Home Aide years months

( ) 6. Other years' months

6. Please check below any k4Adsof child care training you have had. (Check all

that apply.)

A ) 1. High school courses (early childhood education, child development, I

child care)

( ) 2. 'College courses for college cregiit (early childhood education,

.

child developmentychild care)

( ) 3. Conferences or Workshop
7

( ) 4. Child Development Asso iate (CDA) certification

( ) 5. Other - please specify:

146
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7. What is your sex?

A-22

4-

( ) 1. Male ( ) 2.%Female

*8. What age group are you in? (Please check one)

( ) tunder,21.years old ( ) 41 to 50 years,old

( ) 21 to 30 years old ( ) over 50 years old

( ) 31 to 40 years old

q1106

9. What education do you have? (Check the highest one that applies to you)

( ) 1. Elementary school (highest glade completed: )

( ) 2. Some high school (highest grade completed: )

( ) 3. High school diplory or

( ) 4. Some college (number of years:

ti

ge_degree.)_ _
( ) 6. Bachelor (4 year college degree - B.A. or B.S.)

( ) 7. Some masters level credits (n r of credits: )

( ) 8. Master;s (M.A., M.S., etc.

10. Please check your ethnic background. (Please check one)

( ) 1. Black/Afro-American

( ) 2. White

( ) 3. Hispanic

) 4. Native American Indian

( ) 5. Other - please specify:

Think you for your help. Please mail this surveytrack tous in

the self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Center for Urban Studie;
Day Care Provider Training Project
5229 Cass
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202

.147
1
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Instructions for Observation
of Home Providers

This evaluation has been designed to be used as an observational instru-
ment. The long form is to be studied before gOing into the day care homes,
so the evaluator is very familiar with the items to be observed. The shortened
for can be taken into thb homes and referred to by'the evaluator, but'should
not be filled out at the time of observation. Immediately upon leaving the
day care home, the evaluator should fill out this form, adding specific
comments at the bottom.

Jr

. During the observations, the evaluator should encourage the provider
to go about his/her regular day. Those areas which cannot be directly
observed should be ascertained through a conversational interview; the
provider should not feel they are being scrutinized.

Some terms used in the forms need clarification.

"playthings" - do not have to be items.designed specifically as
"toys" for children, but can include household

,"items, boxes, etc.

oat_ bay.e_to-tle- 1.y..a.c.cass.14s. by. -cbi-1,cir44-
but is in home and,Used regularly.

"area of activity" -

"physical puniOment;
restraint"

"teachingrconcepts" -

can be simply different ends of a room, or
more defined; the opposite would be various
materials scattered throughout,

- spanking, jerking, pulling harshly, pushing

can be informal; pointing out colors in room,
counting number of chairs,describing various
shapes that can be seen.

"adult- vs. child- the adult always, or typically leads the
directed activities" Children to activities, instructs them as

to what to do, etc., as opposed to children
discovering and choosing their own activities.

"quiet /active.play" - a balance between th6se activities requiring
running, jumping, climbing, etc. and activities
such as art, puzzles, reading, cooking, etc.

The scoring system to be used is either "1" or "2". A "1" findicates.a liver
degree of either an event/activity or materials, with "2" representing a
high degree of activity or Materials. (Some %items are reverse-scored later
so that 1.inadequate and 2.adequate for each item).

Some items may not be quan)ity of materials, but the degree to which
this activity or item occurs can be represented using the "1" or "2" scoring.

The space for comments at the end.of the short forM is to be used for
any specific additional observations made, or to note any inconsistencies of
what has been seen and what provider has stated.

1110
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I. Environment

A. Areas of Activity,

1. accessible hook and space
2. "special place"
3. divided areas
4. plants

5._ pets

B. Materials

1. numbers equal to children
2. age - appropriate
3. small motor playthings
4. large motor playthings
5. cognitive materials 2
6. art materials
7. musical materials 2

. 8. child - sired table/chairs

II Curriculum

1. daily schedUlel
2. activities:

->ar-balenceis-destrable
b. child - directed

3. active and quiet play
4. "messy" activities 1

5. outdoor space
6. children hell:0'41th meals]:

7. teaching concepts

8. self - help skills
9, time spent:

a. TV 3

b. outside
naps 1

III. Interpersonal Skills

.A. Discipline

1. rules explained
2. childrin work out problems
3. negative feelings expressed

a. to other children
b. to_adult(s)

4. physical puntshment/restraint 1,3
5. age - appropriate rult4s

6. provider shouts /yells

B. Communication

1. frequent interaction. ith children
2. talk at eye-level

3. warmth conveyed:
a. verbally
b. physically

4. eats with children:
a: snacks 1

b. lunch

149

Low Amount High Amount

I -1~
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III.

*fit

A - 2 5

5. verbal expression encouraged
6. children interact alone
7. special needs recognized
8. choices encouraged
9. provider interacts with parents 1

IV. Health and Safety

A. Physical Safety

1. obvious hazards3
2. First Aid suppliesl

B. Health

1. parents called ill childl
. 2. isolation of ill childl

C. Nutrition

1. nutritional snacksl
2. nutritional lunchesl

V. Record Keeping

1. attendance recordsJ
a. all children
b. DSor ldren

2. medical r sl

3. financial recordsl

Adeit,tanal Cot7ents

1
verbal report

2
, verbal report and observation

s Low Amount.High Amount

1'1
1--

t-

L_
1

3
a score of "1" is desirable. These items are raverse-scored
after the observation.

S

0.

4
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APPENDIX B

..
BACKGROUND PROJECT DATA

r% x Wm

0

, I

J..- Project Officer's lettir.to Day Care Provers (May 7, 1980

2. Provider Sign-Up Sheet

3. County Checklist 3f (Shi ld Care Centers and Day Care Homes.
'

4. s of members' of The Day Care Provider. Training Project Advisory

Committeeg(Project Yelr One) ,

- ,

J
5. List of (embers of The Training TasPForce a'f the Day "Care-Advis

Committee 'to the_Michigan Department tIf Social Services, 1975

a

I-

Tr

, 4,
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STATE OF, MICHIGAN

4ut
- ..) WILLIAM G. MILLIKEN, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES'

. - 300 S. CAPITOL AVENUE, LANSOG, MICHIGAN 48926it JOHN T. DEMPSEY, Director

:

r

%
May 7, 1980

,-,

DEAR/DAY CARE.' PROYIDER:
( .

.,,. . .
.

We are pleased.to.announce that the Michigan Department of SoCial Services '(MOSS)

will be offering training for family day care home operators and 'ellild care center staff ,...

this'summer who are currently caring for MOSS children (or plan to upon completion of

the training). -.,The Center For Urbad.Studies,Wayne State University (CUS/WSUl wdll_

administer the training:project this year. In turn, CUS/WSU spill deliver the training'

Trirough subcontracts with local training agencies (from about June 15th through Sep-

ember 30, 1980).. Most training expenses will be paid 'for by the training Project.

For planning purposes, we need 'to know who is interested,On taking the training this

year, and.what the training should cover. PLEASE COMPLETE AHD spioji the enclosed

pre-paid, self - addressed envelooe) TIE ATTANTD7DIDVM-707017Er
May 27, 1981.

4

A-27

JUL 1 '81980 -

Twenty hours of participation will be require earl 'a training certificate.

The training will include some -of the following so

Human growth and develdbMent of children.

'' Health and protection-needs.
Learning process at different stages of development.

Play
Disciplinp.
Planning and,scheduling a balan&ed day.
Setting-up a plaYroOmiand selecting toys and equipment.

The what and bow. of ,teaching children.
Working with parents.
Working wtthother providers and.itaff of diverse backgrounds aid values.

Confidentiality - what you can db andmwhat you - cannot:

'Legal eights and responsibilities -of,providers.
Other subjects on.direct caregiving.

You and the other proVIders, in cooper on with the training agency, will decide which

subjects will be covered in greater d#65. The average *reining group will be about 20

providers. .The-ttainer wilttry to schedule the training at times that art most con-

venient for.Oroviders. Where possible, it will be held in or near4our community. Due

to limited funding, we cannot guarantee that training will be available in all commu-

nities. Thp numbers of providers who complete and send in the goldenrod'Sign-Up Sheet

will htiptdetermine where the training will'be offered this year.

If your local training agency (yet to be selected) signs a contract to deliverN%-14
the ning, you will probably,be contacted sometime in June er July'about schedulieg

and information. Training start-uaLand.ending dates may vary. If you have any
I!

Am

me.
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Letter to Day Care Providers Continued. Page 2

comments or suggestions about the training Project, please feel free to contact the
Projett Director. Her address and telephone number are: Louise L Sally Brown,
Director. Day Care Provider Training Project, Center for Urban Studies, Wayne State
University, Detroit, Michigan 48202, 313-577-2208. Thank you: Have a good summer.

Sincerely,
.

.

,

% 4frt e,tattv,-- ,

.,.

. t Roger C. Nelson ,

SfA ial Services Training Division
. 6545 Mercantile Way,, Suite #9

Lansft, Michigan 48910
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1980 DAY -CARE PNOVID6R-TRAINING PROJECT A-29

PROVIDER SIGN -UP SHEET

DEAR

,

OVIDE
.

, 4-

PRR: .

5/7/80
. .

,

PLEASE COMPLETE A41 SEND (In tie pre-Pa4d,11/1f-addressed'envelope) this 'Sign -Up" sheet

by May 27, 1980 to:
,

.

+1,

PLEASE PRINT:

Social Services Trafning Division
'Department of Social Services
6545 Mercantile Way. Suite P9
Lansing, Michigan -4891,n

Attention: Roger Nelson

NAME: ADDRESS: .

COUNTY:
1 .

LICENSE 0: TELEPHONE NO. . '

,

CHECK 2 TYPE: 0 FAMILY HOMES 0 CENTER,

PLEASE CHECK: t :

you want training? Check' ( Yes 0 No 0) Not Sure.
,

If you have staff, dopu wantilhem to have training? Check 0 Yes It No Not Sure.

If '`yes ", how maw staff?

Please check Ea below which subject areas Jou want training to include:

Human growth and_development of children.

Health and proteition needs.

Learning process at different stages of development,

Play.

Oiscipftne..

Planning and scheduling a balanced day. -

Setting-up a playroom and selecting -toyi and equipment.

The what and how of teaching children.

Working with parents. °

Work14g with other providers-and staff of diverse backgrounds and values.

Confidentiality = what you can dO^and what yob cannot. :4'

.1.egt1 rights and responsibilities of providers.

Other subjects on direct caregiving.

You will be notified if and Owl training will be offered in or near your ccomuotty.

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

Thank you

154
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W106. a w
COUNTY CHECKLIST (Oy County Code)

MPChipA DVar Until t of SociaLServtces
Item No. la" dr" lietwesteel Nome

Page 1 of 3 Pages
614ou a st Inil Oat. TM, el 11:oon

(A-30) 144y, 1980
..111.111/k 4

t

SUBJECT: 1980 Day Care Provider CHILD CARE CENTERS ROGER NELSON, SSTO
Training Project - 7/10/80

REGARDING.: Survey of Providers
- BY COUNTY

Sent 5/7/80
.

,

RESULTS: NUMBER Given toWSU 7/10/80 NUMBER -
OF, , OF to.

CENTtRS CAPACITY CENTERS CAPACITY
1 'A'cona AL 3 0 55 I 43 Lake LA 1 0 50'
2

3

- AG 3 ' 0 b0 44 Lapeer LP

LE
9 ' 0 235
6 v0/0 210

.Alijia

Allegan AE `1.0 ' 1/1/0 594 45 Lelanau
4 Alpena AP 12 0 199 46 Lenasvee LN 16 3-1110/0 570
5 Antrim AN 8 0/0/1 174 47 Livingston LI

LU
17 2-5/0/0 443
2 0 Irr----6 .Arenac AR 4 0 133 3 Luce

7 Baraga BG 3 0 -57 49 Mackinac MA 5 0 95
8 Barry BA 10 I-33/ /II - 234 5Q- Macomb MC 144 9-66/1/1 4,263
9 Bay BY - 24 0 1,149 51 Manistee MN 4 0 135

10 Benzie BE

BN

BR

5 1-10/0/0 96
33 5-49/2/0' 1045

52
53

MarqUette
Mason

Mecosta

MR
MS
MT
Mis.

19 3.20'71/0 432'
5 ' 0 110 s
7 0 175
4 0 R4

11 Berrien

12 Branch 10 1-5/1/0 316 :.54
13 Callyn -CA i 37 6-147077257 : 55 '.:enominee
t4

k-15

Cass CS ' 3 1-3/0- /5 10's le Mimand
14171

MR
-->. 27. 2- 7/2/4 -5 .855,

2' 0 44Charlevoix CH 6 1/0=110 7T5-1 57 7.*.ssaul,ee
16 Cheboygan CE 6 Z-5/1.01 I It) L 58 j Monroe MO . 23 2 -4/0/0 835
17 C1:22agewa CP 9 1-7/0/1 189 .1 55 0.1oricalmMM

MY
MU

13 0 311
5 0 105

43 5-26/0-1/0 1',178 -1
le Clare CL 6 1 -3/0/0 150 50 Montmorency
I: : -7,:- CT 11 1/0/0 243 P 61 Muskegon

'2) CE ..12: L_Co. 2 e_l 40 1' Newa , NE 10 1 , 314
21 ... : -.: DE 6 z-7/0/0-1 '175 ,. 63 Oakland OC ;7' 14-94/3-10/ t73 14___80 310et1155____7

0

22 Z. .....,nsoi DI 0 0------ . 0
20 1 1 565

I 89.

64

65

66

Octane IOE
Ouciriaw j OG23 Eaton EA

24 Emmet EM Ontonagon ON
25 Genesee GC 19? 12-94/1-2/1 3,079 67 Osceola OS 5 0 125
26 G4Wwin GL 2 0 47 68 °scale 00 1rC14Lf.s__

1-ELQL9 ,
'34 4 -43/1 -1/01.n5c

'T.27 Gogabic GO 8 0 0 - 69 Otsego 01'
28 Gd. reverse GR - 1 0 . 4 '3 70 Ottawa OW
29 Gratin GT 12 1-26 0/0 359 _ 71 Presque Isle PR 5 0 116
30 Hillsdale HI it , 6 0 15R 72 Roscommon RO 5 0 100
31' Hose-311ton , HO 8 1 -5/0/0 241

5 0 85
73

74

Sag:naw

St. CI r
SA

St
70 16-96/0=1a3415

32 Nuron 3n 0/1/0 714
3:3 Ingham 87 13-92/2 -4/1 2,879 75 St. ph S1

20 11/94° 52?
3r. -Ionia 12 . 0/0/1 3?1 78 Semite 11 1- /u/0 277
35 Imo, 4 .0 100 77 Sihoolcraft , U 55li
.itfiEon 0 0 78 Shiawassea

1 2-12/0;1/0 393_
37 Isatiella 9 0 79 Tuscola ?(17
38 .Jackson 0 0 ,283 80 Van Bumf VTUB'

1 3_ 30/0- /0 628
69 12_78/1_9/3 3,41A

526 . . 22,711

39 Kalamai(%) - 65 10-4360-1/I 1.883
2 38

I

82

Wash tenaw

Wayne

WA

wc40 Kalkaska
41 Kelm 1 12-40 0- 1 83 Wexford V 0 . .

7 ii;t -urns:: MT i

1

a .

KEY: 12- 40/0 -6/1 - - - - 1 no" response
12rmyeso responsdp; 40 "yes" trainees involved , LTAL 2,270 76,801
O unot sere" responses; 6 "not sure" trainees

MARY: (Centers) 1
245 'yesmresponses involving 1,630 trainrs.s.

11 f-teirsVolne:Plggivirrielgiii?ailne;ta+,
9tf. cn.. t 77t nievieut alitioas mar e sine
,
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Michigan Department of Social Services

..46.0II s rum*

Page 2' of 3 Pages

Htqu.0.9 um. el Ilan
.

(A -31) May. 1411A
'marks: ''.1

,

REGARDING: Survey P iders
Sent 5/7/

RESULTS: S .

FAMILY DAY CARE HOES
NUMBER CAPACITY

DAY CARE HOMES,'

BY COUNTY

t. ,

GROUP DAY CARE 80t1ES

NU'ISER CAPACITY

ROGER NELSON, SSTD
7/10/80

TOTAL
NUMBER CAPACITY

1 'Alcona AL 8 1/1/4 34
2 Alger AG 1p n SS 1/1 55

3 Allegan AE 112 3/5/12 539 112 539

4 Alpena " SO 3/4/4 180 50 1RO

5 Antrim AN 44 210/2 222 46 222

6 Arenac AR 1 1/0/1 59 7r 16 59.

7 (3araga BG 5 110/0 13 t, 5 . 13 ._

B Barry BA 50 4-711/2 212 - 5) 212

9 Day BY 55 4/9/7 180. 55 180

10 Benzie BE 15. llnin 37 , --\ 15 77

11 Berrien BN 290 12-13/8/151.311 \ 290 1.311

12 Branch BR' 51 5/1/5 252 ,... --51 257

13 Calhoun CA 206 917 206 917

14 Cass cs 32 4/2 381 82 381

J5Chatirmic cH 57 1/2/2 269 57 269

16 Cheboygan CE 42 , 1/1 3 185 . 42 186

17 irspetva CP 74 1/1/3 22G- 74 280

18 Clare ct 9 0 41 9 41

19 Ciintal ,, 75 1 5/4 327- 5 3.7

20 2,,:ye cn 24 123 24 123

11 o,.,1::. DE 43 5/5/8 159 43'

22 Dickinson t DI 41 v_241, 1056
_

43 105

23 Ea :on EA 166 ii '7581 -166 758

24 Emmet £M 54 4_ 267 54 267

25 Genesee GC 412 44-551141 2-53n 612 31,
26 Gladwin GL 29 3-4/1/2 '131 -. _29 111

27 Gogebic GO 26 2 0 1 96 26 96

28 Gd. Traverse GR 308 26 6 1 368 308

29 Gratiot GT 76 3 333- -

-----.12311_
76 333

r'30 Hakdale HI 60 2/2/2 278 60 278

31 Houghton i HO '20 0 53 20_' 53

32 Huron HU - 36 6-1/3/11 151 Aft,_ 151_

33 IngNam ic 618 29- 2913 33 17 618 3.613
34 Ionia 10 56 4 ). 246 -56 .. '246

35 Iwo I; 33 0 138 ' 33

36 Iron in 13 1/1/0 , 55 1 --' 55

57 Isabella to 7 61414 3A5, 346
i
38 Jackson JA 307 -22/7/9 1,393 307 1,393

39 Kalamazoo KA 7i.r4 8/8/[4 3,101 784 3,101

40 Kalkaska Kt. . 1 0 ^S .26 27

41 Kent -KE 504 2 17 1 8 1 822

42 Keweenaw KW 0
1;.' '

.

01469 (ass s 1-77) Prov604011/11184S they CS vied.

r
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M-chi n Deparment of Social Services Page 3 of 3 Pages

. (A-32) Mqy, 1980 P0 2

, DAY CARE HOPES ROGER NELSON, SSTO ''
7/10/80

REGARDING: Survey, of Providers BY coux,
Sent 5/7/80 ..

RESULTS:
FAMILY DAY CARE HOES -. GROUP* DAY CARE HOMES TOTAL

NUMBER . CAPACITY NUMBER CAPACITY NUMBER CAPACITY
43 Lake LA 15 0 55 15 55

4

45

Lapeer LP 125 W2/8 504 125 504
Laeiartau LE 36 2/311 171 - 36 171

,I5 enawee IN , 1139-101214 . 533
.774-1-1/412- 327

1 12 114 542
74 3274/ Livingston LI

48 Luce LU . 14 I/U/U 56 l it 56
49 Mackinac MAI 1 10 0/1/0 52 16 52efM---r,"r4T50 Macomb MC _ 400 29/11/12 1.647
bl Maristee MN 31 0/1/2 116 31 Tg---
52 -maniuc is MR 123 5/3/3 425

36 1/0/0 119 .
123 ---47----'-------1------Trg--53 Mason MS

54 Mecosta MT .149 7/ U14 688 149 638
55 Menominee ME 0

56 Midland MI '706 7/3/4 871 206 871
57 MislatAes MR

MO
Mid

9 0/1/1 50
70 41113 290
38 I Id 1 ' 152 _

'_ _ :.

9 50
70 fff---

,38 152

59 Monroe
Zontcalm

,§2 & ontmorenctc MY 19 0 87 19 7al Muskelon mu 233 749 203
erta4rmrmo
63

NE 35 -4i1 0 r62
_749

35 162
Oakland OC 525 48= 1 11/ 2.507 17 1 12 527 2 519

tea [Oceans OE 44 3/2/4 155 56
65 Ogemase OG 24 0/1/0 89 4 89 +,

G6 Ontonagon ON i 2 U 2 . 2
67 Osceola OS , 32 1/111,,, 154- - 3Z 154
66 0=4 OD tk 2-3/0/144 'ti_ 3)
69 Otsego OT jg 21211 154 9 154
70 Ottavia OW .222 11-13/10L9_ 1n 793
71 Presquef isle PR 12 211/1 40 12 40
72 Roscommon RO 0 1 0 28 .48
73 flaw SA '458 9- 8/181.383

. 12n 7/ 10 485
i

358 1 303
120 %Mr---74 St. Clair SC

75 StJouph sr 90 1/5/i 5 444 90 .444
76 Sanilac SN 63 1/1/4 254 63 254-
77
78

Schoolcralt SO 0
Shirnassee SH 71 4/4/3 305

79 Tuscpla TU 79 3/Z-2/4 91 s 79 291
co van Buren vs 85 10/2/5 359 85 359
SI Washtenaw WA 444 44.1-487T0-1"12 432 114 - 441---2;1337

4t2:1---7471-256T
4:2
liiV-7Titxx

Wayne WC ,142709-12( 4.158 14/25
d WC jn 2/1/ 2fil

, ..

110,13A
I 1

osei-ep Ism 11-771 Previews *Often ow/

42,901

SUM14ARY: (Homes)
dye!" responses involving 676 trainees.

285 not sure' responses involving 286 trainees-.
42R "'In" roAnnnedoR ln

24 10,140. 42,925

--4110
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The Day., Cite Provider Training Project

Advisory Committee
(Project Year One) -

Pearl Axelrod, Chairperson
Uriiversity of Michigan School

of Education (retired)
Day. Care Consultant

Chairperson, Advisorye,Committee
on Day Cure to the Michigan ,
Department of Social Services

Sandra Carden
President, Michigan Association

of Child Care Administrators
Legislative Secrlilry, Metro
Detroit Associat on for the
Education of YoUng Children

Sharon Elliott
Associate. Professor, College of

Education, Wayne State
Universit

President, chigan Association`

for the Ed cation of Young,

Children

sill Hankins
Day Care Services Program Manager,

Michigan Department of Social
Servides

Judy Hollister
Agistant Director of Area

Agencieo on Aging Association
.of Michigan

Sally Hruska
-41Headstart Teacher

Trainer, Day Care Provider
Training Prbject

Laura Humphreys
Chairperson, Midland County Family

'Day Care Association

1.58

Tommie Evans Lee
Licensing Consultant, Division

of Child Day Care Licensing,
Michigan Department of Social

Services,

Roger Nelson
Project Officer, Social Services

Training Division, Office of
Management and Staff Development,
Michigan Department of Social
Services

Horst Orth
Project Office Supervisor, Social

Seivices Training Division, Office
of Management and Staff Development,
Michigan Department of Social .

"Servides
40

Aaron Pitti
Friends of Headstart
Black Graphics International

Tito Reyes
Early Childhood Consultant
Child Development Associate (CpA)

Representative

Janine Stephenson
AdMinistrative Assistant, Division

of Child Day Care Licensing,
Michigan Department of Social
Serilices
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The Training Task Force of the i

Day Care Advisory Committee to
the Michigan Department of Social Services

. 1975

Meyers of Training Task Force
.

Ma. Evelyn Linden, Chairperson
Day Care Consultant to United Comm pity
Services of Metropolitan Detroit
Former Director of Franklin-Wright
Day Care Center-

Ma: Pearl Axelrod
Spedial Assisent to the Deaa
University of Michigan School of Education
COordinator: Day Care Directors and Centers

Staff Training

Ma. ale Brooks
Consumer Representative
Community.WOrker for Children's Aid

Society of Metropolitan Detroit

Dr. Esther Callard
;Department Chairperson: Family and

Consumer Resources
Liberal Arts
Wayne State University

44r. Michael Hudson
V-Ch. Michigan State 4-C's Council
Former Administrator,-Community Chi*
Care & Development Association
Lansing, Michigan

Mt. Robert NrOonnell
V-Ch. Day Caie Advisory Committee
Coordinator f Public Assistance Programs
Michigan V. tional Rehabilitation Service

0.

Resourcellsons to the Task Force

Mr James Theodore Jones, Director
Divisi6rpcif Day Care Services
Michigan Department of Social Services

Mr: Horst Garth
Program, Manager, Family Day Care Services
Michigan Department of Social Services

Ms. Janet Craft
Program Specialist/Day Care Services

Regidn' 9
Michigan Department Of Sdcial Services

M. Sally Brown
Executive Coordinator
Detroit, Wayne County 4-C4s

Ma. Sue Brook
Coordinator
MiChiga State 4-C's

Ma. Jackie Wood
Project Assistant, Family Day Care

Home Licensing
Michigan Department of Social Services

a.
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APPENDIX C

ENROLLMENT MAPS AND LONG DATA TABLE

1. Map A: Counties in Which the subdoietractor LSSC Offered Training

2. Map B: Counties in Which Specific Subcontractors Offered Training

Alpena Community College
. Grand Traverse 4-C

Kirtland Community College

3. Map C: Counties in Which Specific Subcontractors Offered Training

Alma Day Care
Delta College
Saginaw Intermediate School Diatrict

4. Map D: Counties in Which Specific Subcontractors Offered Training

Grand Valley, Kirkhof College
Kalamazoo Valley Community College

5. Map E: Counties in Which Specific Subcontractors Offered Training

F.A.C., Wayne State UniVrsity
Family Day Care Council

Mercy College
University of Michigan
Wayne County Community College

6. Map F: Counties in Which the Subcontractor Mott Offered Training

7. Table 8-A: Perceived Training Needs for Competency Topic's

.01

t
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MAP B

COUNTIES IN WHICH SPECIFIC
SUBCONTRACTORS OFFERED TRAINING

Subcontractor:

GRAND TRAVERSE 4rC

Enrblled

Complettd
Hone 48
Center 49
TOTAL _

dl

Subcontractor:

ALPENA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Enrolled 27

. Completed.

Home 23
Center 4

TOTAL , 27

t24

97

I

Cheboygarl
Presque Isle

Subcontractor:

KIRTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Enrolled

Completed
Home 17

Center 21

TOTAL '38

'1 n
. a



MAP C

COUNTIES IN WHICH SPECFFIC

SUBCONTRACTORS OFFERED TRAINING,

,

Arenac

Tl-
00.060.111

Isabella » Midland

AkESEEHES::2a2a146_
nr-

Gratiot Sa inaw

1

Subcontractor:

ALMA DAY CARE

Enrolled

'Completed
Home 25

Center 48

TOTAL

96

.J73

Alma Day Care
Salindw Intermediate:

Delta College

Alp Delta College
Saginaw Intermediate

Tuscola ..w:..... Saniiaq

A-638

Subcontractor:

SAGINAW INTE,MEDiATE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Enrolled 108

Comeleted
Horne 94 .

Center TT---
TOTAL , 105

4,10

Subcontractor: '

. DELTA COLLEGE

Enrolled 118

Completed
NoMe 17

Center
118TOTAL

163
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MAP D

COUNTIES IN WHICH SPECIFIC
SUBCONTRACTORS OFFERED TRAI7NG

Oceana Newaygo i Mecosta

Montcalm -

arIT 1 :TIT.

".61" VPIPO

:NOttawa

Allegan

'Subcontractor:

A-39'

GRAND VALLEY (KIRKHOF COLLEGE)

Enrolled 186

Completed
Home 37

Center 99
TOTAL

Subcontractor.

KALAMAZOO VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Enrolled 179

S.

.136

Completed
Home 17

Center
TOTAL

Van f'Kalamazoo.
Buren r ,/ T

St :.,
V.Joseph*

:Calhoun

'Berrien I Cass Branch

I 64

141

s.

rs.
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COUNTIES IN
MWHICH

SPECIFIC

SUBCONTRACTORS OFFERED TRAINING

'or

00

F amily Day Cire CounciL
Mercy College

University of Michigan

4

A -40

.

Family Day Caw Counci
University ofTichigan

ynw County Comm. College
FAC (WSU)
Mercy College

%
r.

r:Subcontractor: -Subcontracto Subcontractor:
#

UNIVERSITi3OF MICAIGANt. FAMILY DAY CARS' UNcIL MERCY COLLEGE

.

Enrolled 141- nro4led '64
d

Ent-6110

Completed
.

'Completed' . . Completed

Home 17 Home 81 o Home 39

Center ,:§5 Center' 0
TOTAL

Crritr, 131

82 TOTAL .

. .

'
--

b
I

livingston

- - =1,7,4
OF.

OOOOOOOOO

Wash tenali

0111.

uwsu

4-1,e wee Monroe

vl

AMEN .111. . A.1=111, 11 MM. MOM.
L

414

Subcontractor: , Subcontractor:

FAC (wso

Enrolled

Completed'
Home

'Center

TOTAL

4
=

230 .

170

Nit

-r

N .

1

4

k!. ',446,%

4B

WAYN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

14 fn led

Completed

13 Home

0 Center,
13 TOTAL

5

75

;It
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MAP F

COUNTIES IN WHICH THE SUBCONTRACTOR
.MOLT OFFERED TRAINING d'

4

1

111.

1 6 (-3
f

4

4

4I

Subcontractor :
PC

MOTT CQMMUNITY COLLEGE

kap'''. led ' 110

Completed
Home 36

Center 61

TOTAL 97
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Table g-K

Trainee sion Perceptions by Item
an y Training Session

Session

19..Numter

Item
j One Two Three Four

Mean] SD

Five

'Mean

't

SD

Six

Meant SDMean SD ,Mean SD : Mean SD
,>

One

Two

Three

Four

Five ,

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

'Ten,

t,,

1314

1307

1224

1014

V94 4'

442

334

181

107.

4.33

4.38

N
4.43

4.47

4.48

4644

4.44

4.37
r

4.39

4.42

.65

.66

.66

.61

.62

'

.66

.70

.69

.68

*70

.

4.24

4.33'

4.36

4.34

4.40

4.37

4.38,,.73

4.31

4.27

4.38

.71

.69

.65

.73

.69

.72

r

.69

.76

.70

4.05

4.05

4.14

.4.18

4.26

4.14

4.23

.4.20

4.17

4.35

.g2

.86

.86

.88

.85

.,92

.83

.82

.86

-70

4.01:

' 4.25

4.34

4.34

4.35

4.33
.

.., 4.35

4.23

4.37

4.32

.89

.80

.77

.73

.75
*

'ill
,

.77

.78

.76

.73

4.11

4.33

'4.42

4.39

4.45

4.34
.

.

4.38

4.24

4.31

4.17

:.83

.71

.71

.70

.69

.76

.77

.78

.82

.81

'

4.18

4.34

4.40

4.42

4.43

4.41

4.43

4.2

4.38

4.39

.81

.76

..71

.71

.74

111

.75

71

.78:

.75

.69

. .

/ f


